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It just goes to show
money doesn't equate
with intelligence.
Ron Magill
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AFTERNOON — 50 CENTS

Candidates in place for May primary
By GINA HANCOCK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer
Speculation circulating about
candidates for Calloway County
judge/executive did not include
the name of three-term incumbent
George Weaks.
Weaks had squashed such talk
in early December when he
announced that he would not seek
a fourth term.
For more than a month, J.D.

Williams, now the sheriff, was
the only official candidate for
that office.
Unofficially, Melvin Henley's
name had been mentioned often
as his likely opponent.
But Henley changed the face of
the race when he announced
Wednesday that he would not run
due to personal reasons.
Upon learning the news,
Weaks wasted no time in filing
his candidacy papers seeking that

fourth term.
He directly cited Henley's
decision not to iflake the race as
his reason for running again.
Since Friday, a flurry of residents have flung their names into
the churning county judge's race.
They include businesswoman
Eva Mohler, attorney Bill Phillips
and Montage publisher Chuck
Shuffett.
Of 22 candidates in the four
magisterial taces, only one is a

woman. Marcia Brandon is one
of five candidates in District 3.
Although Murray Mayor Bill
Cherry will run unopposed for a
second term, 17 candidates have
filed for Murray City Council
seats.
Hazel Mayor Bill Hudson is
opposed by Dan Farris.
The following is a list of candidates who have filed for office
in Calloway County and will be
on the May primary election

ballot:
Judge/Executive: Eva Mohler, Bill
Phillips, Chuck Shuffett, George
Weeks, J.D. Williams.
Circuit Clerk: Ann Wilson.
County Clerk: Teresa Rushing.
County Attorney: David Harrington, Randy Hutchens,
Sheriff: Ted Alexander, Paul Jerry
Lee, Bill Edd Murdock, Stan Scott,
Eddie Stone, Tommy Walker.
Jailer: Pat Paschall, Joe E
Thornton
II TURN TO PAGE 2A .

I did not say profanity
and did not holler.
It was an injustice.

Few answers come ALL WET
from
PADD
meeting
Dale Brown 99
page 28
By STACEY CROOK
Murray Ledger & Times Staff Writer

JOB WORRIES
- WASHINGTON — Labor
Secretary Robert Reich said
today the Clinton administration likely will seek to extend
jobless benefits, saying the latest wave of corporate layoffs
shows the "employment picture is still very bad." Page
3A

SPORTS
MAYFIELD — Murray High
couldn't hold onto a 16-point
lead against the Hickman
County Falcons in the opening
round cf the All-A regional
tournament Tuesday night.
Page 2B

FORECAST
Tonight, partly cloudy. Low
around 30. Northwest wind 5
to 10 mph. Thursday, partly sunny. High around 50.

LAKE STAGES
KENTUCKY LAKE
354.3, 0.0; below 317.0, +0.5
BARKLEY LAKE
354.3, -0.1; below 322.0, +0.3

INDEX
Two Sections — 24 Pages
Classifieds
4B-6B
Comics
7B
Crosswords
7B
7B
Dear Abby
Horoscope
5A
7A-11A
Murray Today
13A
Obituaries
2B, 3B
Sports

Several tough questions and
very few answers were brought
up when city and county officials
met with local residents Tuesday
night to discuss strategic plans
for Calloway County.
The Purchase Area Development District hosted the forum in
an effort to gain public input on
topics such as transportation,
human resources, the environment, organization and governance, justice, the economy and
infrastructure.
More than 30 people met at the
George Weaks Community Center to exchange ideas and ask
questions. This meeting was one
of eight county meetings that
have been scheduled this spring.
Calloway County JudgeExecutive George Weaks said he
thought the meeting was very
constructive but there were very
few answers to so many
questions.
"I don't see a lot of answers
coming out of it," he said.

One problem Weaks mentioned
was the lack of funding. In order
to solve any problems there will
have to be money available.
The concept of a regional plan
is a positive step, Weaks said.
"My first job is to protect the
county," he said. "But the regional concept is needed because the
high cost of doing business
makes it almost a necessity."
However, he said the county
comes First. For example, Weaks
said the idea of a regional landfill
is a good one as long as the landfill is not located in Calloway
County.
Improved air and road service,
a solid waste plan, increased
employment opportunities and
ways to slow state and federal
mandates were of major concern.
Most residents felt all the mandates coming down from the
legislature without suggestions or
funding should he s!r%ed
dramatically.
Drug awareness was also an
important topic. People want
II TURN TO PAGE 2A

STACEY CROOK/Ledger & Times photo
Murray firefighters train on a new truck at the City Park Tuesday afternoon. This state-of-the-art
pumper is custom-designed and equipped with a complete command center and high-tech radio system. Fire Chief Pat Scott said he thinks the truck will be put into service this week.

French peacekeepers trapped in combat zone
ZADAR, Croatia (AP) — Twenty French peacekeepers
were trapped in a combat zone today amid Croat-Serb
fighting in Croatia. On another front in the bloody Balkans, heavy fighting erupted in Sarajevo, the Bosnian
capital.
There was no sign of a letup in the heavy fighting in
Croatia, where Croats refused to comply with a U.N. order
to give - up their new territorial gains. President Franjo
Tudjman refused to order a pullback unless Serb militias in
the region are disarmed.
The bloodshed jeopardizes the peacekeeping plan for
Croatia negotiated by U.N. envoy Cyrus Vance in late

1991. The renewed fighting also threatens peace talks
between Serbs, Croats and Muslims in neighboring Bosnia.
Until the Croatians launched their offensive along the
Adriatic coast last Friday, Croatia had been relatively calm
for a year: About 10,000 people died there in the 1991
civil war.
The Croat forces are seeking to regain some of the onethird of Croatian territory lost to the Serb forces. Croatian
forces so far have taken control of the key Maslenica road
bridge — the main link between Croatia's heartland and
the Dalmatian coast — and the Zemunik military airstrip,
both near the Adriatic port of Zadar. Serbs destroyed the

LETTING THE CT OUT OF THE BOX

Subscribers who have not
received their home-delivered
copy of the Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday
through Friday or by 3:30 p.m.
Saturday are urged to call
753-1916 and ask for the circulation department between
5:30-6 p.m. Monday-Friday or
3:30-4 p.m. Saturday.
• • • •
TO SUBSCRIBE: 753-1916

CLASSIFIEDS

•I •

OFFICE INFO
To reach any department of
the newspaper, call 753-1916
and specify which person or
department you wish to contact. Our regular office hours
are 8 a.m.-5 p.m. MondayFriday; 8 a.m.-noon Saturday.

KERA IN OUR SCHOOLS

Kentucky's schools
get new report card

MISS YOUR PAPER?

To place a classified ad, call
753-1916 between 8 a.m.-5
p.m. Monday-Friday or 8
a.m.-noon Saturday and ask
for the classifieds department.
Please check rates and deadline information on the first
page of the classified ads
section.

Maslenica bridge in the 1991 war.
Just two days after two French peacekeepers were killed
and three others wounded, the French Defense Ministry
announced today that about 20 of its peacekeepers were
trapped in a combat zone inland from the port of Zadar.
Three unarmed French U.N. helicopters came under fire
Monday night off the Croatian coast while on a mission to
rescue wounded French peacekeepers, said Shannon Boyd,
spokeswoman for the peacekeepers in Zagreb. None of the
helicopters was hit and no one was injured.
The incidents underline the vulnerability of the 14,000
U.N. peacekeepers deployed in Serb-held areas of Croatia.

GINA HANCOCK/Ledger & Times photo
Officials with Siemens unload their CT scanner Tuesday afternoon at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

Hospital receives new CT scan
The new CT scan unit, worth
$990,000, was unloaded Tuesday
afternoon at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
By the end of this week, worken will begin dismantling the
hospital's 10-year-old machine. A
portable CT scan will be rented
until the new machine is installed
In early March.
Once it is operational. MCCH
will be the first hospital in the
region to have such a sophisticated CT scan, according to Craig

Arnold, of the public relations
department.
Siemens, the machine's manufacturer, agreed to a financial
agreement which allows MCCH
to pay a $100.000 down payment
and defer payment on the remaining portion until the new fiscal
year beginning in April.
The new machine offers a process called spiral scanning which
constantly acquires data about the
area being examined. This technology
• vides high resolution

images and the ability to arrive at
accurate diagnoses in a shorter
amount of time. The new scanner
takes about 30 seconds to complete
'
, scan of the head, whereas
older models take six minutes.
Computerized tomography
(CT)scanning is a method of taking multiple x-ray images of the
body or parts of the body and
using a computer to construct
cross-sectional views from those
images.

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky schools got a new kind
of report card today — a code of
numbers to show how much the
performance of their students is
expected to improve this year and
next.
State Department of Education
officials announced "baseline"
and "threshold" scores for each
of Kentucky's 1,400 schools.
They represented a starting point
—,where schools stood last year
in educational performance —
and performance levels they were
expected to reach by spring 1994.
"It's an absolutely historic
event," said Robert Sexton,
executive director of the Prichard
Committee for Academic
Excellence.
"Since school reform was discussed in the early '80s, there's
been a clamor for accountability.
This is accountability," Sexton
said after a briefing by state officials for members of various education groups.
On a 140-point scale, each
school will be expected to reduce
by one-tenth the gap between its
current score and a target score
of 100. In the new system of rating student performance as
novice — the lowest level —
apprentice, proficient or distinguished, a score of 100 represents
across-the-board proficiency.
The new scores combine the

already-announced results of
three sorts of student testing in
grades four, eight and 12 with
several other indicators of school
success, such as attendance and
dropout rates.
The idea was to set performance goals that were "achievable with quite an amount of
work," said Ed Reidy, an assistant education commissioner in
charge of the department's student assessment program.
But, "you do not have to conquer the world in two years,"
Reidy said.
However, there have been indications that the scores may be
flawed by inconsistencies in evaluations of students' writing for
the tests.
A Rand Corp. study of the
scoring of writing and mathematics portfolios collected for testing last year from fourth- and
eighth-graders in Vermont concluded that a lack of agreement
between teachers who scored the
same portfolios limited the
scores' usefulness.
Portfolios were scored in Kentucky and Vermont in roughly the
same way. But Kentucky's associate education COMIllissiOnCt for
curriculum, assessment and
accountability said an evaluation
of the scoring did not show a
II TURN TO PAGE 2A
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II Few answers...

Local News Roundup
ties. Suggestions for a countywide sewer and water system
were among a few of the proposals, Elias said.
Information compiled at this
meeting will be combined with
suggestions from other counties
to ultimately come up with a plan
for the entire Purchase region.

said, about the lack of commerFROM PAGE 1A
cial air serive and lack of public
more money spent on drug educa- transportation in Murray and Caltion in the schools.
loway County.
Steve Zea, executive director
However, most people were
of the Murray-alloway County pleased with the htedical services
Chamber of Commerce, vid one available. Elias said Murray is
of the key concerns in his group fortunate to have so many highly
was over employment opportuni- trained medical personnel.
ties for young people. He said he
City infrastructure is in relawould like for young people to tively good shape, he
d. The
have the opportunity for their improvements
water and
careers to grow within the com- waste water systems has
munity rather than moving away. increased capacity by 50 percent.
City Planner Don Elias said Elias said the new sewer system
transportation was also men- is also a big assest to the city.
tioned during the discussion.
However, county residents are
Many people are concerned, he still having problems with utili-

Pick 3
8-1-0
Cash Five

1-5-11-19-29

•

PADD formulated this
approach to problem solving at
the request of Gov. Brereton
Jones. He has asked that each of
the 15 Area Development Districts in Kentucky to prepare a
strategic plan dealing with various issues.

SPECIAL NEEDS
ADOPTION PROGRAM

1-800-432-9346
RE N"L'CR r CAMET FOR HUMAN RESOURCES

Walter U. King of Murray has filed the necessary papers to become a candidate for Calloway County Constable, District 2, in the 1993 election.

CANDIDATE FILES FOR CITY COUNCIL
Danny 0. Hudspeth of Murray has filed the necessary papers to become a
candidate for Murray City Council in the 1993 election.

CANDIDATE FILES FOR MAGISTRATE
John M. Loftus of New Concord has filed the necessary papers to become a
candidate for Calloway County Magistrate, District 2, in the 1993 election.

CANDIDATE FILES FOR HAZEL COUNCIL

Donnie U. Myatt of Rt. 2 Hazel has filed the necessary papers to become a
candidate for Hazel City Council.

CANDIDATE FILES FOR HAZEL COUNCIL

Rita G. Emery of Hazel has filed the necessary papers to become a candidate for Hazel City Council.

CANDIDATE FILES FOR MAGISTRATE

II Kentucky's...

SNAP

CANDIDATE FILES FOR CONSTABLE

FROM PAGE 1A
wide range of standards for
writing.
Reidy said differences between
first- and second-round scoring of
the writing portfolios differed by

no more than one point on a fivepoint scale. Also, the writing

and social studies were based on
short-essay tests or complex tasks
called performance events — or
both. Each of those categories
account for one-sixth of a
school's overall score.

portfolio scores count for only
one-sixth of each school's baseline score, he said.
Tests on reading, math, science

James A. Herndon of Rt. 5 Murray has filed the necessary papers to
become a candidate for Calloway County Magistrate, District 5, in the 1993
election.

CANDIDATE FILES FOR CONSTABLE

Mike Clayton of Rt. 1 Almo has filed the necessary papers to become a
candidate for CallOway County Constable, District 1, in the 1993 election.

CANDIDATE FILES FOR CITY COUNCIL

Roy's Discount Pharmacy
For

Need auto insurance?
Check with us first.

our Corn enience Nirm Otter,

Ross
Insurance
Agency

UPS Pick-Up
Daily Monday - Frida
Ship %%eekly & Save mone.s

‘1,I

..M.-

H.,%% 641 %.

UPS

s p.m. _Sal. 9 a.m.- 7 p.m. Sun I. p.m.
7.53.23X0
Ohmpic Plata

Tom Rushing of Murray has filed the necessary papers to become a candidate for the Murray City Council in the 1993 election.

CANDIDATE FILES FOR COUNTY CLERK
Teresa Rushing of Almo has filed the necessary papers to become a candidate for re-election as Calloway County Clerk in the 1993 election.

CANDIDATE FILES FOR CONSTABLE
Max A. Parrish of At. 4 Murray has filed the necessary papers to become a
candidate for Calloway County Constable, District 3, in the 1993 election.

6th & Main
753-0489

CANDIDATE FILES FOR MAGISTRATE
Glenn 'Splinter' Rogers of Murray has filed the necessary papers to become
a candidate for Calloway County Magistrate, District 3, in the 1993 election.

CANDIDATE FILES FOR MAGISTRATE

Kenneth Greer of At. 2 Murray has filed the necessary papers to become a
candidate for Calloway County Magistrate, District 4, in the 1993 election.

PUBLICATION COPY - COMMERCIAL AND SAVINGS BANKS
CONSOLIDATED REPORT OF CONDITION (Including Domestic and Foreign Subsidiaries)
LEGAL TITLE OF BANK

STATE C35 ..Lsr2

CANDIDATE FILES FOR MAGISTRATE

STATE BANK NO

Mike Sykes of Murray has filed the necessary papers to become a candidate for Calloway County Magistrate, District 3, in the 1993 election.

207
Bank of Murray

FEDERAL RESERVE DiSTRICT NO

8
CITY

STATE

COUNTY

Murray

Calloway

ZIP CODE

Kentucky

CANDIDATE FILES FOR CITY COUNCIL

CLOSE OF BUSINESS DATE

Loretta Jobs of Murray has filed the necessary papers to become a candidate for Murray City Council in the 1993 election.

December 31, 1992

42071

Dollar Amounts in Thousands

Mil Thou

Bil

CANDIDATE FILES FOR CORONER

ASSETS
1 Cash and balances due from depository institutions

a Noninterest - bearing balances and currency and coin
b Interest - bearing balances

lb
2

2 Securities
3 Federal funds sold & securities purchased under agreements to resell in domestic offices of the bank
& of its Edge & Agreement subsidiaries; & in IBFs.
a. Federal funds sold
b Securities purchased under agreements to resell
4 Loans and lease financing receivables!

CANDIDATE FILES FOR JUDGE-EXECUTIVE
Eva Mohler of Murray has filed the necessary papers to become a candidate
for Calloway County Judge-Executive in the 1993 election.

3a
3.b

a. Loans and leases, net of unearned income

4.a

b. LESS: Allowance for loan and lease losses
c LESS Allocated transfer risk reserve

4.b

•Candidates...
FROM PAGE 1A

4.c
4d

d Loans and leases, net of unearned income, allowance, and reserve (item 4.a minus 4.b and 4 c)
5 Assets held in trading accounts

•

Dwane Jones of Murray has filed the necessary papers to become a candidate for Calloway County Coroner in the 1993 election.

la

Coroner: Dwane Jones. Johnny
Miller.
PVA: Ronnie Jackson.
Surveyor: Freddie Allgood.
Constable: (District 1) Robert

5
6

6 Premises and fixed assets (including capitalized leases)
7. Other real estate owned
8. Investments in unconsolidated subsidiaries and associated companies

7

Michael Clayton, Kenneth Reynolds

8.

Sr.; (District 2) Willard G. Brake, Walter M. King, Danny A. McCuiston.
Timothy Pace, Louie Williams, Jr.;
(District 3) Scott D. I3evins, Max A.
Parrish; (District 4) Billy J. Balentine,
James David Bowker.
Magistrate: (District 1) Gerald H.
Duncan, Dan Galloway, Clyde Hale,
Steve Lyons, Phillip Rogers; (District
2) Mike Cunningham, James Herndon,
Steve Lax, John M. Loftis, Charles
Smotherman; (District 3) Ralph

9

9 Customers' liability to this bank on acceptances outstanding
10 Intangible assets
11 Other assets

10
11

12 a Total assets (sum of items 1 through 11)

12.a.

b Loans deferred pursuant to 12 U.S.C. 1823 (j)

12.b.

c. Total assets and losses deferred pursuant to 12 U.S.C. 1823(j)(sum of items 12 a and 12.b)
LIABILITIES
13. Deposits: a In domestic offices .
................. .
(1) Noninterest - bearing

12.c.
13.a.

b In foreign offices, Edge and Agreement subsidiaries, and IBFs
(1) Noninterest - bearing

13 b.
13.b.(1)

(2) Interest - bearing

13.b.(2)

14 Federal funds purchased and securities sold under agreements to repurchase in domestic offices of the bank
& of its Edge & Agreement subsidiaries. & in IBFs. a. Federal funds purchased

14.a
14 b

b Securities sold under agreements to repurchase
15 Demand notes issued to the US. Treasury

15

16 Other borrowed money
17 Mortgage indebtedness and obligations under capitalized leases
18 Bank's liability on acceptances executed and outstanding

16
17

Carpet That
Lives With You

18

19 Subordinated notes and debentures

19

20. Other liabilities
21 Total liabilites (sum of items 13 through 20)
22 Limited - life preferred stock and related surplus

20
21

1,•..

23 Perpetual preferred stock and related surplus (No of shares outstanding

148,000
148,000

24 Common stock (No. of shares a Authorized
b Outstanding

22

v
23
MM.
r AY '
4
4

EQUITY CAPITAL

ALEX ANDER
M
I
T
H

480 24
040 25
1 R7 26.a.

25 Surplus (exclude all surplus related to preferred stock),
26 a Undivided profits and capital reserves
b. LESS: Net unrealized loss on marketable equity securities
27 Cumulative foreign currency translation adjustments

26.b.

28 a Total equity capital (sum of items 23 through 27)
b Losses deferred pursuant to 12 U.S..C. 1823 (I)

28.a.

c Total equity capital and losses deferred pursuant to 12 U.S C. 1823 (1)(sum of items 28 a & 28.b)
29 Total liabilities, limited - life preferred stock, equity capital, and losses deferred pursuant to
12 U S C 1823 (j)(sum of items 21, 22, and 28.c)

28.c.

•

28.b.

29

MEMORANDA: Amounts outstanding as of Report of Condition date:
1 a Standby letters of credit Total
I b Amount of Standby letters of credit in memo 1 a conveyed to others through participations

MEMO
I

WI 1 a

nn
lb
NOTE . This report must be signed by an authorized officer(s) and attested by not less than three directors other than the off cer(s) signing the report.
VWe,the undersigned officer(s), do hereby declare that this Report of Condition has been prepared in conformance with official instructions and is true
and correct to the best of my (our) knowledge and belief.
SIGNATURE.OF OFFIC)RIZED TO SIGN REPORT

DATE SIGNED

NAME AND TITLE OF OFFICER(S) AUTHORIZED TO SIGN REPORT

AREA CODE/PHONE NO

January 25, 1993

Gail Parker, Chief Financial Officer

5n2 753-1 R93

We. the undersigned directors, attest to the correctness of this Report of Condition and declare that it has been examined by us and to the best of
our knowledge and belief has been prepared in conformance with official instructions and is true and cor ect
F

IRECT

SIMRE

CAit2if

SZTURE

/1
(MAKE MARK FOR
NOTARY'S SEAL)

H. Hudson.
Hazel City Council: Rita Emery,
Edward L. Hudson, James Latimer,
Donnie M. Myatt, Chris Satterwhite.

13.a.(1)
13 a (2)

(2) Interest- bearing

SA,DIAZ

Bogard, Marcia D. Brandon, Glenn
'Splinter Rogers, Bobby Stubblefield,
Mike Sykes; (District 4) Bill Bailey,
Paul Butterworth Jr., Lloyd Cooper,
Kenneth Greer, Dan Miller, Danny E.
Parrish, Dallas Willoughby.
Murray Mayor: Bill Cherry.
Murray City Council: Bob Billington, W. Paul Dailey Ill, Ruby Hale,
Donald Henry, George Hodge, Charles
Homra, Danny 0. Hudspeth, Loretta
Jobs, Howard Koenen, Bobby Luffman, Charlie McKenney, Dan M. Miller, Joe Fiexroat, Tom Rushing, Tommy
Sanders, John Ed Scott, Bill Wells.
Hazel Mayor: W. Dan Farris, Billy

Kentucky

State of
Sworn to and subscribed before me this

County of
day of

25

F

RECTO
c..

Callowa

and I hereby certify that I am not an officer or director of this bank
My commission expires
June 23
19 96

0941.
4601
•

Mitchell's Carpet
and Floorcoverings

$S'
1993

January

it(
Alexander Smith is the high performance carpet that takes you through your busy. invigorating
life. Its splendid durability ensures easy care and
lasting performance. The ideal carpet for every room
in your home.
When you match Alexander Smith against
the finest of its competition, you'll see the competition pale by comparison. Alexander Smith outshines them all in beauty. quality, and luxury. Ws
extraordinary carpet for the extraordinary place you
call home.

Signature Notary P..Iic

Hwy. 91 West

753-2392
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News of the

WASHINGTON — With the Clinton administration striving to make final
decisions on its economic revival package, congressional Democrats are
warning the Federal Reserve not to sabotage the effort by driving interest
rates higher. These lawmakers are fearful that with the economy finally
showing signs of emerging from its prolonged period of weakness, the central bank wit move too quiddy to boost interest rates in an effort to keep inflation from getting out of hand. Federal Reserve Chairman Alan Greenspan
was getting a chance to respond to those concerns directly today in testimony before the Joint Economic Committee of Congress, his first Capitol
Hill appearance in six months. The Fed last cut rates on Sept. 4, when it
pushed its target for the federal funds rate down to 3 percent. it marked the
23rd time in three years that the central bank had reduced the interest that
banks charge each other for overnight loans.

CLINTON MAY REVERSE GAY BAN THURSDAY

WASHINGTON — President Clinton is pressing ahead with his decision to
revoke the ban on homosexuals in the military even as opponents hurriedly
explore strategies to lock it in place. Pentagon officials seem unhappily resigned to the new policy. White House aides said Clinton wanted to get on
with it, and that he probably would announce his decision Thursday. "I don't
think it gets any easier" by waiting, White House press secretary Dee Dee
Myers said Tuesday. There was a rush of activity on Capitol Hill where
headcounters say a majority of lawmakers oppose lifting the ban.

HILLARY PRAISED FOR PREVIOUS WORK

LITTLE ROCK. Ark. — Hillary Rodham Clinton will be "idealistic and pragmatic" as she heads a presidential task force tackling the health care system, say those who recall her tenure as Arkansas' top education reformer.
In that post a decade ago, they say, she did not "pull rank" as Gov. Bill
Clinton's wife-appointee but won consensus on sweeping changes that
forced the hiring of thousands of new teachers and the merging of dozens of
districts. Teacher competency tests and a tax increase accompanied the
reforms. "She listened, she analyzed, she was extremely effective," said
Walter Turnbow, who served on the Arkansas Education Standards Committee, which Mrs. Clinton chaired in 1983.

L.A. 'PREPARING FOR THE WORST'

LOS ANGELES — Police want to buy more riot gear, the mayor plans to
send peacemakers door to door, and people in South Central are warning of
trouble as the federal trial of four policemen in the Rodney King beating
draws near. "Anybody who tells you what is going to happen is simply
guessing," said Deputy Mayor Mark Fabiani. "The mood is very tense.
We're preparing for the worst, but hoping for the best." Jury selection
begins Wednesday in the trial of four white officers who were captured on
videotape beating King, a black motorist, after a car chase in 1991. The
officers were acquitted of assault in state court in April, touching off three
days of riots in mostly black South Central Los Angeles. The violence left 53
people dead and 10,000 businesses destroyed. Damage was put at $1
billion.

Walk-away's remains identified
Investigators found clothing
that Crane was reportedly wearing on Aug. 23, 1992, the last
day he was seen at the Life Care
Center, where he lived. Crane
was permitted to check in and out
of the center's Personal Care
Unit.
Investigators also found a
walker and four-legged cane he
used, and a wallet containing a
nursing home identification
number.

LWD confident of `go-ahead
CAL VERT CITY, Ky.(AP) —
The president of LWD Inc. said
the state is reviewing preliminary
results of a test burn at the company's largest hazardous waste
incinerator to determine whether
it should receive an interim
permit.
"We feel that we will get the
go-ahead to begin operating Unit
Three on a regular basis in the
very near future," said Gary
Metcalf.
"Our destruction and removal
efficiency ranged from 99.9935
percent to 99.9998 percent.
We're very happy with those
results," he said.
Last week's test burn was

authorized by the Cabinet for
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, which is
checking the preliminary results.
LWD is negotiating with the
regulatory agency on a timetable
for trial burns on the company's
other two units, Metcalf said.
The results of the tests on all
three units will be used in determining whether LWD will be
granted a final operating permit,
he said.
After initial tests, Unit Three
operated from April 1989 through
June 1989. Metcalf said that
since then, the incinerator has
operated only while preparing for
tests or during tests.

By ROBERT BURNS
Associated Press Walter

WASHINGTON — The Clinton administration will do "whatever
it takes" to spur the economy and create more jobs, Labor Secretary
Robert Reich pledged 'today.
He said he was a '41ittle bit surprised" by a round of job cuts
announced Tuesday by Boeing Co. and other big employers, but said
it was yet another indication that even though "we technically are
coming out of recession, the employment picture is still very bad."
Reich suggested in an interview on NBC's "Today" that some big
companies "have used the recession to do what they should have been
doing all along" to remain competitive. "I don't want to secondguess the management of a particular company ... but it seems to me
cutbacks of a very large scale signal a management failure."
He said managements, in some cases, probably would have done
better to cut costs earlier in other ways — perhaps instituting "sliding
pay" scales based on rising and falling profitability.
Reich said the administration still has not settled on an economic
package, but insisted that "we are going to do whatever it takes" to
create jobs.
He reiterated that no final decisions have been made on whether to
offer a short-term economic stimulus that might temporarily increase
the budget deficit. But at the same time, he said that whether it is $15
billion to $20 billion — or $20 billion to $25 billion — "it's likely
there will be a stimulus package and an extension of unemployment

Commission imposes conditions
on Paducah's quarterhorse track
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
The Kentucky Racing Commission made an attempt to allay
concerns about Bluegrass Downs
by imposing three conditions on
the Paducah track.
Chairmen Wayne Lyster told
the commission Tuesday that several people had expressed reservations that Bluegrass Downs
would actually conduct its scheduled 1993 live meet.
"I realize that there have been
public statements that the track is
for sale, but at this time I do not
have any reason to predict they
will not satisfy their obligations
to the state, horsemen, (intertrack
wagering) outlets and the commission," he said.
The first condition requires all
money generated for purses off
intertrack wagering to be held in
a bank account. Removing money
from the account will require signatures from the commission and
the track.
The second condition requires
Bluegrass Downs to have a
signed construction contract by
the February commission meeting. The contract must be

Finance or
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Midas is bringing
a franchise opportunity
to Murray
Midas is coming to your town with one of the
most exciting franchise opportunities that
exists today. Now is your chance to join the
leader in the automotive aftermarket.
As a Midas franchisee, you have the
name people know, the products people
want, the warranty people trust. And with
all the training you'll receive, you don't even
need an automotive background to begin.
There are two ways to join the Midas
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Job-cut announcements take toll on economic mood
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DEUS WORRIED ABOUT INTEREST RATES

PADUCAH, Ky. (AP) — A
forensic examination confirmed
that human remains found on an
Ohio River bank were those of
81-year-old Charles Columbus
Crane, who walked away from a
nursing home five months ago.
Radiographic tests were performed Monday, said McCracken
County Coroner Jerry Beyer.
Residents found the skeletal
remains during the weekend
downriver from the Executive Inn
in downtown Paducah.
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approved by the commission staff
and have information from horsemen and jockeys.
Third, any purchaser of Bluegrass Downs must agree to all
conditions, as well as any previous conditions and requirements
for live dates, before the commission will extend a license.
Former Gov. Julian Carroll,
representing Bluegrass Downs,
gave the commission an update,
saying he would have a construction contract "in hand" at the
February meeting.
"The ITW money is already in
escrow," he said. "We will be
glad to add the commission on as
a signatory for regpoving money
in the account:I'
The commission also approved
allowing Riverside Downs owner
M.L. Vaughan to come to the
next meeting with either a letter
of credit for or a bond of
$250,000 in lieu of a certified
financial statement.
The commission earlier told
Vaughan to produce the financial
statement as a condition to proceed with intertrack wagering
dates.

benefits."
House Speaker Tom Foley, meanwhile, said contemplation of a
rather modest stimulus package — there once was talk of something
on the order of $60 billion — is "a reaction to the fact that we have a
very heavy deficit."
"The fact that the employment picture is still not rebounding fast
enough is the reason they're moving toward a stimulus package,"
Foley said on "CBS This Morning." "But it's going to be a moderate
one and it's going to be linked to a very severe, very tough-min
ded
long-term deficit reduction policy."
Reich said on NBC he was "not terribly worried" about people
losing high-salaried professional jobs because over the long term
"they are going to get jobs."
"The people I am most worried about," he said, "are the people
who don't have a college education, who don't have the skills.
They
are seeing jobs disappear and it may be a very long time before
they
get jobs back. And when they do get a job, they may not be
paid as
well."
Consumer optimism about the economy's outlook picked up
last
fall, particularly after President Clinton won the November
election
with an economic program that promised to create 8 million
new jobs
over four years.
People's perception of how the economy is doing — and particularly how the job market is shaping up — is an important part of
determining the economy's course. When people fear losing income
they
spend less, and that puts a pinch on the economy.
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family. You can develop an all-new Midas
Muffler and Brake Shop. Or, if you already
own a repair shop, you may be able to
convert it to Midas.
Midas is on the move. And if you're an
aggressive entrepreneur, we'd like to make
our move with you. Just give us a call today,
and we'll discuss all the possibilities. Then,
if it makes sense to us both, we'll send a
representative to meet with you.

For details on a new shop or a
conversion, call Richard Pope

1-800-365-0007

A NEW PULL-TAB
YOU CAN PLAY TODAY.
You don't have to be an Einstein to pick up some
quick cash. Because winning $100 is relatively easy
when you play Kentucky Jackpot. What's inore, you
can pull it off for only 50 cents' And you collect your
money as soon as you win it Its fast. It's easy.
Its here. Kentucky Jackpot Just another way
you can pull a fast one At your nearby
Kentucky Lottery Pull-Tab dealer
A Whitman Company
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Ixttcrs to thc Editor

Keep City Hall downtown

Associatiati Press Now. Analysis

WASHINGTON — Doing a
remake of "This Is Your Life"
starring President Clinton
wouldn't be difficult. A quick
walk around the White House
would round up the requisite
guests.
Not only has Hillary Rodham
Clinton set up shop in the West
Wing near her husband, but two
of the first family's best friends
from Arkansas are only steps
from the Oval Office: chief of
staff Thomas F. McLarty and personnel chief Bruce Lindsey.
• McLarty has known Clinton
since they went to kindergarten
together in Hope, Ark. Now
that's going back a ways.
Other Arkansas friends are
scattered throughout the building,
and throughout the city.
Although the president has
populated his administration with
"friends of Bill" from all regions, those who have followed
him here from Arkansas are
among his most trusted advisers
— and usually the ones he turns
to first.
So when Clinton confronted
his first political crisis on the
first full day of his presidency —
the withdrawal of Zoe Baird as
attorney general nominee — he
turned tip Arkansas lawyer Webb

Dear Editor:
While visiting in Murray for the holidays. I read with alarm that
consideration is being given to moving City Hall from downtown...
From the standpoint of good city planning, City Hall should never
move from the historic heart of the city, park land should never be
sacrificed and Americans with Disabilities Act regulations should never be used as an excuse for constructing a new building.
I grew up in Murray and remember it as a lively community with a
vital downtown that gave the city its own distinct identity and provided a symbolic focus of town. Since leaving Murray, I have specialized in city planning for small cities across the country. My work over
the past 20 years has taken me to more than 50 towns in 30 states in
which town leaders sought to preserve heritage and enhance their
community's economic vitality.
This work has given me a special perspective on what makes cities
successful: in most cases, residents live in small cities because the
quality of life that these settings offer is so good. A sense of community, of being connected to the built environment, and having convenient access to recreational and cultural amenities are factors that such
residents wish to maintain. They also seek a sense of connection with
a place that has a distinct identity.
Keys to good city planning are urban amenities, such as parks,
pedestrian-friendly commercial areas and a lively town center. These
should enhance the quality of life for local residents, and by doing so,
make the community appealing to visitors. Tourists most enjoy places
where they feel that they are sharing the community with local
residents.
We also know that a vital urban center attracts new industries, especially "clean" ones. Businesses seek locations where their upper-level
managers will be attracted by the livability of the community, and on
many of these companies' lists of site selection criteria is having a
lively, interesting downtown. This requires a mix of activities, including retail, offices and, especially, civic administration, since no town
center remains genuinely vibrant after it has ceased to be the center of
city government.
Murray has already suffered a loss of character in recent years, as it
has followed the mistakes of other communities who have pursued
sprawl as a symbol of maturity. The development of peripheral shopping centers, while profitable for some, has contributed to the loss of
the city's center. In Murray, as in many other cities, we have lost sight
of the fact that commercial businesses should stimulate other activities, not simply stand as isolated boxes in which to make sales. In
technical terms, the intersection of 12th and Chestnut Streets is probably the "100 percent" corner, or the center of retail activity in Murray, yet this place does not make a vital urban experience. Moving
City Hall to this vicinity would reinforce this strip development.
We all know in our hearts that we should reduce our dependence
upon the automobile and yet many city policies across the country
force us to return to our cars, even for simple errands. Much of this
dependence is because urban expansion is seen as growth, and growth
is equated with progress. Murray has succumbed to this same sprawl
that is draining the life from many small towns. Miles of auto-oriented
strip shopping areas that are isolated from neighborhoods and that are
bland and without character are the result.
Expansion without proportionate density is a drain of resources; it
is not "growth" in a positive sense. In most cities, this urban sprawl
ultimately costs more than it returns in sales and property taxes. Additional streets and sewers must be constructed, satellite fire and police
stations must be built and additional schools staffed to provide service
to the dispersed land area. Many cities have learned, too late, that not
all growth is good.
"Good" growth is that which enhances quality of life for residents
and visitors, not simply building that occupies more land area. It is
growth that increases the quality of existing urban systems, such as
schools, transportation and recreation, rather than that which abandons
those systems already in place. The healthiest growth is that which
reinforces the town core, and protects the city's earlier investments in
infrastructure, including streets and utilities. By maintaining the health
of older neighborhoods, they continue to pay their share of city operating costs. When neighborhoods decline, they require more urban services than the revenue they produce and yet services must still be provided. In such cases, new neighborhoods must carry the burden. It is
good business sense, therefore, for a city to protect its investment by
working to maintain the health of its historic core.
Keeping City Hall downtown is a key to downtown revitalization
and preservation of the city core because it brings workers and other
users downtown on a regular basis who then make use of the services
offered there. Symbolically, it is even more important because the
government's presence demonstrates a commitment to the core.
Murray is on the brink of creating a strip town center, in which
primary urban services are provided to automobile users only. These
streets are dismal examples of urban sprawl that offer nothing to
pedestrians or to nearby neighborhoods. To walk along Chestnut or
12th streets, for example, is folly because they now are the exclusive
domain of the automobile. Even in cases where downtowns have abdicated their function as the primary retail center, they have successfully
re-positioned themselves as the focus of specialty retail activity and
professional office. Murray still has that chance but it cannot throw
away any of the tools it may use in staging a revitalization of
downtown.
Parks and open space are also precious resources essential to a high
quality of life and these should be distributed throughout the city,
within walking distance of all neighborhoods. Murray is already
under-served in the amount of open space that it has; it cannot afford
to lose any, especially in the older neighborhoods. Building in the old
central park would sacrifice a precious resource that cannot be
replaced.
...The ADA law specifically states that it is not intended to force
relocation of activities. This was a concern when the legislation was
written. Simply, old City Hall can be made accessible.
To cause a relocation in the name of the ADA casts an inappropriate image to the law as being onerous. The implication is that all older
buildinp are unadaptable and should be abandoned. What are other
owners of downtown property to do? Are they too supposed to vacate
the city center?
surge the city council to protect the city's investment in downtown
and seek ways to renovate City Hall that will help revitalize downtown rather than abandon this essential part of what makes a healthy
community.
'Nona, V. Winter
775 Poplar Ave., Boulder, CO 80304

Hubbell to help him sort things
out. Baird resigned in a firestorm
of opposition over her hiring of
illegal immigrants for household
work.
Hubbell, a senior partner in
Mrs. Clinton's former Little Rock
law firm, is serving temporarily
as White House liaison to the
Justice Department, coordinating
the department's operations and
helping Clinton in the search for
a new attorney general nominee.
Hubbell, a former mayor of
Little Rock, state Supreme Court
justice and University of Arkansas football star, is one of Clinton's favorite golf partners.
"I think that most presidents in
history have depended upon the
people whose counsel and judgment they have seen tested under
fire and they have learned to
trust," said Diane Blair, a University of Arkansas political scientist who's also a longtime Clinton friend.
The top players in Clinton's
Arkansas brigade:
.McLarty, 46, who stepped aside
as chief executive of Arkla Inc.. a
Fortune 500 natural gas company,
to follow Clinton to Washington
and become chief of staff.
*Lindsey, 44, an unassuming
Little Rock attorney who has
known Clinton since 1968 and
was his closest campaign adviser.

Lindsey is senior adviser and Washington to take a pnvateWhite House personnel director. sector job.
*Carol Rasco, 44, executive
"It helps keep Hillary
assistant to Clinton in Little Rock grounded (in reality), too," she
and a close friend of Mrs. Clin- added.
ton. She's the chief White House
Jimmy Carter's closest advisdomestic policy adviser.
ers came from Georgia. Ronald
Others from Arkansas given Reagan's came from California.
high-level White House jobs And George Bush made his longinclude Vince Foster as deputy time Houston friend James A.
counsel to the president; David Baker III his secretary of state
Watkins, assistant to the presi- and, later, his chief of staff.
dent for administration and manClinton is just following the
agement; and Nancy Hemreich, trend, said James Thurber, a
deputy assistant for political scientist at American
appointments.
University. "What is unique this
Press secretary Dee Dee Myers time is that you have the presisaid it's not surprising that Clin- dent's spouse included in the
ton turned to familiar faces in inner circle in a formal public
filling out his White House staff. role," Thurber added.
"They know him and he
"The president needs people
knows them. They understand his around him that he knows and
agenda. The most important thing relies on and has experience
is that element of trust. And with," said Robert Strauss, forthey're also people he happens to mer Democratic Pany chairman
think are very good," Myers who served in the Carter admisaid.
nistration as U.S. trade represenBetsey Wright, Clinton's tative and in the Bush administragubernatorial chief of staff, says tion as ambassador to Moscow.
And, noting that Clinton's
surrounding himself with familiar
faces "is critical" for keeping inner circle also included a numClinton "grounded in reality."
ber of people not from Arkansas,
."It provides the kind of person Strauss said: "I think they've got
who is not inhibited from telling a pretty good mix."
him when he's off base. Folks
• • • •
who have known him just for the
past year or two are far less like- (Tom Raum covers the White
ly to be willing to say that," said House for The Associated
Wright, who is moving to

uayle parties on lasts night
Dan and Marilyn Quayle, perhaps the most unfairly maligned
vice president and second lady in
modern history, were not about to
leave office with their heads
down. They decided to spend
their last night of the Bush Administration throwing a party for 4
few friends in the empty vice
president's residence at the
majestic Naval Observatory mansion. Furniture, pictures and wall not a changing of the guard.
Three Supreme Court justices
decorations had been removed,
not only because the Quayles came (Sandra Day O'Connor,
were moving, but also because Anthony Kennedy and Clarence
further renovations are scheduled Thomas), as did three senators
to be made to the 99-year-old (Dan Coates of Indiana, John
house before the Gores move in. Danforth of Missouri and Don
Only a few miles away in the Nickles of Oklahoma.) Caspar
Capital Center, the "Hollywood Weinberger received the congraelite," which Quayle had made a tulations of many for his prestarget of his campaign to sustain idential pardon for alleged Irantraditional values, celebrated their Contra crimes.
new president. The mood at the
Lapel pins with the vice presQuayle gathering could easily idential seal and Quayle's name
have taken on the air of a wake. were placed as party favors at
One would not normally think of each table setting. A band and
holding a party in an empty home singers from the Air Force played
at the end of a defeated admi- and sang songs from the '60s,
nistration, and for early arrivals including Phil Spector's "Chapel
there was something funereal of Love" and Chuck Berry's
about the place. But for the 150 "Johnny B. Goode." A large table
or so who packed the ground was moved from the center of the
floor and wandered freely foyer, and people began to dance.
through the residence, it turned Not ballroom dancing, but the
into a roaring good time that twist., the pony and the jitterbug.
resembled a victory celebration, Some of the men took off their

suit jackets. It reminded us all
that, like the Clintons and Gores,
the Quayles are baby boomers,
too. And they boogied with the
best of us.
When it came time for goodbyes, we sang "Auld Lang Syne."
There were tears in most eyes,
including the Quayles'. Marilyn
Quayle asked the Air Force singers to do "Wing Beneath My
Wings," which she said was her
way of thanking those who supported them during the criticism
and jokes of the past four years.
Someone in the back of the room
shouted "Quayle in '96." Everyone laughed and applauded.
The Quayles will live in the
home of a friend in suburban
Maryland until their children finish the school term. Then they'll
move back to Indiana. They have
not decided what work they will
do, but there have been suggestions that Quayle might return to

his family's newspaper business
and Mrs. Quayle might renew her
career as a lawyer.
During a private moment in the
foyer before I left, Dan Quayle
told me that he leaves office with
his head held high and with no
regrets. For many who feel as he
does about the cultural war
between competing value systems, he was their spokesman,
their- hero and the wind beneath
their wings. To his lasting tribute,
he never responded in kind to the
often-cruel criticism he took.
Among those leaving the administration, Quayle is one of a tiny
number who still have a future in
politics and who might be back.
In politics, four years is forever
and Quayle, if he is interested in
running for president (and he is),
is young enough and patient
enough to wait more than four
years, if necessary.
It was an unusual evening of
informality in a town known for
its pomp and awe of titled power.
Formality faded away as a
Supreme Court justice moved in
time with the music and all of us
felt privileged to rejoice in special political and personal ties
that, for all too short a time,
bound some people together in
America's most unusual city:
Washington, D.C.

Still waitingfor health-care reform
FRANKFORT — While a
great deal of attention has been
given lately to the ethics legislation a special General Assembly
session will deal with in February, the far more significant (at
least to everyday Kentuckians)
issue of promised reform of the
state's health-care system has
been largely ignored.
A health-care plan is being
prepared, Gov. Brereton Jones
insists, but he's deliberately
keeping it under close wraps until
he's ready to reveal it to everyone, including the members of
the General Assembly who will
vote on it. Some of those legislators don't like being kept in the
dark about Jones' plan and
they're beginning to grouse publicly about the secrecy and delay.
"I don't think they're getting
impatient," Rep. Tom Burch, DLouisville, chairman of the House
Health and Welfare Committee,
said last week. "I think they're
getting disgusted."
That's fairly strong language
from the head of the House committee that will consider Jones'
legislation and, if Bunch's sentiments are widely shared, it's
hardly a good omen for Jones in
what will be a long and difficult
effort to enact far-reaching
reforms.

AGREE OR NOT

Conventional wisdom holds
that a governor should keep key
legislators, particularly Democratic leaders, closely informed, if
not directly involved, in preparation of controversial legislation.
In that way, the burden of overcoming the controversy and the
praise for accomplishing true
reform are spread among those
directly able to use their influence to pass legislation.
Jones, however, got burned
badly last fall when he unveiled a
comprehensive health-care reform
plan that would provide all Kentuckians with mandatory health
insurance. Almost immediately,
the mandatory nature of the proposal and its cost, particularly to
small business, came under
attack. When the monthly cost
estimates of Jones' plan fell
apart, apparently because of
errors by an actuary, the roof fell
in and the governor withdrew to
redraw his plan.

That's what he has been promising for months now and what
legislators are waiting to see.
Some legislators also are preparing their own health-care
legislation, which won't be nearly as all-inclusive as Jones' and
may concentrate more on containing the costs of health care
than in requiring insurance for
everyone.
Jones has said his plan will be
every bit as comprehensive as the
original proposal and that it
won't bankrupt either small
businesses or the state treasury.
Jones also has promised to take
his case to the people, if the General Assembly balks at the core
ingredients he expects to include
in his plan.
Thus perhaps the stage is set
for a confrontation between Jones
and the General Assembly that
won't do either any good.
Jones says he's conserving his
political capital to spend passing

health-care reform, but the fact is
most of that capital disappeared
last year when the governor
insisted on raising money to
repay his old campaign debts.
Increasingly, Jones and his administration are being viewed as
adrift and directionless. Even
Jones' strongest supporters are
shaking their heads and asking
what went wrong. When that happens, it takes especially forceful
leadership to turn skeptical attitudes around.
And there's a gnawing feeling
that Jones just doesn't have that
force, especially with the members of the General Assembly.
If he is to have any chance of
seeing the major elements of his
health-care reform plan enacted,
Jones must soon bring legislators
like Burch and the House and
Senate Democratic leaders inside
the closed room where it is being
prepared. He has to convince
them first that his proposal is
effective and affordable for Kentuckians. Once they're convinced,
they convince a majority of their
colleagues to climb aboard and
they, in turn, convince the skeptics back home.
The time and opportunity for
doing all that convincing, however, are running out for Jones.
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MSU alumnus participates
in chairback campaign

Hewlett Cooper, right, of Murray, presents a check for $500 to
Derrick Flowers, development assistant for special projects at
Murray State University. Cooper's contribution goes toward the
commemorative chairback campaign MSU is sponsoring as a part
of its fundraising effort for the new Regional Special Events Center. Cooper has dedicated the plaque to his family. Those making
donations to this program will have brass plaques permanently
affixed to chairbacks in the new center.

Horoscopes
THURSDAY,JANUARY 28, 1993
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope. based on your own
date of birth, call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company v.ill bill you 45
cents a minute.)
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE patience will be richly rewarded. A
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: promotion or raise is possible.
Taking better care of your health Sprout wings as a social butterfly
will pay big dividends. Good nutri- tonight.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
tion and regular exercise bolster
your stamina, allowing you to Original ideas receive a warm welaccomplish great things. Travel for come from those in authority. Keep
business or pleasure in the spring. calm.if mate becomes angry'. Take
Both May and September are oppor- advantage of sales if trying to
tune for career advancement. Post- enlarge your wardrobe. •
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 221: It
pone a vacation until October. Your
personal relationships will be espe- pays to shun the limelight today.
cially fulfilling around Thanksgiv- Work behind the scenes to improve
ing. Keep in close touch with your cash flow. Vague suspicions could
old pals even while makir—
ig- riew hainpei- your ability to think straight.
ones.
Reinforce your leadership role by
CELEBRITIES BORN ON raising funds.
THIS DATE: actor Alan Aida,
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
actress Susan Howard, author Susan You can accomplish more than you
Sontag. Cuban activist Jose Julian think today. Something that has
Marti:
eluded you in the past moves within
ARIES (March 21 -April 19): reach. Do not let a scheduling conLearn to cooperate with loved one flict affect a long-term relationship.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
--and you will enjoy a much more satisfying relationship. Money ques- 211: Clever ideas can be implementtions hang over a business decision. ed today. You get off to a flying
Get the best advice available.
start after meeting with a person of
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): substance. Your mate's attitude
Some of your associates are in an gives you confidence.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
on-again, off-again mood. Do what
you can on your own. Make the 19): Excess is the only thing that can
most of any unusual opportunities. hold you back now. Spiritual
Romance begins to intensify.
insights help you reach a decision
GEMINI(May 21-June 20): The that will eventually improve the
people around you today are inter- financial picture.
ested in your ideas. Your efforts will
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
spark new career success. Afternoon Your intuition is right on the mark.
hours favor business negotiations. By following through on a sudden
Do not be afraid to take the lead.
hunch, you will walk away a winCANCER (June 2I-July 22): ner. Do not be afraid to reverse your
Proceed with caution where finan- opinion if new data becomes availcial dealings with friends or rela- able.
tives are concerned. Use more tact
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20): A
when expressing your opinions. feeling of uneasiness will soon disTemper criticism with praise.
appear. It is important you act selfLEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Be will- confident. An artistic talent could
ing to stay on the sidelines and tend become a commercial asset. Freeto routine business today. Your lancers will be especially lucky.
TODAY'S CHILDREN: These Aquarians feel strongly that they must
maintain their independence-in order to reach their full potential. Frequent
periods of solitude are necessary for them to be happy and productive. They
are affectionate but unpossessive, willing to give their loved ones the same
emotional space that they want for themselves. An early interest in music or
art should be gently encouraged. These Aquarian% are not only artistic but
highly original! They have a knack for turning the ordinary into something
very special.
-me l)son's best-v:Ihng hool. "Yesferday. Today and Forev(To order a revised and updated copy of le.
er: How Astnylogy Can Help You Find Your Place in God's Plan.- send 144,95 plus SI postage and handling
to Dixon. do Andrews and MeMeel. P.O. Hos 419150. Kansas (ity. M. 64141. Make checks payable to
Andrews and McMeel.)

In 1936, after his high school
graduation_Hewlett Cooper had a
hard time coming up with the $75 he
needed to attend Murray State University. His family just couldn't
spare the cash during the lean
depression years.
But, he was determined, and
when his grandmother saw how
badly he really wanted to go, she
loaned him the money. Cooper says
to this day he still has no idea where
she got the money to lend. But he'll
always be grateful to her. "I never
got to pay her back," he remarks.
"She died while I was overseas
during World War II."
Her loan wasn't in vain though.
Cooper finally did realize his dream
when he graduated with a bachelor's
degree in 1947. He jokes, "I may
have been in school longer than
anybody."
His education was interrupted by
business of making a living and, as
were so many other young men's of
that time, by World War II. After
two semesters in school, Cooper
received a provisional certificate to
teach. He taught school during the
week and attended classes at Murray State on Saturdays. In 1943, he
went into the service where he
stayed until 1946. Then it was back
to school.
Not content with a bachelor's
degree, Cooper pursued a master's
at Murray State which he earned in
1949. He taught again until joining
the state department of health in
1957. It was back to school again,
this time at the University of Michigan, for a master's degree in public
health.
After his switch to public health,
a position he retired from in 1985,
Cooper never lost interest in education — particularly at Murray State.
MSU graduated all four of his
children, a son-in-law and is now a
big part of his granddaughter's life.
His son Hew earned a degree in
1969 in business and marketing. He
is now the national manager for
imaging for 3M Corp. in St. Paul,
Minn. His other son, Kevin,a 1975
computer science graduate, serves
as the vice president for manage-

A& A AUTO
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N
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meat information systems with Be
kins Corp. in Los Angeles.
Both daughters graduated with
degrees in secondary education.
Sheila Cooper Seay '68 is a planner/buyer with Wagner Corp. in
Tullahoma, Tenn. Cynthia Cooper
Barnes 76 stayed in Murray where
she is the deputy clerk in the circuit
court clerk's office. Her husband,
Tanny,graduated in 1973. And it is
their daughter, Effie, who is spending time at Murray State now — as a
sophomore education major.
It is a special feeling for Murray
State and what it has meant to his
family that led Hewlett Cooper to
participate in the commemorative
chairback campaign for the Regional Special Events Center. For
his $500 donation Cooper will have
an engraved plaque permanently
affixed to one of the chairbacks in
the new center — a plaque he has
dedicated to the entire Cooper
family.
Murray State has been a pan of
Cooper's history for 56 years. When
he settles back into a seat in the new
arena to watch the Racers play
basketball, hell know that his contribution has made his family a very
special pan of Murray State's history.

"Let Us Cater Your 1993 Super Bowl Party!"

12 Pc, Chicken
Regular or Hot N' Spicy

6 Rolls

s9.98
[Jr1

Special Good
Thru Super
Bowl Sunday

FOOD MART

Continuous
Aluminum Gutters

OPEN 24 HOURS
4TH & CHESTNUT.
• •

(Commercial & Residential)

FREE ESTIMATES

,

Read the classifieds

::
CR0
ROYAL

3

McCORMICK
VODKA 800
r R99

•Daily & Weekly Rentals

•Clean, Dependable Cars
'Call Us For Rates

Holland Motor Sales

fiz 995
zu13

Hello
Stranger!
Searching for answers to all
those who/what/where questions
about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON Representative, it's my job to help you
get over the hurdles of being a

newcomer.

•

OLD

8 CHARTER
Year Old

HOS141101

•

Kathryn Outland 753-3079
Hostess Ingeborg King 492-41346
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Julio C.

Guerra, M.D.

Henry County Medical Center
announces the opening of
Kentucky Lake Obstetrics and Gynecology
Suite 203 Medical Arts Building
300 Hospital Circle, Paris TN
(901) 644-2911
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By bringing you some useul
gifts. Community info. Advice on
reliable business in your new
neighborhood. And more. Call...

CIPTC077199.k,,,

•
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East Main St.
753-4461
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Creole
Fried
Chicken

Large Rice
5)Large Deli
Salad

, A-1 GUTTERS

Call
753-7020
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R. STUART A. NAULTY
R. MARY BOLTON
Specializing in medical and surgical
correction of foot disorders
Monday thru Friday
Hours by Appointment

•rt.. ,
Bel-Air Center S. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 1-502-753-0666

•
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at the

YMCA
and our newest star is

SALLY HODGE.
Sally exclusively with the YMCA.
Low impact & step aerobic classes are available.
For more information about these programs and the
many other programs that the YMCA has to offer call:

759-YMCA

Man accused of assault
at city council meeting
WHEELWRIGHT, Ky. (AP)
— A man accused of pointing a
cocked pistol between a police
official's eyes during a city council meeting was jailed after surrendering to the Floyd County
sheriff, authorities said.
Rodney Thornsberry, 38, of
Wheelwright pleaded innocent
today to charges of wanton
endangerment, resisting arrest,
criminal mischief and assault. He
was released on a $19,000 surety
bond pending a Feb. 3 preliminary hearing.
The incident occurred Saturday
night during a City Council meeting, where Thornsberry allegedly
pointed the pistol between Acting
Police Chief Bob Moore's eyes
during a struggle for the weapon
and yelled: "I'll blow his . . .
brains out!"
"It was do or die," Moore said
Monday. "I went for the weapon
and I got his trigger finger and
started twisting the gun around.
He reached out with his other
hand and grabbed the gun out of
his own hand."
While they struggled, council
member Andy Akers said that he
and another man helped separate
the two men. Nearly a dozen
others in the council chambers
scrambled for exits.
Moore said the suspect fled
City Hall, got into a car and
drove away. He said he tried to
pursue the suspect, but his cruiser
would not start.
Thornsberry surrendered to

Local hero's Vietnam war
story may be elaborate lie

Pictured are Murray High School Band members who were
selected by audition to participate in the all-district senior high
school honors band. They are, front row — left to right, Sara
Conklin, Megan Malinauskas, Carrie Griffiths and Kathy Bomba;
back row — Ryan Cunningham, Carolyn Jackson and Philip
Brown. The all-district band festival was held in Murray this year
and a performance was given by all three bands Jan. 23,

FRE
E
BLOOD PRESSURE

40 watt flourescent tube provides cool, white light for use in
office, home or workshop.
33152

SCREENING

Drawstring Tall
Kitchen Can Bags
13 gallon 20 count kitchen
trash bags with convenient
drawstring handles.
6003388

•"•*'41°

Smoke Alarm
Installs in minutes. Includes test
button and low battery signal
features. Protect family and home
with early warning of smoke. 5
year warranty. 5005707

MIAMI (AP) — A Mexican zoo official and fair others who
allegedly tried to obtain a gorilla illegally instead bought a U.S.
agent in an ape suit.
The five people wound up caged at a federal lockup.
Authorities set up the sting after getting a tip from a Miami primate dealer about a Mexican effort to obtain an ape for a zoo
where a gorilla had died.
U.S. agents posing as illegal dealers showed the men gorillas,
orangutans and chimpanzees at Miami-area zoos and convinced the
men that the zookeepers had been bribed to sell the animals. The
men allegedly paid $92,500 for a gorilla.
"We agreed to provide them with the animals with false permits," Assistant U.S. Attorney Dan Gelber said Tuesday. "It was
very clear that it's illegal to send these animals without proper
documents and permits."
Next, an agent in gorilla suit was put in a cage at the Opa-Locka
airport, where Victor Bernal, director of parks and zoos for the
state of Mexico, was arrested with two Mexican middlemen when
they took delivery Monday, Gelber said.
"It's risky and dangerous to use a real animal, so we had to use
a willing substitute — an agent in a gorilla outfit," Gelber said.
Miami MetroZoo curator Ron Magill said, "I'm really surprised
anyone could be that gullible. But they fell for it. It just goes to
show money doesn't equate with intelligence."
Arrested were Bernal, 57, Eduardo Berges, 31, Jose Luis Alcerreca, 45, and two women who accompanied them, Maria Viands,
29, and Margarita Barrera, 44.
They were charged with trafficking in primates in violation of
federal laws protecting endangered species.
They were jailed on bail ranging from $100,000 to $250,000.
Berges told the U.S. primate dealer that a gorilla at the Toluca
zoo had died and that the state governor wanted a replacement
quickly, authorities said.
The office of Gov. Ignacio Pichardo Pagaza did not immediately
return a call Tuesday.

Floyd County Sheriff Paul Hunt
Thompson later.
The episode occurred at a special council meeting called as a
due-process hearing for Police
Chief Charles Harmon and Assistant Chief Rodney Newsome,
who were suspended in December after citizen complains and
alleged policy and procedure
violations.
Akers said the suspect entered
the chambers and removed the
pistol from a back pocket or his
belt. At one point, he cocked the
semiautomatic pistol and
threatened to "kill" a stove in
the room if it went out, Akers
said.
Moore said someone outside
the building told him there was a
man in the council chambers with
a gun. When he entered and sat
down on a windowsill at the back
of the room, Moore quoted
Thornsberry as telling him, "I
don't like any cops sitting behind
me. I want you to move up
front."
Moore said that when he
refused, Thornsberry stood, the
gun fell to the floor and the two
men began the scramble for
possession.
After surrendering tc the sheriff, Thornsberry was admitted to
McDowell Appalachian Regional
HOspital. He was not arrested
until after his release Monday.
A hospital employee declined
comment on why Thornsberry By JAMES HANNAH
was admitted.
Associated Press Writer

unia•a •••••

48 In. Flourescent
Tube

Mexican zoo official accused of smuggling
thought agent was the gorilla of his dreams

DAYTON, Ohio — Gary L.
Locks was a local hero — a
Vietnam War pilot who was shot
down and taken prisoner but who
escaped from his bamboo cage by
chewing through his bindings and
returned to kill his captors.
He led the 1989 Memorial Day
parade in suburban Fairborn,
where he lives, and served on a
committee that screens area applicants to U.S. military academies.
Now, it seems it was all a lie,
and community leaders are
stunned.
Federal prosecutors say Locks
never was taken prisoner, never
was shot down — and never
served in Vietnam.
Locks, a 49-year-old civilian
employee at Wright-Patterson Air
Force Base and a lieutenant colonel in the Air Force Reserve,
pleaded no contest last week to
making a false statement to the
government.
He was accused of lying to the
Board of Correction of Air Force
Records in 1990.
According to court records, he
told the board he was entitled to
the Purple Heart and Prisoner of
War medal because he was shot
down, tortured and held prisoner.
"The Air Force said these
things are not documented in his
record," said a prosecutor who
spoke on condition of anonymity.
"They never happened."
U.S. District Judge Walter
Rice found Locks guilty. He
could get up to five years in prison and a $250,000 fine.
At Wright-Patterson, base
spokesman Bobbie Mixon said
Locks wouldn't comment. Locks'
home number is unpublished, and
calls to his attorney, Michael
Long, weren't returned Tuesday.
Locks has said his small spotter plane was downed by ground
rue during a 1968 mission to
drop phosphorus on North
Vietnamese supply vehicles. He

Protect yourself..,start with a simple check.

Thurs. Jan. 28
10 a.m. to 6 p.m.

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.
208 E. Main

FOR SALE
NEW PROPANE GAS TAI41§

753-3361

tM
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Why pay rent and more per gallon for gas
when you can own your tank and buy from us
at a GUARANTEED LOWER PRICE!

Lake Region Propane Gas

•

olifine
Pe*

Hwy. 80 East
Hardin, Kentucky
• • 81)
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HAT CREEK, Calif. (AP) —
Wind gusts up to 75 mph
destroyed a gigantic radio telescope at a University of California observatory.
The 110-foot-high telescope
with an 85-foot-wide dish, valued
at $2.5 million, collapsed on
Thursday.
Built in 1962, it was the first
instrument to detect masers,
coherent beams of radio waves
similar to lasers, in outer space. It
allowed scientists to look into
corners of the universe generally
invisible to optical telescopes.
"It had an important history of
major discoveries and now it's
gone," said Jack Welch, professor of astronomy and director of
the observatory in Northern California. "Now it's a total mess."

444
'
;
4

Nearly 20 million Americans are unaware they
have high blood pressure since the disease has no
symptoms. Millions more do not use the medication
and diet that are necessary to control this disease.
These people risk heart attacks, strokes and kidney
disorders.

Heavy duty shelving unit includes
bonus shelf to make 6 shelf unit.
36x12x72". 5005335

Strong winds
destroy telescope

WE WILL BEAT ANYBODY'S PRICE

Get to the heart
of the problem.
5 Shelf Utility Unit
w/Bonus Shelf

said he managed to kilt three Viet
Cong before he was captured.
He said he was tortured and
escaped from a suspended cage
17 days later after chewing
through his bindings. He said he
ran into a U.S. Army patrol and
escorted them to the camp, where
he killed all nine enemy soldiers
there.
Essie Tackis, who was mayor
of Fairborn when Locks was
parade marshal, said she was
shocked.
"I knew of him and the
story," she said. "You would not
ever suspect anything like that at
all. It's very disappointing, but
you also feel sorry for him."
Fairborn City Manager Mike
Hammond said Locks was
respected and his story was wellknown.
"From a personal standpoint, I
have some sympathy for him,"
Hammond said. "For the community, it has recognized him and
held him in some esteem. Obviously, it's a low blow."

44,74:7
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12th & Olive Sts., Murray
759-9245 -Hours 9-6 p.m.
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MURRAY TODAY
Miller and Riley vows
will be said on Feb. 6

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Murray Today editor
The Hazel Woman's Club will be canvassing for the American
Heart Fund within the city limits of Hazel. The canvassing started
Saturday, Jan. 23, and will continue through Wednesday, Feb. 17. If
persons are not at home, club members will leave envelopes so donations can be mailed. This is another service project of the Hazel Club.

Remembrance service on Friday
The Hugh L. Houston Long Term Care Unit of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital will have a service of remembrance honoring those residents who
died in 1992 on Friday, Jan. 29, at 2 p.m. in the third floor classroom of the
hospital. A reception will follow in the Activity Room of the Long Term Care
Unit. All friends and relatives are invited to share in this remembrance
service.

Kenlake Park planning special week
Kenlake State Park will sponsor a week long women's fitness camp
beginning Sunday evening, March 7, and ending Friday at noon, March 12.
The week includes lots of physical activity for beginners as well as
advanced, low calorie meals and snacks, lectures by a number of health
professionals and much more pamering for each participant. The cost of
$340 for the entire week includes lodging at the state park, all meals and
snacks, speakers and activities. Information may be obtained by calling
Cathy Duncan at Kenlake at 474-2211, or in Murray, Pam Thomas at
753-2410.

Douthitt will help seniors
Louis Douthitt, a retired accountant, will again this year offer his services
free to senior citizens and disabled persons in preparing their income tax
returns. He will be at Glendale Road Church of Christ from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
each Tuesday starting Tuesday, Feb. 2, through Tuesday, April 13. This is a
free service. For an appointment call the church office at 753-3714.

Emmanuel Baptists holding services
Emmanuel Baptist Church, 1614 N. Hwy. 121 Bypass, will have a Missions Conference starting tonight (Wednesday) at 7 p.m. Services will be
at
2 p.m. Thursday, Jan. 28, and at 10 a.m. Friday, Jan. 29. Vr. Cecil A. Fayaid Jr., pastor, invites the public to attend these special services. For more
information call 753-3292.

TOPS #469 will meet Thursday
TOPS #469 will meet Thursday, Jan. 28, at Murray-Calloway County
Chamber of Commerce. Weigh-in will be from 6 to 6:45 p.m. and a meeting
will begin at 7 p.m. This a non-profit organization designed for persons who
have a desire to lose weight.'We have games that challenge you to go the
extra mile to make your dream of losing weight and feeling good about yourself a reality,' said Tammy, a member. Guest speakers are with the group
regularly and people of all ages attend the meetings. For more information
call 753-6830 and ask for Tammy.

Special reunion scheduled
USS Maddox Reunion (D0168, DD622 and 00731) will be Aug. 12-15.
1993, at St. Louis, Mo. For more information contact Vic and Naomi Saeger,
410 Fifth St., North, Wisconsin Rapids, Wis. 54494 or call 1-715-424-1454.

Soccer clinics are scheduled
Anyone interested in Refereeing Soccer (Youth) for Murray-Calloway
County Soccer Association, two clinics to become a certified referee have
been scheduled fairly close to Murray. The dates are Feb. 13 and 14 and
Feb. 27 and 28. Suggested minimum age to become a referee is around 13
years. For further information contact Doug Vander Molen, Referee Coordinator at 759-9226.

Tobacco meeting and dinner Feb. 2
A Tobacco Production meeting will be Tuesday, Feb. 2, at 6 p.m. at West
Kentucky Livestock Show and Exposition Center. A meal will be served at
no charge. For reservations call the Calloway County Extension Office,
753-1452.

Men's Fellowship dinner Thursday
Christian Men's Fellowship of First Christian Church will have a dinner
meetring on Thursday, Jan. 28, at 7 p.m. at Delamar's Restaurant. Dean
Ross of Campus Ministry will be the featured speaker. All interested men
are invited to attend.

Valentine Banquet on Feb. 13

Oaks Club event planned Saturday

Mrs. Reba Beasley, a resident of Murray-Callow
ay County Hospital's Long Term Care Unit, recently celebrated
her 101st birthday.
A party with her family was held. She also was
honored during the
unit's monthly birthday party for residents.
An avid reader and writer, Mrs. Beasley is original
ly from Marshall
County. She and her late husband, Horace, have one
son, Howard,
who resides with his wife in Apex, N.C. She has
two grandchildren,
four great-grandchildren, and one living sister,
Mrs. Wille Alice
Ward, 84.

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
holds four special events
or

Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
Beta Sigma Phi has had four
meetings during December and
January.
A dinner was on Thursday,
Dec. 3, at the Brass Lantern
Restaurant at Aurora. Present
were 19 persons for the meal and
gift exchange.
A regular meeting was Thursday, Dec. 17, at the home of
Kathy Wrye with 13 members
present. A program on "Fire Protection" was given by Mrs. Wrye.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Wrye and Linda Burns.
On Thursday, Jan. 7, a regular

meeting was held in the Community Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank. Present were 11
members. A program on "Fashion
Advertising" was presented by
Linda Gardner. Refreshments
were served by Sue Smith and
Sharon Bybee.
Melinda Pember and Lori
Mathis presented a program on
"History of American Cooking"
at a meeting on Thursday, Jan.
21, at the Community Room of
North Branch of Peoples Bank.
Refreshments were served to the
11 members present.

Sorority schedules event
Marion Zeta Alpha Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi International Sorority will sponsor a prom dress
consignment sale on Saturday,
Jan. 30, in the basement of
Marion Methodist Church, E.
Carlisle and S. College Streets,
Marion. The Prom Dress
Exchange will be from 10 a.m. to
4 p.m.
Dresses and accessories for
sale may be left on consignment
Friday, Jan. 29, from 3 to 8 p.m.
or on Saturday morning, Jan. 30.
An entry fee of $2.50 applies to
each dress, plus 10 percent of the
sale price for each dress sold.

Mr. and Mrs. Steven Brown of
H-7 Murray Manor, Murray, are
the parents of a daughter, Danielle Nicole Brown, born on Friday,
Jan. 15, at 6:54 p.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed 10 pounds
11 ounces and measured 22
inches. The mother is the former
Sheryl Boren. They have a son,
Joshua.
Grandparents are Herbert and
Patricia Boren of Rt. 2, Box 69A,
Hazel, and Rhonda Brown of 1-1
Murray Manor, Murray.

Oaks Country Club will have a pancake breakfast on Saturday, Jan. 30,
from 7 to 11 a.m. at the club. This will be in honor of Truman Whitfield who
is now at home after having been hospitalized for several months. The public is invited to attend.

Lamb shower planned Saturday
A household shower in honor of David and Melissa Lamb will be Saturday, Jan. 30, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of
Peoples Bank, North 12th and Chestnut Streets, Murray. The Lambs recently lost thier home by fire.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends will meet Thursday, Jan. 28, at 7:30 p.m. in the
board room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. This is a group comprised
of those who have lost an infant, child, or young adult through accident
illness, sudden infant death syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriages.,
You will have contact with people who listen and who offer support,'
according to Chapter Leader Hilda Bennett. For more information call Bennett at 498-8324 or Chaplain Rebecca Church, 762-1274.

Bridal
Registry

Singles (SOS) plans event
Singles Organizational Society will sponsor a Stone Soup/Chili Supper on
Friday. Jan. 29, at 6:30 p.m. at Weeks Community Center, 607 Poplar St.,
Murray. Hostesses will be Kathy and Jane. Singles should bring a soft drink
or dish to share. SOS is a nonprofit, nondenominational, support and social
group for single adults, whether always single, separated, divorced or
widowed. For more information call Pamela, 753-7638, or Jeanne,
753-0224.

Cathy Crockett
& Mike Walter
Velvet Joni*
& Martin Milkman
Amy Lamb
& Daniel Wheat
Stefani Barnett
& Darren McCuieton
Shawn Alexander
& Kevin Lamb
Alicia William,
& Frank Stallings
Staory Phipps
& Doug Hearn
Michelle Paxton
& Ronnie Traverey

Hospital retirees to meet Jan. 30
Retirees of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will have a breakfast on
Saturday, Jan. 30, at 10 a.m. at Shoney's Restaurant. The group normally
meats on the last Monday night of the month at 6 p.m. but this mooting has
been changed to a breakfast meeting. This is for all retirees and for any
persons
sc
rs who have aver worked at the hospital. For more information caN
McClure, 492-8640. or Lottis Brandon.

Art Guild open for public
Murray Art Guild, 103 North Sixth St., Murray, is open Tuesdays, Wednesdays and Fridays from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. and Thursdays from 6 to 9 p.m.
Ample parking and handicapped access are available. Anyone interested in
• Guild member or for more informadon call the Guild at
t3
i 4-14mOit2.

-

Celebrates 101st birthday

The sale is being publicized in
eight counties, including Southern Illinois, so this is an excellent
opportunity to buy or sell a dress
and accessories for Prom '93.
For further information contact
Sandy Gilbert, 1-965-4174, Jo
Nelson, 1-965-3142, Diana
Byford, 1-965-4271, or Diane
Newcom, 1-965-4955.
Beta Sigma Phi is a non-profit
organization serving Marion and
Crittenden County.

P11111 IMPOI1S
The Place To Discover
1205B Chestnut • 753-1851
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Thompson-Burton vows
said in church ceremony
Ms. Claudine Thompson of Paris, Tenn., and Robert Burton of Murray were married during a family ceremony on Friday, Dec. 11,
at 4
p.m. at First Baptist Church, Paris, Tenn.
The bride is .the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs. Claude Hill
Browning of Paris.
The groom is the son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Robert H. Burton
of
Graves County.
Dr. Robert Orr, pastor, officiated. Music was provided by Charlotte
Webb, organist, and Betty Nixon, vocalist.
The ceremony was performed before the altar decorated with
poinsettias and evergreen trim. The ceremony ended with the singing
of "The Lord's Prayer" by Ms. Nixon.
The bride was given in marriage by her grandson, Doug Overton II.
The groom was attended by his son-in-law, Jim Thornberry of
Madisonville.
A family dinner in the dining room at Paris Landing State Park Inn
followed the ceremony.
The new Mrs. Burton is a retired school teacher of the Henry County School System. Mr. Burton is a retired automobile dealer.
Following a Caribbean cruise, the new Mr. and Mrs. Burton arc
residing in Murray.

Savings on...
Fall & Winter
Merchandise
thro
ughout the store at

50%-70% OFF
Select Group

Dresses

60% Off

Cortiva Active Wear
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'CLEAN
SWEEP
SALE!

Danielle Nicole
Brown born here
Friday, Jan. 15

'Love Never Fails' will be the theme of the Church-wide Valentine Banquet planned Saturday, Feb. 13, from 6 to 8:30 p.m. at Fellowship Hall of
First Baptist Church. Entertainment will be by Kyle and Susan Matthews.
The cost will be $6 per person. Preschool child care will be provided. Tickets are now on sale and may be purchased by calling at the church office.
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Mrs. Reba Beasley

Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Miller of Mayfield
announced the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Tammy Lynn Miller, to
Stacey Neal Riley, son of Mr. and Mrs. Lennis
Riley of Fancy Farm
and Mr. and Mrs. Fred Beach of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Carl Miller of
Wingo and of Mrs. Lou Hester and the
late George Hester of
Mayfield.
The groom -elect is the grandson of Mr. and
Mrs. Carmon Morton of
Lynn Grove, Mr. and Mrs. Lynda! Hobbs
of Fancy Farm, Mrs. Pearl
Riley and the late Rudy Riley of Gob, and
the late Mr. and Mrs. Felix
Beach of Murray.
Miss Miller is a 1989 graduate of Graves
County High School and
is now employed at Green Acres
Healthcare.
Mr. Riley is a 1987 graduate of Graves
County High School and is
now employed at Mayfield Septic
Tank and Concrete Co.
The vows will be solemnized on Saturda
y, Feb. 6, at 6 p.m. at the
URW Local 665 Union Hall, Mayfield.
A dinner and reception will follow
at the Union Hall.
All relatives and friends are invited to
attend.
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Rho Chapter, Alpha Delta
Kappa hears Moody speak
••••,z

r•.2
•
•
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Rho Chapter of Alpha Delta
Kappa met Jan. 20 at 7 p.m. at
the home of Betty Hassell, 502
South 16th St., Murray.
Reita Moody was the special
guest speaker. She served as a
former teacher and former chaplain at Western Baptist Hospital,
Paducah, and Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
"Stress" was the theme of her
discussion. She said "that some
times we forget what we have
Learned about stress, and sometimes we just don't do what we
know to do about stress. Stress
can help to keep us from being
bored. The problem comes when
we are over-stressed."
Mrs. Moody gave the following examples of what one can do
to combat stress:
Take charge of own life.
Let stress be a challenge.
Learn to say no more often and
yes very carefully.
Learn to laugh.
Exercise.
Share your problems with
someone who is close to you and
loves you.
Deal with problems as they
come.
Learn to relax.
Betty Lyons, program chairman, introduced Mrs. Moody.
Margaret Dunn, president,
presided. Sue Adams, recording
secretary, read the minutes, and
Betty Hassell, treasurer, gave her
report.
President Dunn reminded
members of the state meeting at
Williamsburg and the international meeting at Toronto, Canada.
The altruistic project was a
donation of $50 to Habitat for

Humanity.
Hostesses were Clinton Rowlett, Betty Jackson, Euple Underwood and Mrs. Hassell.
The next meeting will be
Saturday, Feb. 13, at 9 a.m. at
Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday
Inn. Hostesses will be Beverly
Galloway, Nancy Lovett and
Lucy FOITCSt.

PETS OF THE WEEK — These four animals are available for adoption at Animal Shelter, East Sycamore lreet off South Fourth Street,
operated by The Humane Society of Calloway County. They are, from left, "Lam," a female Black Lab pup; "Snowy," a neutered male
gray/white cat; "Sonshise," a female Golden Retriever mix; and "Prissy," a female Pekingese mix. Animals who do not find homes must
be destroyed. Hours of the shelter, open to the public, are 1 to 4:45 p.m. Monday,Thursday and Friday, 1 to 6:15 p.m. Tuesday, 1 to 4:30
p.m. Saturday, and closed Sunday. The Humane Society is a member of limited Way of Murray and Calloway County. For information
call 759-4141.
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CHAD M. FEAGIN, son of
Daniel and Suzanne Feagin of Rt.
1, Box 210, Almo, has enlisted in
the Air Force Delayed Englistment Program, according to SSgt.
Leith D. Hall, Air Force recruiter
located at 100 Fountain Ave.,
Paducah.
Feagin, a 1992 graduate of
Calloway County High School, is
scheduled for enlistment in the
Regular Air Force on April 22,
1993.
Upon graduation from Air
Force's six-week basic training
course at Lackland Air Force
Base, near San Antonio, Texas,
Feagin is scheduled to receive
technical training in the Mechanical Aptitude career field.
Feagin will be earning credits
toward an associate degree in
applied sciences through the
Community College of the Air
Force while attending basic and
technical training schools
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Holly Suzanne Morgan of Benton, a senior at Murray State University, has been named to the
1993 edition of Who's Who
Among Students in American
Universities and Colleges.
The daughter of Darrel and
Lorna Morgan, she is a housing/
interior design major and drafting
and design minor at Murray
State. Upon graduating from
Murray State, she plans to pursue
a career in the interior design
industry.
Morgan, 21, is involved with
several organizations on campus
including Kappa Omicron Nu and
Order of Omega honor societies,
Sigma Sigma Sigma social sorority and Student Alumni
Association.
She serves as vice president of
the American Society of Interior
Designers and works with the
public relations board of Ashion
Inc.
A member of the Kentucky
Home Economics Association,
she is a home economics
ambassador.
Morgan has been awarded a
Math Club scholarship and a Burnett Holland Memorial Scholarship from Murray State. With a
3.22 grade-point average, she is a
MSU Dean's List student.
Morgan, granddaughter of Mrs.
Sarah Ross and the late Harmon
Ross of Murray, was one of 41
seniors at Murray State chosen
for this honor.
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WASHINGTON, D.C. —
Three students at Murray High
School have been selected to
attend The National Young Leaders Conference, Jan. 26 to 31, in
Washington, D.C.
They are Christophet Fuhrmann, Victoria Holton and Sara
Klaus.
Hiving demonstrated academic
achievement, leadership and citizenship, the three students will be

among 350 outstanding high
SC11001 students from aCTOS3 the
nation at the conference, sponsored by the Congressional Youth
Leadership Council.
"The Leaders of Tomorrow
Meeting the Leaders of Today"
will be the theme of the conference. Throughout the six-day
conference, students will meet
with key leaders and newsmakers
form the three braqnches of gov-

Prices Good
Wed., Jan. 27th
Thru
Tues., Feb. 2nd

Maxwell House
Master Blend

Coffee

Mayonnaise

sunsaink,
C Crac

Limit
4 Roll
Two
Pkg.
Additional Purchases 994

Ail Flay

ot

ertunent, the media and the diplomatic corps.
Highlights of the program will
include welcoming remarks from
a Member of Congress on the
floor of the United States House
of Representatives and a panel
discussion led by prominent journalists at the National Press Club.
Students will also visit foreign
embassies and receive a policy
briefing from senior government
officials. In addition, scholars
will meet with staff members
from their senators' and representatives' offices to discuss important issues facing their communities and the nation.
Culminating the conference
will be "The Mock Congress on
Gun Control" during which scholars assume the roles of United
States Representatives by debating, lobbying, and voting on
proposed handgun legislation.
Fuhrmann, son of Dr. Joseph
and Mary Fuhrmann, is a junior
honor student at Murray High
where he is active on Student
Council, Speech Team, Academic
Team, French Club and Latin
Club. He is an Eagle Scout and
an active member of St. Leo's
Catholic Church. St. Leo's and
Ryan Milk helped sponsored his
trip.
Holton, daughter of Michael
and Vicky Holton, is a junior at
Murray High where she is
involved in FBLA, FHA, Speech
Club, Student Council, Academic
Club and many other various
activities. She is a cheerleader, an
assistant editor of the school paper, a Girl Scout and treasurer for
Medical Explorer Post 803. She
has participated in the school
musical for the past two years
and has been involved in All District and Quad State Choris. She
won second place for a group
game at Foreign Language Festival and has been a competitor on
the math team for the past two
years. She is an active member of
First Christian Church.
Klaus, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Gene Klaus, is a junior at
Murray High School where she is
an honor student and an officer in
the High School Band. She is a
member of the Spanish Club and
Academic Club, a senior Girl
Scout, and an active volunteer at
the National Scouting Museum in
Murray.
"I firmly believe that by touching one life, the National Young
Leaders Conference enriches
thousands more. Scholars return
to their schools and communities
charged with the lifelong duty of
leading all Americans to better
understand their rights and
responsibilities in our participatory democracy," said John Hines,
executive director of the Congressional Youth Leadership
Council, a non-profit, nonpartisan educational organintion.
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Crystal Stations, a junior at
Murray State University, recently
appeared in the 15th edition of
the National Dean's List.
Stations is majoring in Agribusiness Economics and has
received a minor in Spanish.
She is a Rhomate of the Alpha
Gamma Rho social fraternity,
charter vice president of the MSU
Collegiate FFA, a member of
Alpha Zeta professional agriculture fraternity, Alpha Lambda
Delta vice president, and a member of Alpha Mu Gamma, Phi Eta
Sigma, Foreign Language Club
and Student Alumni Association.
&Idiom is a 1991 graduate of
Calloway County High School.
She is the daughter of Junior and
Patsy Stallons of RL 1, Dexter.
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Local hospital
reports released

David Hughes, M.D.

Two newborn admissions, dismissals

announces the opening of his office
for the practice of

and

one

e.xpiration

at

Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Sunday. Jan. 24, have been

as follows:
Newborn admissions
Winchester baby boy, wants. Crystal and Paul, Rt. 4, Box 374, Murray;
Bailey baby boy, mother, Hope Mayes, P.O. Box 264, Cadiz.
Dismissals
Mrs. Louanna Trimble, Rt. 3, Box
330-E, Murray; Mrs. Carolyn Green,
Rt. 1, Box 530, Dixter.
Mrs. Cherry Ann Wyant, Rt 1, Box
204, Hardin; Mrs. Lavinia Msr, Rt 1,
Box 199-A, Farmington;
Cad Thomas Dowdy, ML 7, Box
122, Murray; Mart Alan Hunt, 1205
Doran Rd., Murray;
Mrs. Florence Geed*, Rt. 7, Box
720, Murray; James G. Powell, 1537
Rockcastle Rd., Cadiz;
Mrs. Amy Jackson and baby girl, Rt.
1, Box 296-B, Almo; John Bonulin, Rt
2, Box 204, Hazel;
Bennie Geurin, RL 6, Box 75, Murray; Mrs. Elaine J. Smithson and baby
girl, Rt. 1, Box 136-B, Sedalia.
Expiration
Marion Sparks, Rt. 6, Box 294-C,
Murray.
released

Internal Medicine
and Pulmonary Disorders
Stilley Professional Building
501 George McClain Drive, Suite A
Benton, Ky.
Call For Appointment

527-2600

(Coat'd on page I1A)
MI OEM
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FREE

Mr. and Mrs. Ned Jones

EXAMINATION

Couple married 25 years

Get Your
FULL SPINAL

VALUE

NMI INN MI MEI

MIN

NO OBLIGATION • NOTHING TO PAY

You may have one of these 16
DANGER SIGNALS OF PINCHED NERVES:

fY
r

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.

Low Back Pain
Headaches
Shoulder Pain
Arthritis

Dizziness
Sore Elbows
Neck Pain
Indigestion

9. Numb Hands
10. Bursitis
11. Pain Down Legs
12. Muscle Spasms

13.
14.
15.
16.

Mr. and Mrs. Ned Jones of Rt. 3, Murray, are today, Jan. 27, celetheir 25th wedding anniversary.

brating

No formal celebration is planned.
The couple was married Jan. 27, 1968, at St. Stephens Catholic
Church, Hollywood, Fla.

Numb Fingers
Hip Pain
Tight Muscles
Aching Feet

Mrs. Jones, the former Jerry Marie Roberts, is the daughter of Mrs.
Mary Roberts and the late George Roberts of Hollywood, Fla. She is
employed at West View

Ii
I

FIND OUT NOW whether careful, professional chiropractic care can relieve your aches

Dr. Dennis L. Heskett, D.C.

and pains.
This examination normally costs $30.00 or more. It will include a chiropractic orthopedic test, a
chiropractic neurological test, a blood pressure test, a spinal alignment check,an examination
for restricted or excess motion in the spine, a test for muscle strength and a private
consultation with the doctor to discuss the results.

This entire examination is FREE.
If you want more care and treatment,
we do all the papenvork.

FREE.
OLSCLAIMER:OUR OFFCE POLCY PROTECTS YOU:'THE PATIENT AND ANY OTHER PERSON RESPONSIBLE FOR PAYMENT HAS A RIGHT TO REFUSE TO PAY,CANCEL PAYMENT OR BE
REIMBURSED FOR PAYMENT FOR ANY OTHER SERVCES. EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT WHICH IS PERFORMED AS A RESULT OF AND WITHIN 72 HOURS OF RESPONDING TO THE
ADVERTISEMENT FOR THE FREE SERVICE EXAMINATION OR TREATMENT."

HESKETT CHIROPRACTIC CENTER
Street
(at University Square)
Murray, Ky. 42071
NMI
301 N. 12th

VALUE
IMMI

Baby girl Dawson born
ounces

and

measured

18

inches. The mother is the former

parents of a daughter, Anna Eli-

Melanie Roos.

Dawson, born on Satur-

day, Jan. 2, at 6:15
Murray -Calloway

BRING THIS COUPON

p.m. at
County

Hospital.
WITH YOU.

MI EMI NM EMI MI MI

Grandparents
Glenda

Roos

are

David

and

and

Floyd

and

Elfreida Dawson, all of Murray.
Great-grandparents are Ruth Foster of Murray and Eupha Dawson

The baby weghed five pounds

--ytytytyaykykytyayttytyayax..-via

three

Rt. 1, Box 3I28, Almo, are the
zabeth
CALL NOW.

759-1116
=In 1=1

Kimberly Vance, and one granddaughter, Kaeleigh Michelle Jones, all
Ave., Murray.

of 1603 Ryan

Mr. and Mrs. Roger Dawson of

CALL for your FREE appointment NOW!

$30

Nursing Home.

Mr. Jones is the son of Mrs. Dora Jones and the late Willard Jones,
of Rt. 3, Murray. He is owner and operator of West Star Motor Sales.
They have one son, Jimmy Michael Jones and his wife, the former

of Greenfield, Ind.
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It's the biggest furniture, bedding and accessory sale you will ever attend!

Sale Starts
Thursday, January 28
at 9 a.m.
If you are needing home furnishings,
you can't afford to miss this sale!

'Our prices are too low
to advertise!
tleake
..tel-r
A
103•‘-' AeckINT,

Free Delivery & Financing Available
Tell your neighbors - Call your friends
Everyone MUST know!

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 4-lane across from Memorial Gardens • 753-4566
XX,
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Dexter Baptist Church
worship/6:30 p.m. •
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer/10
Lm.; Bell Choir/4 p.m.; Youth
Club/5 p.m.; Long Range Planning
Commiuee and Trustees/7 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events
include King's Kids, Kid's Klubs,
Bible Explosion, College-Career
Bible Study and Adult Bible
Study/7 p.m.; Weekly Workers'
meeting/8 p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include BSU luncheon/I1 a.m.;
Fellowship Supper/6 p.m.; Prayer
service/7 p.m. and Sanctuary
Choir/8 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Pre-School/9 a.m. and
12:45 p.m.; Women's BUM planning meeting/9 a.m.; A.R.K./5
p.m.; Choir/6:30 p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church events
include Mid-Week Bible Study/7
p.m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include Adult Bible Study, Youth
Group activities, children and mission organizaitons/7 p.m.
New Life Christian Center/prayer
and praise/7 p.m.
Oak Grove Baptist Church/prayer
meeting, RAs and GAs/6:30 p.m.
First Baptist Church events
include Ladies' Bible Study/9:30
a.m.; Third and Fourth Grade
Social/4:30 p.m.; Fellowship
supper/5:30 p.m.; Library
open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Choirs,
Klaymata and Praise/6:30 p.m.;
Prayer meeting/6:45 a.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
First Christian Church events
include How to Live and Share
Christ's Love/10 a.m.; Evangelism
Comm itte/noon; Christian Family
Fellowship/5:15 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church events include
Administrative Board/7 p.m.
Murray State University Lady
Racers host basketball game with
Eastern Illinois/7 p.m/Racer Arena.
Calloway County Board of Education meeting/6 p.m./board
office.

Gospel singers
present program
at West View
The Gospel Singers of Poplar
Spring Baptist Church made their
monthly visit to West View Nursing Home on Monday. Jan. 18, at
10:30 a.m.
Louise Short is director and
pianist for the group. Nancy Futrell read the birthdays for the
month of January.
Donna Delaney, Mandy Waldrop and Tracy Tifft sang a special selection with Lillian Butcher as accompanist.
Bill Reamer gave the devotion
and led in prayer.
Other gospel singers were Sue
Campbell, Nancy Futrell, Kathleen Green, Fay Hughes, Helen
Nance and Muriel Wright.
The group had lunch at Sirloin
Stockade. The monthly visit to
Fern Terrace Lodge was
cancelled because of the ice and
snow that afternoon.
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Hospital...

CALENDAR
Wednesday, Jan. 27
Bible Classes/7 p.m./Glendale
Road Church of Christ.

TIMES

(Cooed from page I0A)
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Monday,
Jan. 25, have been released as
follows:

Thursday, Jan. 28
Prime Time of Memorial Baptist
Church/11:15 a.m. at church to
go to Kenlake State Park.
Hazel Center open/10 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Weaks Center open/9 a.m.-2
p.m./for senior citizens'
activities.
Singles Friendship of Paris,
Tenn./7:30 p.m./Farm Bureau
Building, Paris. Info/Kennith
Broach, 753-3580.
AA and Al-Anon closed
meetings/8 p.m./Senior Citizens
Center, Benton.
Humane Society of Calloway
County/7 p.m./Annex of Calloway County Public Library.

MAGAZINE CLUB MEETING — Pictured are members of Murray Magazine Club at the December
meeting held at the home of Hazel Tarry. Gwendola Healey presented a program on "How Christmas
Came to the Mountains," and Lucy Lilly gave the devotion. Refreshments were served by Ms. Tarry.
Pictured, from kit, are, front row, Frances Brown, Norinne Winter, Irma La Follette, Sally Livesay,
Lula Belle Hodges, Betty Lowry, Gwendola Healey, Mande Jones, Edith Garrison, back row, Clinton
Rowlett, Betty Boss, Alice Koenecke, Nancy Haverstock, Libby Hart, Eva Morris, Lois Sparks, Lucy
Lilly, Toni Hopson and Hazel Tarry. Not pictured is Edith Noffsinger, president. The club will meet
Thursday, Jan. 28, at 1:30 p.m. at Mayflower Restaurant, Holiday Inn, with Norinne Winter as
hostess.

Chapter 50 of Disabled American Veterans and Auxiliary/7
p.m./Legion Hall.
Zeta Department of Murray
Woman's Club/7 p.m./club
house.
Murray Kiwanis Club/6
p.m./Sirloin Stockade.
Murray Rotary Club/noon/
Seven Seas Restaurant.
Murray High School events
include Freshmen basketball vs.
CCHS/6 p.m.; J.V. and Varsity
Girls host Carlisle County; U.T.
Martin Honors Band.
Campus Lights/8 p.m./Lovett
Auditorium, Murray State University. Info/762-4288.

Seniors plan activities
Murray-Calloway County Senior Citizens will begin quilting at 10
a.m. on Mondays and Wednesdays in February. Any one who enjoys
quilting or would like to learn how to quilt, is invited. Some expert
quitters will be present to give instructions.
Also on Monday, Wednesday and Friday, the armchair fitness program is held at 9 a.m. On Tuesday at 10 a.m., a devotion is given by
one of the local ministers. On Thursday at 10 a.m., Laurie Shoulders,
an audiologist from the office of Dr. Phillip Klapper, will speak.
The Doehr family loaned the Seniors many interesting National
Geographic films which are shown on Fridays at 10 a.m.
All interested seniors are invited to attend. Senior Citizens is an
agency of the United Way.

First Baptist Church events
include Mother's Day Out/9:30
a.m.

•

"b.

Newborn admissions
Cross baby boy, mother, Dana
McKenzie. P.O. Box 553, Cadiz;
Sanders baby girl, parents, Michele
and Herbert. Rt. 4, Box 498, Mayfield
Dismissals
Mrs. Lajuana Carroll and baby boy.
Ftt. 1, Box 396, Hardin; Aaron Nathaniel Williams, P.O. Box 2241, Puryear,
Tenn.;
Devon Schroeder, Rt. 8, Box CR20,
Murray; Mrs. Theresa Knight, Rt 4,
Box 90, Murray;
Mrs. Mary Nell Elkins, 1106 Pogue,
Murray; Mrs. Rita Kay Cook, 302 North
Eighth St, Murray;
Daniel Kearney, 1101 West Oak,
Carmi, Ill.; Mrs. Betty Compton, 809
Sunny Lane, Murray;
Mrs. Kay Smith, P.O. Box 194, New
Concord; Mrs. Carla Hodge, Rt. 1, Box
28, Benton;
Mrs. Mable Moneypenny, Rt. 1, Box
161B, Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Mrs.
Mable Redden, 1717 Holiday Dr.,
Murray;
Mrs. Mina Parkhurst, 420 R.C. Skyline Dr., Cadiz; Mrs. Verble Lewis, Rt.
10, Box 652, Benton;
Mrs. Edith Jackson, 825 Glendale
Rd., Murray; Mrs. Gwyn Key, 403
Main, Box 145, H82111;
Mrs. Alta Featherston, Rt. 1, Box
63B, Puryear, Tenn.

MURRAY TODAY

OPENING SOON!
Small World Academy Too
1113 Sycamore
For Further Information Call
Lizz Rogers
759-2595
N.,/ or

•MINEMIIIMMI•

AA meetings
are scheduled
Alcoholics Anonymous and AlAnon are both active groups in
the Murray and Calloway County
area.
AA (Alcoholics Anonymous)
meets every day of the week
except Thursday.
These meetings are held at the
American Legion Building at
South Sixth and Maple Streets,
Murray.
An "open" meeting means that
a person who has a loved one or
has a possible problem with alcohol may attend, but they should
call one of the phone numbers
and they will help them make
plans to attend. This is helpful to
members and newcomers alike. A
"closed" meeting is for alcoholics
only.
The meeting schedule is as
follows:
Monday - 8 p.m. - closed and
discussion meeting.
Tuesday - 8 p.m. - open
meeting.
Wednesday - 11 a.m. - open
discussion.
Friday - 8 p.m. - open to
newcomers.
Saturday - 8 p.m. - open meeting and also for Al-Anon for men
and women with alcoholic problems in family.
Sunday - 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. closed meetings.
For more information about
AA and Al-Anon, call 753-8136
or 435-4314.

Loren Wisehart
named for honor
for the semester

75% Off Sale!

Persons entertaining at the recent birthday party at West View
Nursing Home were, from left, Allene Knight, Helen Steffen,
Ronald Churchill, Ann Churchill, Lorraine Adams and Beulah
Fielder.

—Now In Progress—

West View Nursing Home
residents honored recently
Carol York, Activities Director
of West View Nursing Home,
asked Helen Steffen to welcome
the assembled residents to the
monthly birthday party and
announce each birthday individually pointing out their birth date.
This was followed by singing
"Happy Birthday to You" which
was led by Allene Knight, Pianist, Ronald and Ann Churchill,
and Lorraine Adams, all of First
Baptist Church of Murray, and
Helen Steffen of First Presbyterian Church, Murray, who always
plays her violin in the name of
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International Sorority.
Beulah Fielder, a resident of
West View, also played the har-

New Hours 10 a.m.-5 p.m.

monica through the entertainment
time.
All those residents present
were then served special dessert
for the occasion by the nursing
home staff.
December birthday honorees
included Elizabeth Thomason,
Mabel Curtsinger, Patricia Cobb,
Mary Milner, Julia Milner, Crystal Adams, Sarah Greer, Alice B.
Hopkins, Thelma C. Reid, Mary
Collins, Homer E. Garrett, ha
Nell Zaremba, Maurice Christopher, Anna Borfulin and A.F.
Sykes.
The oldest birthday celebrant
was Homer E. Garrett, 88, followed by Crystal Adams, 87, and
Mary Milner, 86.

Inventory
Reduction
GREAT PERM SALE

20% OFF

NASHVILLE, Tenn. — A student from Murray has been honored at David Lipscomb University for academic achievement
during the fall semester.
Loren C. Wisehart has been
placed on the Dean's List for
earning perfect grades during the
semester, said Dr. James t.
Arnett, vice president for
academic affairs.
Wisehart, a pre-engineering
major, is s graduate of Calloway
County High School. He is the
son of Mr. and Mn. Larry D.
Wisehart of P.O. Boa 185,
Murray.'

ALL PERMS AND RELAXERS
Price includes haircut shar,,,
and aeS•gn
and sty•e Long hair
charge
wraps add.t.onal
Saki price affitetive through Sat
January 30,1903
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SEMI-ANNUAL SALE
At Thurman's Furniture
This is only a partial list of what you will find.

Large Selection

1 //3
c. Price
SOFAS
•

BALDWIN PIANOS

2 Pc. Sofa & Love Seat, Camel
Back, Blue & Burgundy Floral
Cover
Reg. $1,599.95

$gg
$450
NOW

$500
$3OCI4f0

1 Genuine All Leather, Hand Tied
Coil Spring Construction, Navy
Blue Sectional Reg. $3,495.00
1 Traditional Style Sofa By Cochrane, Red & Green Floral, Cotton Fabric
Reg. $1,199.95

NOW

$1,495

$g;

UT)

Seat,
Plaid

$YO

v9.95

1 Love Seat By Lane With Reclining Ends, Blue & Mauve Cover
Reg. $1,099.95

NOW

$550

2 Pc. Sofa & Love Seat, Dark
Green Cover With Burgundy
Welts & Contrasting PillowsReg.
$1,799.95

"•••••

1 Traditional Sofa, Attached
Back, Blue & Beige Plaid Nylon
Cover
Reg. $899.95
1 Sofa By La-Z-Boy With Reclining Ends,Blue & Burgundy Stripe
Cover
Reg. $1,199.95

6°O
NOW

$450

$Fo

Lazy Boy & Lane

Recliners
ALL SELECTIONS
REDUCED FOR
THIS SALE

ALL ITEMS SUBJECT
TO PRIOR SALE

NOW

$3,495
NOW

$3,195
NOW

$2,795
$2,295
NOW

BEDROOMS

4 Pc. Solid Oak By Cochrane,
Triple Dresser, Tr -View Mirror,
Head & Foot Board, Chest and
Night Stand
Reg. $3,995.00
4 Pc. Shaker Dresser-Mirror With
Jewelry Box, Lg. Chest, Night
Stand, Pencil Post Bed
Reg. $2,119.95
3 Pc. Cherry Triple Dresser With
Mirror, Lg. Chest, Pedimont Head
Board
Reg. $1,299.95

2 Wing Back Chippendale Style
By Fairfield, Teal Green Fabric
Reg. $499.95
1 La-Z-Boy Recliner, Blue Corduroy Cover
Reg. $629.95
2 Pull Up Chairs, Antique Finish,
Blue & Beige Floral Stripe Cover
Reg. $329.95
2 Wing Back Chippendale Style
By Fairfield, Green Flame Velvet
Cover
Reg. $499.95
3 Brown Naugahyde Wing Back
Office Chairs, Queen Ann Leg
Reg. $299.95

NOW

$900
NOW

$1,100
NOW

1 Reg. Size Inn°
Blue & Bei
Reg. $699

$200
NOW

$250

$s,
ver

1 Reg. Size Innerspring Traditional Style, Mint Green & Mini
Print Cover
Reg. $899.95
1 Queen Size By La-Z-Boy With
Innerspring Mattress, Blue & Burgundy Plaid Cover
Reg.
$1,199.95

NOW

$400

NOW

$1,295

NOW

$600

1 Twin Size Traditional Style With
Innerspring Mattress, Blue Stripe
Cover With Contrasting Pillows
Reg. $699.95
1 Queen Size Innerspring Mattress, Beige Stripe Cover Reg.
$799.95
1 Reg. Size Innerpsring Mattress
Wing Back Sleeper With Green &
Beige Plaid Cover
Reg. $799.95

NOW

$450

MISC.
2 7 Pc. Solid Oak Dining Room
NOW
Pedestal Table w/6 Heavy Chairs
Reg. $2,181.00
$1,000
1 Solid •
Reg. $3

-eon
a

NOW
maged

$100

NOW

$800

5 Pc. White Tile Top Dinnette
Trestle Table, Bow Back Chairs
Reg. $799.95

NOW

2 Tall Bookcases, Spice Finish
Reg. $209.95

$200
NOW

$350
NOW

$150
NOW

$200
NOW

NOW

$350
NOW

$100
NOW

1 Buffett & Hutch, Black With Tile
Top
Reg. $549.95
5 Pc. Solid Ch
Round Ta
die Back

ane,
pin$1,278.00

Iron Headboards, Twin And Full
Size, Blue, Red & Mauve Reg.
$79.95
1 Butfett & Hutch, Natural And
White Finish
Reg. $799.95

$250
NOW

$600
NOW

$25 Ea.
NOW

$300

$150

$200

3 Pc. Set of Oak Table, 1-End
Drawer, 1 Drop Leaf End,1 Cocktail
Reg. $899.95

Thurman's
208 Mdin St

NOW

SOFA SLEEPERS

$1,800

NOW
2 Brown Naugahyde Wood Arm
Reg. $399.95
Office Chairs

1 Wing Chair By Cochrane,
Mauvel Cover
Reg. $699.95

$100

$2,295

1 Baldwin Organ With Many ExNOW
tra's, Discontinued
Reg.
$2,295.00
$1,000

3 Pc. Oak Triple Dresser Lg.
Mirror, Lg. Chest,Pedimont Head
Board & Foot Board
Reg.
$1,399.95

2 Queen Ann Wing Chairs, Mauve
With Green Dot Cover
Reg.
$449.95

NOW

NOW

CHAIRS

2 Pc. Sofa & Love Seat, Mauve &
Green Floral Fabric
Reg.
$2,099.95

'
41
)
4
;
. •

1 Baldwin Cherry Spinet Piano
Reg. $3,195.00

3 Pc. Oak Triple Dresser, Tr -View
Mirror,Chest on Chest Headboard
Reg. $1,499.95

2 Pc. Sofa & Love Seat, Chippendale Legs, Lodge Look Cover
Reg. $1,699.95
1 Traditio
Mauve,
CoverRi

1 Baldwin Cherry Console Piano
Reg. $3,795.00
1 Baldwin Walnut Spinet Piano
Reg. $3,195.00

3 Pc. Sectional By Lane With
NOW
Reclining Ends, Blue Cover
.Reg. $2,195.00
$1,000

•

1 Baldwin Walnut Studio Piano
Reg. $4,295.00

Till July 1993
With Approved Credit
$400.00 Minimum
3 Brown Naugahyde Bankers
Chairs
Reg. $199.95

$6,995

NOW

1 Sofa By La-Z-Boy, Attached
Back, Blue & Burgundy Plaid
Cover
Reg. $1,199.95
1 Love Se
I Style,
Green, •
y Plaid
SOI;Ia
Cover
Reg. $799.95

1 Baby Grand Piano, Black Satin
By Baldwin
Reg. $10,500.00
1 Baldwin Console Acrosonic
Cherry Piano
Reg. $4,495.00

1 Traditional Style S^•- By Co,
chrane, Bur
Ta peSIAM ple Reg.
stry Co
$1,299.9

No Payment
No Interest

SALE NOW
IN PROGRESS

Pictures, Lamps
& Accessories

FURNITURE

753-4834

NOW

$450

FREE
DELIVERY
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Mrs. June McCuiston

Gladys Henicke

Mrs. June McCuiston, 73, Rt. Nancy, Nashville, Tenn., and
1, Buchanan, Tenn., died Tues- Lindell Hutson, Ft. Myers, Fla..
Also surviving are one stepday at 5:03 p.m. at Henry County
Medical Center, Paris, Tenn.
daughter, Mn. Martha Lou DarHer husband, Joseph Woodrow by, Little Rock. Ark.; two stepMcCuiston, died Jan. 22, 1980. sons, Mac McCuiston and Mason
Two daughters, Patsy Hutson and McCuiston, New Concord; three
Carolyn Hutson, and one stepson. sisters-in-law, Mrs. Martha
Donald McCuiston, also preceded McCuiston and Mrs. Nava Lou
her in death.
McCuiston, New Concord, and
Born Dec. 13, 1919, at Fulton, Mrs. Lucy Williams, Murray; one
she was the daughter of the late brother, J.T. Hedge and wife,
Jessie Hedge and Josie Hedge.
Laurett, Pilot Oak; 12 grandchilMrs. McCuiston was a member dren; 10 stepgrandchildren.
Services will be Thursday at
of New Mt. Cannel Baptist
Church.
3:30 p.m. in the chapel of
Survivors include two daught- Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home.
ers, Mrs. Debbie Delaney and The Rev. Randy Kuykendall will
husband, Jeff, Murray, and Peggy officiate.
Hutson, Florida; four sons, DonBurial will follow in McCuisny McCuiston and wife, Carol, ton Cemetery.
Clarksville, Tenn., Larry McCuisFriends may call at the funeral
ton and wife, Kathy, Camden, home after 5 p.m. today
Tenn., Chris McCuiston snd wife, (Wednesday).

Mn. Clara Gladys Roberson
Henicke, 88, Granite City,
died Saturday at 11:55 a.m. at
Gainesville Health Center, Theodosia, Mo.
Born May 9, 1904, in Yount,
Mo., she was the daughter of the
late Albert Williams and Minnie
Mercer Williams.
She was preceded in death by
her first husband, William Elmer
Roberson, her second husband,
William 2 Henicke, and one son,
Charles Roberson.
Survivors include two daughters. Mrs. Eileen Edna Chandler,
Clarkston, Wash., and Mrs. JanetLa Arlene Matlin, Norco, Calif.;
two sons, Victor William Roberson, Lake Havasu City, Ariz., and
Elmer A. Roberson, Theodosia,
Mo.; 33 grandchildren including
Mrs. Cathy Clark and husband,
Michael, Murray; 75 greatgrandchildren including Ryan,
Ross and Rhett Clark, Murray;
Funeral rites for Mrs. Myra On
eight great-great-grandchildren.
will be Thursday at 2 p.m. in the
Services were Tuesday at 2 chapel of Blalock-Coleman Funp.m. at Chapel of Sunset Hill eral Home. Dr. Greg Earwood
Cemetery, Edwardsville, Ill.
and Dre. Merle T. Basden will
officiate.
Burial will follow in Murray
City Cemetery.

Mrs. Myra On

Mrs. Jean
J. Kendall

Services for Mrs. Jean J. Kendall will be Thursday in the
chapel of Flanner and Buchanan
Funeral Home, Broad Ripple
Branch, Indianapolis, Ind.
Burial will follow in the family
grave plot at Crown Hill Cemetery, Indianapolis.
Mrs. Kendall, 85, Rt. 6, Murray, died Sunday at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah. Her husband, Arthur S. Kendall, died in
August 1990.

Marion
Sparks
Services for Marion Sparks
were today at 10 a.m. in the
chapel of Thomas Mortuary, Granite City, Ill. The Rev. Luther
Abbott will officiate.
Burial was in Wanda Cemetery, Wanda, Ill.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home
of Murray had charge of local
arrangements.
Mr. Sparks, 76. of Rt. 6, Murray, died Sunday at 9:30 a.m. at
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.

J

Subscribe!
Inceslincrils Since 1851

Stock Market
Report

Friends may call from 5 to 9
p.m. today (Wednesday) at the
funeral home.
The family requests that
expressions of sympathy be in the
form of donations to Together
We Build Program at First Baptist Church, Murray.
Mrs. Orr, 89, of 708 Payne St.,
Murray, died Monday at 10:50
a.m. at West View Nursing
Home. Her husband, Vester Orr
Sr., died June 8, 1976.
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Country spat revived over'Achy Breaky Heart'

Obit tiaric ,
Mrs:Clara
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Born Aug. 20,1903, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late Crawford
Jobe and Allie Alexanderlobe.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jane Basden and husband, Dr. Merle T., Fort Worth,
Texas; one son, Vester On Jr.
and wife, Bonnie, Rt. 5, Murray;
four grandchildren, Anderson
Dale Orr and wife, Elaine,
Raleigh, N.C., Mrs. Vicky On
Graves and husband, Gary, Albuquerque, N.M., and Mrs. Sharon
Basden Frankenfield and husband, Gary, and Michael Basden,
Fort Worth, Texas; two greatgrandchildren, Joel On, Raleigh,
N.C., and Christopher Frankenfield, Fort Worth, Texas; a sisterin-law, Mrs. Ophie Paschall,
Hazel.

NASHVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Country singer Travis Tritt has
declined to fire another verbal jab
in a seven-month spat with fellow
performer Billy Ray Cyrus over
the song "Achy Breaky Heart."
Cyrus took the most recent
poke Monday night when he
accepted an American Music
Award on ABC-TV for his
"Achy Breaky Heart."
He made a veiled reference to
Tritt, addressing criticism of the
song by saying: "Here's a quarter — call someone who cares."
One of Tritt's hits is "Here's a
Quarter (Call Someone Who
Cares)." Tritt had criticized
"Achy Breaky Heart" last summer, calling it superficial.
Cyrus responded at that time
by saying he liked the song and
so did the public.
Tritt didn't attend the Los
Angeles awards show Monday
night. and Tuesday he declined
comment about Cyrus' most
recent remarks.
Tritt was on a fishing trip in
Georgia with Gary Rossington of
'the Lynyrd Skynyrd Band.
"They've got two fishing
poles and two guitars," said Nancy Russell, Tritt's publicist.
Cyrus was named favorite new
country artist and "Achy Breaky
Heart" won top country single at

the show. Tritt was not a finalist
in either category.
Cyrus said in his acceptance
remarks that people who don't
like "Achy Breaky Heart" may
be driven by "paranoia" or
"insecurities." He described
them as "self-proclaimed
critics."
Russell said the reaction from
other people began immediately.
"1 must have received 15
calls," she said. "People were
asking, 'Did you hear what he
said?"

scene.

His album "Some Gave All,"
which contains "Achy Breaky
Heart," has sbld 6 million
copies.

TIRES•TIRES•TIRES
*New and Used *Lowest Prices!
*FREE Mount and Computer Balance
Owners Gerraid Boyd and Ronme Melyen

WAREHOUSE
400 Industrial Rd.
753-1111
TIRE

-•
MAIM

T14I

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET GEO, INC.

Man sentenced
after son loses
legs to frostbite

WEST UNION, W.Va.(AP) —
A man whose I1-year-old boy
lost his legs to frostbite after
father and son were found living
in a rusted, unheated bus drew
three years in prison -- the
maximum.
Douglas K. Rupe, 44, who was
convicted of child neglect, must
serve nine months before becomray, died Tuesday at 2:10 a.m. at ing eligible for
parole.
Long Term Care Unit of Murray.
"I'm sorry for what happened
Calloway County Hospital.
to my son. I didn't mean for it to
happen.
It wasn't meant to hapSurvivors include her husband,
pen,"
he
told Judge Joseph Troisi
Calton 0. Morgon; one son, Max
on Tuesday.
Morgan and wife, Vitginia. RL 8,
He and his son, Douglas, were
Murray; one sister, Mrs. Lala found last March in
a bus in a
Kemp, Detroit, Mich.; three hollow in Big
Isaac, about 150
grandchildren, Tim Morgan and miles southwes
t of Pittsburgh.
wife, Phyllis, Ricky Morgan and The boy's
legs had to be
Laurie Morgan; two great- amputated.
grandchildren, Brittany Morgan
and Megan Morgan.

"Achy Breaky Heart" also is a
finalist for a Grammy Award
next month as record of the year
— the most prestigious Grammy
category.
The song inspired a dance,
"The Achy Breaky," and propelled Cyrus into the national
spotlight. He is a former used car
salesman who spent almost a
decade looking to break into the

Preston Barrett, former owner of Barrett's
Service Center for 30
years, has been in
sales at Dwain Taylor
Chevrolet Geo, Inc. for
4 years. He was a sales
record breaker in 1990
with 376 units sold.
Hwy. 641 South, Murray

753-2617

Mrs. Louise Morgan
The funeral for Mrs. Louise
Morgan will be Thursday at 1
p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. The Rev.
Kevin Hamm and the Rev. Jack
Jones will officiate. Music will
be by Locust Grove Baptist
Church Singers.
Burial will follow in Elm
Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home from 6 to 8 p.m. tonight
(Wednesday).
Mrs. Morgan, 84, Rt. 8, Mur-

HOG MARKET

Packwood,is heckled during Oregon tour
EUGENE, Ore. (AP) —
Demonstrators clamored for Sen.
Bob Packwood's resignation over
sexual misconduct allegations
and heckled him at stops along a
tour of Oregon.
"He's disgraced the Senate.
He's disgraced Oregon, and he's
a poor excuse of a man," said
Peter Barry, who along with
another sign-carrying man pushed
his way into a hotel meeting

room in Bend and shouted at the
senator to resign.
About two dozen protesters
Tuesday waited for the five-term
Republican outside the hotel,
where he had a meeting with timber interests.

Fuler•141ele Market N. Smiles Jaw 37, 11193
ILoducky Pamirs Arai Hos Mlarlu• Itsport Iscledso 3
&Wm Staler Ilacalpim Act. 4.17. DA IN Sammy•
GAY 31 lower Sows Moody le IN IIPOPSt
1.312 231E4 Ibu
141411-41131
US 1-3 311131 I.
11.17.11•41_511
LE 3-3 2311411 Sr.
$.31311-411.011
LE 3-4 340.770 NorS3131-3130
Sims
ILE 1-3 21$.3641 Ibu
i27.11.11.01
IA 1.3 350.4011 II..
S311.10-111141
LE 1-3 4111-523 5..
$214113 1-3 535 sod up
1.311.110-31
LIS 13 35/1401 5..
1.36.11127.1111
Soon Farelp SIS.10.23.39

grunds
*ow
ask me how!
Any size refund is eligible
We are now a participant ofREFUNDS NOW.Refunds in 1 to
3 days with a Bank Refund Anticipation Loan.

All fees can be deducted from the Loan.

Hodge,Noe( & Associates
*Ihe Income Tax ProfessionaLs.
INDIVIDUAL • BUSINESS • FARM • BOOKKEEPING
ESTATE • PAYROLL • SALES TAX • CORPORATE
Joyce Noel, EA, CFP
915 Coldwater Rd.

Mike Hodge, EA, ATA
(502) 753-6069

Later in the day, about 75 people heckled Packwood at a
Eugene hotel, where he had
another timber meeting.

Prices as of 9 AM
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• HAIM Lyons is•ma'am maim
in this sock.
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366
Available
Upor Recu.
,s'

HIWARD
LYONS

WHAT MAKES A
UNIQUE PHARMACY?
'Free consultation and review of prescriptions
•We work with your doctor and save you money by using
generic drugs when possible.
'We have computerized records for insurance and taxes.

HOLLAND DRUGS

109 S. 4th St.

753-1462

Do You Know
Why This
Woman Is So
Happy?

Because she's able to hear her granddaughter
easily once again! She's wearing the NEW canal
hearing instrument from Siemens! It's so small, no
one notices it in her ear, but they do notice her
ability to hear clearly and easily once again!
Call us tgday and set up an appointment to see
if the new LifeSound canal Is right for you!

502-759-4815

AUDIOLOGY
SERVICES II
Heavi

f••il

••••-- -.••••

300 South 11th St.
Suits 304 E
502-759-4815

On Famous Jamison® Bedding
We got a deal and we're
passing it on to you!
Shop & Compare.
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FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. & sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m.. Fri. 9 a.m.-8 p.m., Sun. Noon-6 p.m.
We Accept Food Stamps & WIC Vouchers
12th St. at Storey Ave.

GREAT FOOD
VALUES EVERYDAY!
PrairieTarms
I

Fresh
/

Valli Pak

Ground
Beef

Prairie Farms or
Ideal American

Milk

Fresh Russet or Red

296-sankbnd N-11122%
$197

Potatoes
10 Lb. Bag

Fluffy 8 Ct. Pkg.

Hamburger Buns

$139

49s

Eastern Red Delicious

99

Apples

Gal
Morning Delight

Biscuits

el

71/2 oz. Can ‘i .I
a.

Fruit Valley

Apple Juice

3 Lb. Bag

$ 19

64 oz. Jar1

MEAT DEPARTMENT VALUES

Thorn Apple Valley

Sausage

Turkey
Breast

1 Lb. Roll

16 Oz. Pkg.

Partin's Country

149
Grade A Self Basting

Hen Turkeys
10-14 Lb

69

Pepper Cheese
lb.

Prairie Farm

Sour Cream
16 oz. Ctn.

89
29

Everyday Low Price!
Wylwood Mustard or

Turnip Greens

Light Spread

Chicken Patties
10 ox. Box
Prairie Farm

109

Yogurt

8

Ranch House
99

Steak Sauce
10 oz. Bt1

2179'

Borden

Cheese Singles

129

q

79

8 oz Cup

Everyday Low Price!

Everyday Low Price!

Everyday Low Price!

Assorted Flavors

Eastons

Ginger Evans

Pancake Mix

Wylwood

Maple Ridge

39

49

Banquet

3 Lb. Tub

32 oz. Box

16 oz. Can

2

8

Farm Gold

15 oz. Can

Tomatoes
'

Sliced

$269

Waffle Syrup
24 oz. Btl

99
99

Bubba Cola
3 Liter

J. Higgs

Cheese Curls

99
99

12 oz. pkg.

12 oz Pkg.

Dill Spears
24 oz. Jar

Sliced

Pimentos
4 oz. Jar

99
69

•'

:
74• `'•

Everyday Low Price!

Styrofoam

Cups
51 Ct.

Mountain Farm

159
Pammy Paper

Angel Food Cake
13 oz. Pig.
Aunt Fanny's Chocolate

Cupcakes
2 Ct. Pkg.

29,

Napkins
250 Ct
Good Sense

Trash Bags
20 Ct

59'
99

Good Sense

A

Stress Liquid 914U
8 oz Bt1
Style

Hair Spray
7 oz Can

199

6

99

Everyday Low Price!
Carey

Salt
26 Oz. Box
Ground Blend-In's Black

Pepsi Cola 2 Liter 99' Pepper
Pepsi Cola 12 Pk. Cans$329 4 Ox. Can

214
994
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SPRINGFIELD, Ky.(AP) — A
Washington County jury recommended that a Mercer County
man spend 880 years in prison
after it convicted him of 100
felony counts relating to sexual
abuse of a stepdaughter.
The eight women and four men
took less than 30 minutes Tuesday to convict Larry Ray Coffman, 40.
The charges, most of them
either rape, sodomy or sex-abuse,
dated to nearly 17 years ago and
involved a stepdaughter who was
then 11 years old.
Coffman is already serving two
consecutive 20-year sentences for
rape and sodomy in Mercer
County. The charges in both
counties involved the same
victim.
Washington Circuit Judge
W.M. Hall will formally sentence
Coffman on April 8. He can
reduce but not raise the jury's
sentence.
Coffman could have been sentenced to life. But the effect
would be the same, because he
will still become eligible for parole in 12 years.
During testimony Tuesday, the
victim, an Eastern Kentucky University student, told the jury that
she had initially been pleased that
her mother had married Coffman,
and she hoped that he would be
the father that she had never had.
But then Coffman began touching her inappropriately, she said.
The abuse escalated to the point
that he was forcing her to perform oral sex daily — and then
he started raping her.
Despite the victim's testimony
that abuse occurred almost daily,
Commonwealth's Attorney Barry
Bertram said that the grand jury,
in an effort to give Coffman the
benefit of the doubt, indicted him
only on one count of sex abuse
and sodomy for each week
between April and November
1976, and with a rape count for
each week between August and
November 1976.
Coffman was also charged with
intimidating a witness because
the victim said he threatened her
not to tell her mother.
Coffman, who has since
divorced the victim's mother and
has remarried and has two young
children, took the stand to deny
the charges, mostly answering
"no" or "I did not."
"I'm not good with words,"
said Coffman, who has a seventhgrade education. 'I didn't do
what she said I did. I'm not the
kind of man she says I am."

MOR
BE READY
FOR THE
GAME!
These Laker Band members were selected by audition to the
1993
Freshmen AU-District Honor Band. They performed Jan. 23 during the all-district concert Jan. 23. They are, first row —
left to
right, Rbea Ann Wright, Julie Seefeldt, Angela Elkins, Kelly
Susan Hale, Dede Joseph; second row — Edwin Richerson,Felts,
Matt
Pate, Jay Stark, Melissa Baird, Julie Myatt and Jennifer Hoffman.

Miller

No cause found for butterfly deaths
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. (AP)
— One-third of the tropical butterflies at a display at Cypress
Gardens died one week after the
exhibit opened.
Employees at the nature park
would not speculate on the cause
of death, but experts said butterflies are delicate creatures vulnerable to such troubles as viruses,
temperature fluctuations and
stress from being moved.
About 200 of the 600 butterflies died, Sharon Creedon, a
Cypress Park marketing execu-

tive, said Monday. The exhibit
opened Jan. 15. The butterflies
were imported from tropical
countries such as the Philippines,
Malaysia and Costa Rica.
"The die-offs we've had are
usually from disease," said
Leslie Saul, curator of insects at
the San Francisco Zoo. Other
explanations could include pesticides in food plants, or the possibility that the butterflies were
simply all the same age, he said.
Some species live only two
weeks, Saul said.

Planters
Super Party Pack
Mixed Nuts
14.5 ounce _

MIAMI INDIAN
BIN
GO
715 E. Broadway Mayfield
Planters

Eva)
,Saturday & Monday
DOORS OPEN 5:30 P.M. GAME STARTS 7:00 P.M.
Early Birds At 6:30
* Call About Weekly Specials *

Super Party Pack
Cocktail Peanuts
14.5 ounce

247-8537

eats,fre-414 Etto/tt

044

144e.4‘4e.

Fleischmann's
Gin

"Where the pnce and service
makes the pill easier to swallow."

Charlie's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

11

Busch
1.75 liter

J104)1

• Regular • Light
24 12-ounce cans

IRS

ISCH

JGHT—
•

1RAFT

WIZIFIrrlato

Ir
iz•
Z
..
=
rH
:42

Milwaukee's
Best

Makers Mark
750 ml

11189

has service in Murray!
Calloway County
NOW! It's more
affordable
than you
think.
1-800-999-CELL
Sam & Janet Housden
Calloway Co.
753-0090

Nlakers

Mark

so

95
vit,
ti Rig toil
BARTLESAdatYMES

9

1149

Jack Daniel's

Seagram's

4
4s9

Country Cocktails
Assorted flavors
pack

7 Crown
1.75 liter

99

13iv

Advertised alcoholic beverages not avellable at our Ashland. KY or Clarksville.
TN locations.Alcohoic beverage depanment hOUrs may vary aiconohc beverages
availabie only at the Phar-Mor stores with licensed departments Pnces subect id
state and Wel taxes We reserve the right to lond quantotres and correct
tyoographteel ewers Rebate dates may vary wed where proh.brted Coupons
cannot be used ui combnattOn writ, any Other otter .ncludmg double
Coupons
Check store ter betwis

SHOP PHAR-MOR IN:
PADUCAH
Next tc Kentucky Oaks Mall
On Hinkleville Road
Store Ph: 443-0320

lhoules
eel

• Regular • Light
24 12-ounce cans

Wine Coolers
Assorted flavors
4 pack

1.75 liter

-

fill1W811111$

-

Bartles &
Jaymes

Canadian
LTD

123.353

•

L.JAL

Jim Beam

CELLULARONE

Veal.

Vodka
1.75 liter

9

Glendale at WhItnell
753-4175
Hours: Mon.-Frl. 9-7; Sat. 9-5:30

•1002 CekalibON1
• PC Gluier of KY

Kamchatka

1.75 liter

vo
Aewe
oe'
"
d fe'
cla
•

• Lite
• Genuine Draft
• Genuine Draft Light
24 12-ounce cans

FLORENCE
Florence Plaza
7932 Connector Rd
Across from Florence Mall
Store Ph: 282-6009

•
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Man convicted
of 100 felonies
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Phar-Mor buys only great
deals in huge quantities
and passes the
savings on to you.
That's Power
Buyine More
Power To You!
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Graphic Arts
sponsors Dutch
Treat dinner
As part of International Printing Management Week, the Murray State University Department
of Graphic Arts Technology will
sponsor a Dutch Treat dinner
Thursday. Jan 28.
Beginning at 7:30 p.m., the
dinner will be held at the Mayflower Restaurant of the Holiday
Inn in Murray. Dr. Thomas Gray,
chairman of the MSU graphic
arts department, said students
within the department organized
the dinner.
A local printing specialist will
address participants at the dinner.
Also, the outstanding graphic arts
majors in each class from the
MSU graphic arts department, as
well as the outstanding graphic
arts and photography minors, will
be announced. Gray explained
that selection for the awards is
based on students nominations
and elections.
For more information on the
International Printing Management dinner, call the Murray
State Department of Graphic Arts
Technology at (502) 762-3394.

•••
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Adults can
attend class
for computers
A class introducing computer
applications will be offered at
Calloway County High School
for adults. The class will begin
on Tuesday, February 2: It sill
meet from 5:30 to 8:30 in the
Business and Office Department
IBM Computer Lab in Room 406
at Calloway County High School.
The class will meet on February
2, 9, 16, and 23. It will be taught
by Brenda Nix.
The class will introduce basic
business applications using
spreadsheet, data base and word
p.ocessing programs. In addition,
basic computer knowledge and
essential DOS commands will be
taught.
The cost of the class will be
$30 which will include registration and all expenses. Participants
may enroll at the Calloway County High School Office on College
Farm Road by paying the class
fee. Registration will be limited
to 24 participants.

"Food! pitaiwtiEnt

1407 Main
Phone 753-4682

7040e — 9pr84g
We Accept Food Stamps - We

catt
Inc!

U.S. Choice

Family Pack Frying

WOODMEN'S
ABOUT
IRAs AND
ANNUITIES
WOODMEN of the WORLD
LIFE INSURANCE SOCIETY
Nome Office Omaha NE

753-7811

The Right To limit Quantities

99Li!

Ecknch

Smoked
Sausage
$ 29

U.S. Choice Boneless Top

Hyde Park
1 Lb

$1 19

Lb

$2

Center Shc ec;

1 99
b

Owen's Best Family Pack

Eckrich Smoked Onal Variety Pack

Emge Fully Cooked

Beef
Ground
3-4 Lb. Pkg.

Lunch
Meat
Buy 1, Get 2 Liter Pepsi

Ham
Smoked
Shank 1/2

99C

Trree Diomoro
Jack

Mackeral

Free
2/89'
Tomatoes

59'

46 oz

79'

Flav-O-Rich

Northern

2% Milk

Bathroom Tissue

89
Gal.

Showboat

Pork & Beans

3

for $ 1

Vlasic Polish or Kosher

Dill Spears

'I

5W.

Green Beans

14 oz.
Stokely's C.S. or W.K. Golden

Corn

15.25 oz.
Stokely's Mixed Sweet

,

24 oz. $1 29

Spaghetti Sauce

eli
Owen's Best

88Q Chicken
1 89
I

Lb.

3/$1
3/$1

$ 179

Sweet St.Je

Chicken & Dumplings

99
1
2/$1°9

24 oz

Ronco Reg. or Thin

Spaghetti

7 oz. 4/$

Kroft 7.25 oz.

15 oz. 3/$ 1

Ragu 28-30 oz

Chicken $429

99°

$ 89

Paper Towels

gal.

Lucky Leaf

Owen's Famous
9 Pcs. Fried

Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

Sugar

Brawny Single Roll

Prairie Farm

Apple Sauce

169

Crisco Oil

Peas

24 oz.

Whole Milk

$

Domino

Stokely F.S. or Cut
12 pk $299

Sliced 794 lb.

Veg., Corn or Puritan

48 oz.
Pepsi, Diet Pepsi, Mt. Dew,
Diet Mt. Dew, Dr. Pepper

75°

18 oz

a Buff 1/2 $1.59' lb.

4 Roll Pkg.89°

I

pan

139
1 Peanut
I lb.
Butter

Tomato
Juice

Hunts Virnoe

Smoked Picnic
Peter

Hyde Park

14 5 oz

15 oz

U.S. Choice

T-Bone Steak Sirloin Steak Ribeye Steak
$199
99
Smoked
%) Lb.
Lb,
Bacon
Ham $
Lb,
99
4
$

Chicken Breast

69c
si 59

Mac. & Cheese Dinner
Chi Chi

$249

Salsa

24 oz.
Buy 1, Get 1

Keebler Ripplins

Free

Potato Chips

lochice
Owen's Best
Boneless Pit
Baked or
Honey Baked

Large Heaa
Iceberg

lettuce

5 Lb. Bag
Pink

Red Delicious

Apples

Grapefruit
1 99

590
990
$3
Ham
89

3 W. Bag

Lb

O
t
t

William P. Dailey NI
Woodmen Bldg.
3rd & Maple,Murray
759-1284

Reserve

Deli Hot Line

ladd 9a1.44

We Do Custom Bar-B-Q Turkeys, Hams & Shoulders

Shoney's loses
$105 miffion suit
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP) —
An estimated 40,000 Shoney's
Inc. restaurant employees and job
applicants will share $105 million
in one of the biggest racialdiscrimination settlements on
record.
A federal judge approved the
settlement Monday with the
Nashville, Tenn.-based restaurant
chain.
Black former employees had
alleged that from 1986 to 1989,
Shoney's limited the number of
black employees at some restaurants and ordered at least one
manager to fire blacks to maintain the limit. They also charged
that Shoney's shunted blacks into
the lowest-paying positions.
The amount each past or present employee or applicant will
receive will be decided by an
arbitrator and lawyers for both
sides.
The plaintiffs' lawyer, Barry
Goldstein, said it was the nation's
biggest settlement of a racial discrimination case against a private
employer.

Hours:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-7 p.m.

120111WIENIE'

Prices Good
Jan. 27 thru
Feb. 9

V

Eckrich
All Meat

Owen's Best
Storemade

Bologna

Pinto Cheese
$269
Lb.

99

Lb.

Owen's Best
L
Storemade

Potato Salad

D'Angelo

Pears

Large Fancy
Bell

Pepper

99! 79. 31s1

10 Lb Idaho

Potatoes
$ 1 99

To advertise or subscribe to,the
Murray Ledger & Times call 753-1916
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SECTION B
Meeting set
for Murray
school parents
Parents of children in the Murray Independent School District
are invited to participant in an
evening of activities cosponsored by the Middle School
Site Based Council, PTO organizations and district administrators
on the evening of Tuesday,
February 2nd according to Dr.
Bob Lewis, Assessment
Coordinator.
The program will begin at 6
p.m. with regularly scheduled
PTO meetings followed by a
large group presentation in the
auditorium at 7 and small group
meetings on a variety of topics
related to the Kentucky Instructional Results Information System (KIRIS).
All parents wishing to learn
about the results in general and
this year's 5th and 9th grade
parents wha will receive Writing
Portfolio Results, should plan on
attending.
"The results are very important
to us", said Dr. Lewis "because
they will help our board, administrators, teachers and parents
focus on improvements to meet
the needs of our students." These
results will become the basis for
measuring educational programs
over the next two years. Under
the reform law those schools
exceeding state standards will
receive cash awards.
The KIRIS battery of tests are
significantly different from others
ever given in Kentucky. They
measure our students progress
against fixed standards instead of
national averages, and mastery of
complex skills is the focus
instead of just basics.

English professor
will read from
his works Thursday
Robert Allen, Visiting Lecturer
of English at Murray State University, will read from his work
on Thursday, January 28 at 7:30
p.m. in the Clara Eagle Art Gallery in M.S.U.'s Doyle Fine Arts
Center. His reading will be sponsored by the English Department.
Raised by elderly relatives in
Carroll County, Tennessee, Allen
never attended school as a child.
At the age of 32, he entered
Bethel College and graduated
summa cum laude. He received
his Ph.D. in English in 1990 from
Vanderbilt University, which he
attended on a scholarship. Before
entering college. Allen worked as
a carpenter and furniture
upholsterer.
Allen has chronicled his unorthodox childhood in his autobiography Coming Into Being. He
will read from this volume and
from .Simple Annals, a manuscript of his poems, some of
which have appeared in smallpress magazines.
This reading is fire and open
to the public.

WE RESERVE THE
RIGHT TO LIMIT
QUANTITIES

OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY 8 AM

TO 7 PM

Paramount Hamburger

Dill Slice
Pickles
32 Oz Jar

Frito-Lay

Potato Chips
Reg. $1.39 Size

Folgers Perk or Reg.

Coffee

Fabric
Softener
64 oz.
Bottle

97

Ultra Surf
Reg. or With Bleach

Detergent

57

EAT DEPARTMENT

GIVE THE POWER
TO BECOME.

vtrU.S. #1 Idaho

EARN
6.40%

Potatoes
10 Lb. Bag

MX-DEFERRED ANNUl 1
RATE GUARANTEED FOR
ONE YEAR.
EARLY SURRENDER
CIIARGES APPLY.

FARM

BUREAU
INVESTMENTS
Also Available As I.R.A.

753,4703
Bob
Owneh....on
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Tiger trip to semis sinks
in forgettable 4th quarter
o.

By STEVE PARKER
Murray Ledger & These Sports Editor

MAYFIELD — On the way to
perhaps its biggest victory of the
season, the good ship Tiger ran
aground sending a 16-point lead,
momentum and a trip to the semifinals of the All "A" Classic Regional pouring through the hull.
Although Cary Miller wouldn't
say it, his face said that it was a
total, unexplainable collapse. It
wasn't as drawn out as Kentucky's 1984 second-half blooper
against Georgetown, but equally
dumbfounding.
"It can happen at anytime,
especially with a youthful
bunch," the Tiger head coach said
after his team lost 75-66 to Hickman County after leading by 16
going into the fourth quarter.
"The last quarter we couldn't get
things going, couldn't hit our free
throws, we had turnovers and
they hit some 3-pointers."
Murray, out-scoring Hickman
23-12 in the third quarter, hit
10-of-13 shots to take a 54-38

Heiman Co. 75, TIGERS 66 OT
SCOW(
MURRAY

12 26 39 IS — 75
14 31 54 IS —IS
Mama (114)
CAM 32, Dols 21, McClure 2,, Lawn 4, VIlisn
& Mon 3. TOTALS: FO22-4& Thiss-poin1 54 FT
26-31 RstosioM U
6541
CONN" 20. Oruro 9, Foam IS As 10. Curls 5.
4. TOTALS: FO 25-51. Thissixsis 3-13
FT 13.21RsbooMs 30 Kassoso 10).

Hickman back in the game.
Murray led 64-51 with 2:41 to
play in the game, but Brian
Coates hit two 3-pointers and the
Falcons scored 10 points off of
five-straight Tiger turnovers to
tie the game at 64-64 with 1:01 to
play.
James Foster, scoring 18 points
on the night, hit two free throws
with :28 to play to put the Tigers
up 66-64. Steven Davis followed
up a teammate's miss with :14 to
play to tie the game at 66-all and
Foster's 3-pointer to win the
game with two seconds left fell
short.
Overtime was just a showcase
for Murray's frustration.
Davis hit two free throws 46
seconds into overtime for the
winning margin. Hickman was
6-of-13 at the line in overtime,
26-of-38 overall, to coast to the
semifinals.
Murray (5-9) took seven shots
from the field and two free
throws; five of those shots failed

lead going into the fourth.
Chris Cheaney, who had 14 of
his team-high 20 points in the
second half, hit a layup to start
the fourth and give Murray a
comfortable 56-38 lead with
seven minutes, 11 seconds to
play.
However, Cheaney's bucket
was the only shot from the floor
the Tigers would hit the rest of
the night, as the Falcons opted to
foul Murray the rest of the way.
"They were putting us on the
line everytime and we never got
the chance to get into their
offense," Miller said of the
Tigers' 13-for-23 foul shooting.
Murray was 10-of-15 from the
line, but committed seven turnovers in the final quarter to get • TURN TO PAGE 38

STEVE PARKER/Ledger I Times photo

Murray's James Foster (5) fights inside with two Hickman County defenders for two of his 18 points
in the Tigers' overtime loss, Tuesday night.
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COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Lone Oak escapes
CCHS comeback

LSU's Brown watches
UK beat Tigers 105-67
after pair of technicals
4

By MIKE EMBRY
AP Sports Writer

a

01
.

•

LEXINGTON, Ky. — It
wasn't a night to remember for
LSU coach Dale Brown.
Brown wasn't around for most
of the second half against No. 4
Kentucky after picking up his
second technical foul, but he
didn't miss anything as the Wildcats rolled to a 105-67 victory
over LSU in the nationally televised Southeastern Conference
contest Tuesday night.
"We were outmanned," said
Brown. "They were far superior.
I'm sure they were fired up."
While Kentucky was hot —
hitting 41 of 73 shots for 56 percent and forcing 29 turnovers —
Brown said he wasn't when picking up the two technical fouls
that sent him to the locker room.
"All I said is, 'Call a foul,"
said Brown. "I did not say profanity and did not holler. It was
an injustice."
Brown picked up his first technical at halftime after conferring
with referee John Clougherty.
Brown grabbed Clougherty's
arm, but the official pulled away
from him and went to the locker
room.
At the start of the second half,
with Kentucky leading 54-26,
Travis Ford made two free
throws on the technical to give
the Wildcats (14-1 overall, 5-1
Southeastern Conference) a
30-point advantage.
After LSU's Geert Hammink
hit a lane jumper, Brown said
something to referee Kerry Sitton
that resulted in another technical
and Brown's ejection.
Brown said the first technical
came after he told Clougherty the
other two referees were

"gutless."
Brown said Clougherty told
him before the start of the second
half that he was being assessed a
technical foul.
"I said. 'Join, don't do this,"
said Brown. "John said, 'You
can't talk about my partners like
that."
But Brown admitted that his
absence from the LSU bench
didn't make that much of a
difference.
"I thought the ejection had
nothing to do with the outcome
of the game," he said.
Kentucky coach Rick Pitino
understood Brown's mental state.
"I'm sorry that he left the
game, but it is a frustration point
and I've been there many times,"
he said.
It was the worst loss for LSU
since falling 100-62 to Auburn in
the 1986-87 season, and Kentucky's biggest SEC victory since
beating Florida 102-48 in
1980-81.
"I am surprised about the lopsided score, but I am not surprised about our play," Pitino
said.
Kentucky took control midway
in the first half after Ford hit a
3-pointer from the top of the key
for a 23-14 lead. After LSU's
Jamie Brandon countered with a
layup, Kentucky's Dale Brown
and Rodrick Rhodes sank 3-pointers for a 29-16 advantage at
8:33.
The lead grew to 45-22 after
consecutive 3-pointers by Brown
and Jeff Brassow off LSU (13-5,
3-3) turnovers — and the rout
was on.
Freshman guard Tony Delk
scored a career-high 14 points
and Rhodes added 13 as Kentuck
y won its third straight game.

"Let me analyze your
insurance needs with a free
Family Insurance Checkup.99

Jane Rogers
305 N. 12th St.
(Nast to Centery 21)

Murray
753-9627
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Murray Ledger I Times Staff Writer

Craig Carraway drives to paint in search of two of his 12 points in
Tuesday's game.

Calloway County found itself
outmanned Tuesday night against
visiting Lone Oak. A strong
second-half effort by the Lakers
kept the game close, but the 4-9
team couldn't overcome a
17-point deficit in the 70-60 loss.
"I like the way we responded
in the second half," said Calloway Coach Ron Greene. "We
showed some grit out there
tonight. What we need now is
consistency and to be able to
string two good halves together."
The Lakers actually won the
second half behind inspired play
from reserve Craig Carraway. He
netted a dozen points in the contest and put in a blue collar-type
day for Calloway on the offensive glass.
"Craig got some nice offensive
rebounds for us down the
stretch," Greene said. "He was
able to convert them into easy
stick backs."
Those easy points Calloway
experienced late in the game
were the same type of buckets

Lone Oak 70, LAKERS 60
CALLOWAY CO •
12 24 36 — 60
LONE OAK
21 MI 52 — 70
Calloway Co. (4-6)
Greer 16, Gomm 1Z Hornbudds 10. Nos 2. Gibson 6, Clover 14. TOTALS:. FT 7-11.
Los* Oak 1144)
lAssos 14, Aissanclio 21. Gollob* 13, GM* 20,
Bisin Z Englsit 3. TOTALS: FG 24.'Mao-point 3. FT
13-15

Lone Oak used to drown the Lakers in the first quarter.
Calloway committed numerous
turnovers in the first frame, four
of which led to eight uncontested
points via layups. Instead of trailing 21-12 after one, Greene
admits things could have been
different.
"When you look at the points
we don't even get a chance to
score, combine that with the easy
baskets they got, we could have
had the lead," said Greene.
To give credit where credit is
due, Lone Oak's full-court trapping defense created many of
those turnovers. Even its halfcourt trap was effective.
That effectiveness disappeared
for the first two minutes of the
second quarter though, when it
TURN TO PAGE 3B

SUPER BOWL XXVII

Super Bowl participants fight off media
By HAL BOCK
AP Sports Writer

LOS ANGELES — Question
No. 1 for Dallas coach Jimmy
Johnson this week was one
about his hair, with a followup
about his spray.
Question No. 2 was about his
pet goldfish. Here we go. The
Super Bowl hype is off and
running.
On Tuesday, a bevy of models promoting a press conference circulated around game
headquarters wearing thigh-high
dresses that were designed as
facsimiles of the sponsor's beer
can labels.
When the Buffalo Bills and
Dallas Cowboys arrived at Dodger Stadium for their Photo Day
interviews, they found some
500 people sitting in the upper
deck, cheering on cue for an
unrelated commercial.

This, remember, is Hollywood, the land of make-believe,
a perfect place for the Super
Bowl.
The Los Angeles Police
Department provided motorcycle escorts for a dozen or so
busloads of media, shutting
down freeway traffic at one
point and creating instant gridlock for rush-hour drivers.
Hey, this not just any old
football game. This is the Super
Bowl, a larger than life adventure for all concerned.
That was obvious Tuesday
when the players arrived for
photo day equipped with —
what else? — cameras. "Five
or 10 years from now, this will
be neat to have," Dallas center
Dale Hellestrae said.
They took pictures of each
other, pictures of the upper
deck fans and pictures of the
media.

Well, not all the media. Most
of them zeroed in on MTV's
Downtown Julie Brown, who
arrived with the rest of the
1,000 or so writers and
broadcasters.
She was easy to pick out,
dressed in black leather slacks,
a fishnet top and the only black
derby in the crowd.
Lights, camera, action.
Dallas safety Kenny Gant
demonstrated the Shark, the
team's big play celebration
dance, for her. "There's no
right way and no wrong way to
do it." he explained. "You just
do it."
Teammate Issiac Holt danced
with Brown, although it was
unclear whether they were
doing the Shark or some other
ritual. Gant, lugging a microphone around for KDFW,Channel 4 in Fort Worth, had no
time for an evaluation or

=I UM
=la•IM

Call 753-4563
For Installation and Service
512 South 12th St., Murray

insur.ancr Companies
Honor Officer Bloomington, Minims

Like a good neightx)r. State Farm is there.

explanation.
Buffalo linebacker Carlton
Bailey took pictures of Brown,
then posed with teammates
Keith Goganious and Richard
Harvey for her. "Don't pay
attention to him," Bailey said
of Goganious. "He's a rookie."
Harvey sneered at teammates
running around with fancy video equipment. He brought an
old-fashioned, one-picture-at-atime camera.
Then the artist went to work,
clicking away with the camera
in his right hand and trying to
figure out how to turn on the
tape recorder in his left.
There was an occasional crisis. Hellestrae and Buffalo linebacker Mark Maddox had the
same problem, one the media
throngs in this computer age
could understand.
Dead batteries.

MR,POSTMAN

"Check with Bob for the
lowest competitive price"

$$$$$ I

State Farm

CALL ME.

By JOHN P. TAYLOR

"We Ship Daily!"
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Actions& Reactions
KENTUCKY WINNING SEASON
Kentucky Finance Company is sponsoring a 'Kentucky's Winning Seaawa Willits to the
son* sweepstakes in January and February,
games, beginseven remaining University of Kentudcy home ba
ning with LSU on Jan. 26. Local residents can register by mail Of in person
at the Kentucky Finance branch office at 100 S. 5th St. in Murray.

BASKETBALL
SALT LAKE CITY (AP) — Police unsealed a report which &aegis that
several members of the Portland Trail Blazers had sex with two 16-yearold girls who attended a party at the teams hotel Saturday night
One of the girls told investigators she had sex with lour or five players"
and the other girl said she had sex with three. A third girl, age 15, said she
" and witnessed some of the
did not have sex, was "very frightened,
incident.
No charges have been filed and police Lt. Marty Vuyk said he didn't
know whether any would be. The police report mentions the first names of
seven men, six of which correspond to the first names of Portland players.
NEW YORK (AP) — Miami Heat forward John Salley was fined $5,000
by the NBA for a flagrant foul against Orlando's Anthony Bowie in Friday
night's game.

BASEBALL •
ARLINGTON,. Texas (AP) — Texas first baseman Rafael Palmeiro, who
asked for the largest arbitration salary this winter, avoided a hearing when
he agreed to a one-year contract for $4.55 million. The 28-year-old Palmeiro, who got a $700,000 raise, hit .268 with 22 homers and 85 RBIs last
season. The settlement was halfway between the $4.85 million he asked
for and the $4.25 million Texas offered.
NEW YORK (AP) — Right-hander Mike Maddux, acquired by the New
York Mats from San Diego after the winter meetings, agreed to a two-year
contract for $2,375,000. The 31 -year-old Maddux, 2-2 with five saves and
a 2.37 ERA for the Padres last season, asked for $1.35 million in arbitration and was offered $910,000.

MELBOURNE, Australia (AP)
hope was to lull Pete Sampras to
sleep. Sorry, no such luck.
Sampras, the No. 3 seed,
downed the New Zealander 6-3,
6-2, 6-3 today to reach the semifinals of the Australian Open.
He'll face second-seeded Stefan Edberg, who beat fellow
Swede Christian Bergstrom 6-4,
6-4, 6-1 to set up a rematch of
lasts year's U.S. Open final.
Edberg won then in four sets to
take his sixth Grand Slam title.
No. 14 Michael Stich of Germany rode his powerful serve to
a 6-4, 6-4, 6-4 victory over nervous Guy Forget of France, the
No. 11 seed. He'll face topseeded Jim Courier, the American
defending champion; who beat
seventh-seeded Petr Korda of the
Czech Republic 6-1, 6-0, 6-4.
Korda made 55 unforced errors
to only nine by Courier.
Sampras blasted 14 aces and
49 winners. The only time he had

Reeves finally lands Giantjob
By TOM CANAVAN
AP Sports NAN
EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ. —
t approaching the
'
Dan Reeves isn
job of rebuilding the New York
Giants as a
Reeves

multi-year plan.

said

Tuesday

the

Giants have enough talent right
now to be competitive this year

after
a two-year absence.
"This league gives you the
opportunity to turn things around
rather quickly," Reeves said after
signing a contract that sources
said will pay him $4 million over
the next five years.
"I know this. I am coming to a
place where I don't have to teach
guys how to win," the former
Denver Broncos coach said. "I
know they have won two world
championships. What we have to
do is fill some weaknesses and

and get back to the playoffs

make us competitive next year."
The Giants are getting a proven winner in the 49-year-old
Reeves. He won five AFC West
titles in 12 years in Denver, and
three times led the Broncos to the
Super Bowl. They never won the
big one, though.
Despite the glittering resume,
Reeves was not the Giants' top
choice to replace Ray Handley,
who was fired in late December,
days after Reeves was released
by the Broncos.
Boston College coach Tom
Coughlin was the top choice, but
he opted to stay in the collegiate
ranks. Dallas defensive coordinator Dave Wannstedt then took the
Chicago Bears job last week.
"I was my mother's third
choice," Reeves quipped. "I
don't feel I was any less loved
than the rest of them. It doesn't
make a difference with me. The

main thing is that I'm their last
choice."
Reeves actually put himself in
contention by making a telephone
call to Giants general manager
George Young in early January.
Reeves had heard that the Giants
were not considering him because
of rumors he wanted control of
personnel decisions. So he called
Young and said all he wanted
was input in moves.
When he didn't hear from
Young for 10 days, Reeves said
he started coming to grips with
the possibility of sitting out the
season.
That all changed when Young
telephoned after Wannstedt got
the Bears job.

"The one area of major concern for me is concentration or
focus," said Greene."We have to
be focused 100 percent of the
time we're on the floor. We had
lapses tonight."
The Purple Flash opened its
biggest lead of the night, a
17-point spread midway through
the third quarter, 50-33. By the

end of the period, Calloway cut
the lead

back to

14.

The Lakers were able to make

Purple Flash,
who seemed to lose a little of
their concentration in the fourth.
A couple Brad Cleaver threepointers brought the Lakers to
within five points, 62-57, with
under three minutes to play. At
that point, however, Calloway
was forced to foul and the Purple
Flash made their free throws
down the stretch.
a

mini-run

at the

Income Tax
By Appointment Only

"This was a good ball club:
Greene admitted. "They had
quickness and strength in all five
players on the floor."
Offensively, Jason Greer led a
balanced Calloway attack that
featured four players in double
figures. Greer had 16, Cleaver
14, Carraway's 12 and sopho-

Page
Bookkeeping
& Tax Service
Call Tony Page
at 753-8107

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH •
"Your more than one company agency."
David King

ately.

"I
good

thought

I

played

a

Tuesday's Games
Mar York 96, Philadelphia 00
Noe Janes 106, LA Wiwi 91
Washinason 104, Nee 102. OT
Orlando 120, Ailar4a 106
Alleraulers 100, Houston 1113
Ceara° 123, Dides 611
Utah 113, Cleveland N
Portend 143. Golden Sta. 133
Wedriseday's Games
Indiana al Peladelpeo 630 pm
Sacrarrenio at Charlotte. 6.30 p in
Boston al DOWN 630 pm
Phaern a Mressola. 730 p.m
San Antonio al Seattle. 9 pm.
Utah al LA Clews, 930 pm.
Darrow al Golden Sets. 930 p m
Thursday's Games
Atlanta al Nos Yoe. 630 pm.
6.30 p.m
Mrsraukso
Orlando a Cleveland. 630 p.m
LA Leers al Indiana. 6.30 p.m.
Houston. 730 p.m
Chicago
Neff Jersey II Ow.r. S p.m

said.
He
s looking forward to play'
ing Edberg again, calling the U.S.

loss "probably the most
devastating I have had so far."
"I know what he is going to
do and he knows what I am going
to do," Sampras said. "It's just a
matter of who does it better."
Edberg again played with a
brace to support his tender back,
Open

which

forced

him

once

a

again he had just what he wanted
— a

quick match in which he
only had to push hard
occasionally.
The two-time champion fought
back from an early service break
to run off the last four games of
the first set.

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

2.99 GETS

YOU
THE BEST BREAKFAST IN TOWN
For a limited time

MONEYS
ALL-Y00-CARE-TO-EAT
BREAKFAST & FRUIT BAR
is only

2.99
ONE WEEK ONLY

• DAKOTA
TRUCK
SALE
'93 DAKOTA CLUB CAB LE

'93 DAKOTA LE
V6,

Tilt, Cruise, Air

INCOME TAX REFUND

FROM PAGE 2B
to draw iron, including an air
balled free throw.
"We had the big lead (in the
third) and thought we had the
game won," said Foster, adding it
was the hardest loss he's ever
suffered.
Hickman (11-9) was 22-for-37
from the field while Murray was
25-for-51. Cheaney added 10
rebounds and Foster had eight.
Murray led 31-26 at the half.
Hickman, which beat Murray by
26 earlier in the season, was led
by Coates' 32. Hickman knocked
Murray out of the All "A" regional last year in the first round.

HOME IMPROVEMENT
SPECIALIST
Vinyl and Aluminum

Cassette, Sliding Rear Window And More. 2 To Choose
From - Flame Red or White.

Carports-Patio Enclosures
'Wolverine
'Reynolds

'Mask
5 Year Labor Warranty Insured
Brad Haugh, Avner
'P.O. Box 1064, Murray, KY 42071
•
(502)753-0280

-

'93 DAKOTA LE
V6, Automatic, Power Windows4_ocks, Cassette, Air
Cond. And More. Dark Blue/
Silver 2 Tone.

'93 DAKOTA LE
V8, Automatic, Tilt, Cruise,
Cassette, Air Cond., And
More. Flame Red.

14.70 F11.,,,.4 (34533) 3 bede50111. 171 bath
H014941 type door, vaulted oolong. o5rmiels rah
stove and rising Pnced lor the spaced event at
$14996 Payments as loss as 9175 per month

'93 DAKOTA
CLUB CAB
V6, Air Cond., Bucket Seats
With Console, Aluminum
Wheels, Cassette And More.
Emerald Green.

FREE
DELIVERY
FREE
SET-UP

'11,519
111,101
12,591
'13,984
'13,093

Windows,

Locks,

Cassette,

Bucket Seats With Console,

Tilt,

Cruise,

Bedliner,

Absolutely

Loaded.

Red/Silver

2 Tone.

'93 DAKOTA LE 4X4
V6, Tilt, Cruise, Air Cond., CosSliding
Rear Window,Plus More. Black.

setts, Body Side Mldgs.,

V6, Automatic, Tilt,
Anti-Spin,

Cruise,

Cassette, Sliding

Rear Window Plus More. Sabre Gray Metallic.

•......1 3oedroom.2balh, 1992
V•
; ••••••• sh.ngte root. House
sky'914 n k4chen
'•. • • 'r 1 ,••••••• , •
g and contm,
•
•••,
,•
a. ;
Oul p•.(44 ot 525.99S
• 1,'"•••• • as km as $275 pu• month Save

PAPS PIUS Tax. Pr00. Fee, TIN And
license. Neer AMON Al ROOM a Any
yokes NANO To Prior era

KEITH BAKER
HOMES, INC.
Hwy. 79 E. Paris, IN (901)644-0012
Toll Frei 1-800-533-3568

Prices Good Thru 1-30-92

NO EXCEPTIONS!

Hrs.. Mon.-Sat.

8-6

Sun. 1-5

************ ********************

Only

1,995
14,291

'93 DAKOTA CLUB CAB LE
V6, Automatic, Tilt, Cruise,
Bucket Seats With Console,
Aluminum Wheels, Cassette,
Lots More. Silver Star.

'93 DAKOTA CLUB
CAB 4X4
Loaded V6, Automatic, Bucket
Seats With Console, Power
Windows/Locks,
Emerald Green.

'with approved credit

'15,577
$14 892

'93 DAKOTA LE 4X4

Aluminum

Wheels, Cassette, Ed., Ect.

Sicing

- Replacement Viovn-Patio Doors
• 'Certain Teed
• 'Moos

Instant Refund For Your
Down Payment Toward
the Home of Your Dreams

V8, Automatic, Anti-Spin,Power

Cond.,

More. Emerald Green.

FOR YOUR

HONEYS
Hwy. 641 North
753-9257

Monday-Friday
Ends January 31, 1993

V6, Automatic, Tilt, Cruise,
Aluminum Wheels, Cassette,
Sliding Rear Window And

DON'T WAIT

753-8355 I

901 Sycamore

'93 DAKOTA LE

•Tiger...

EAST
Boston Collage 71, St Johns 61
Fainsigh D•ronson 69, 1.45nneuth NJ 54
Long Wand U 120, Moloy 69
ttgsm 71. West Virgins 67
St Bonaventure 69, Novas Si
SOUTH
Clemson N. Maryland 72
DAs 117, Son Francisco 73
Fends 63. WitIsta St 59
Kereldry 105. LSU 67
Mare 10. Connecticut 65
NW Louralana 64, SE Louisiana 71
Northeastern 62. Gawps Mason 72
South Fends 77 Cant Florida 72
MIDWEST
Kansas St III Can Connecticut St 56
lAchigan 72. Olio St 62
SOUTHWEST
Twos Tech 71. Haddon 74
FAR WEST
San Jona St 60. Utah St 79, OT

a mint.

to default in

doubles, Sunday. And

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

PRO BASKETBALL

pretty
well in the big points,
" Sampras

the

753-8355

901 Sycamore

pretty

match and I served

"I definitely could have stayed
out of it awhile and looked for
another opportunity down the
road," Reeves said.

more guard Thomas Hornbuckle
added 10.
Lone Oak also sported four in
double figures. Rick Alexander
netted 21 while John Griffith
chipped in 20.
• In junior varsity competition,
Lone Oak won 57-46. For Calloway, Wesley Cogdell had 13
points.

The Insurance Center
of Murray

trouble was when Steven broke
him early in the third set, but
Sampras bounced back immedi-

Lone Oak escapes...
FROM PAGE 2B
appeared Calloway had solved
the mystery of getting the ball up
the court safely and consequently
into the hole. The Lakers opened
the quarter with a 7-0 run to
close to within two points, 21-19.
But as quickly as the Lakers
discovered success, Lone Oak
resumed its domination to the
tune of 15 unanswered points to
put the game away and take a
38-24 halftime lead.

5.cOREBOARD

Australian Open
enters semifinals
— Btot Steven figured his best

PAGE 38

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

'17,349

Cain's0
CHRYSLER•PEVUOUTH•DOOGENIEEP•EAGLE
641 N. • Murray, Ky. • (502)753-6448

Hwy.
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Classified
\

OFFICE HOURS: Mon.-Fri. a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12. p.m.

190 ........... ...Farm Equipment
370 .............Livestock & Supplies
Poultry & Supplies
390
Produce
400
Fetid & Seed
550
MISCELLANEOUS

N. I

Help Wanted
060
070 ----Domestic & Childcare
Situation Wanted
090
Business Opportunity
100
Instruction
110

Imamate
Exterminating
Business Services
Heating And Cooling
Services Offered

1

410

Public Sale

540

For Trade

560

Free Column

\

470
480
485
490
495
500

510

570

Wanted

520

020

1'I loN

Motorcycles
Auto Services
Auto Parts
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boats & Motors

•

•

.
40
•

The Secretary of
Calloway
the
County(Kentucky)
School District Finance Corporation,
will until 11:00
A.M.,E.S.T.,on February 3, 1993, receive in the office of
Mrs. Susan S.
Going, Manager,
Calculations
Branch, Office of
District Support
Services Department of Education,
Capital
Plaza
Tower, 500 Mero
Street, Frankfort,
Kentucky 40601,
sealed,competitive
bids for $660,000 of
the Corporation's
School
Building
Refunding
Revenue Bonds, Series of 1993, dated
February 1, 1993;
maturing May 1,
1994 through 2000.
The Refunding
Bonds are not subject to redemption
prior their stated
maturities.
Bids must be on
an Official Bid
Form contained in
the Information for
Bidders which also
contains a Preliminary
Official
Statement deemed
final under SEC
Rule 15c2-12(b)(1)
available
from
J.J.B.
Hilliard,
W.L. Lyons, Inc.,
Hilliard-Lyons
Center, P.O. Box
32760, Louisville,
Kentucky 402322760.
Sale on tax-exempt basis, subject
to qualified approving legal opinion of Henry M.
Reed III, Bond
The
Counsel.
Bonds are "qualtax-exempt
ified
obligations"
and
**bank eligible".
Right to adjust
principal amount
of Bonds awarded,
or reject bids, or
waive informality,
reserved.
Calloway County
School District
Finance
Corporation
By a/Dr. Jack D.
Rose
Secretary

Nlicrima‘ e
Repair - kll
lU %NOS

Concession
Lease
The Murray Calloway
County
Parks
Dept.
seeks individual
to lease concession facilities. Interested party
should contact
the park office,
10th & Payne St.
Phone 762-0325
for additional information.

Ward Elkins
753-1713
ROGER Hudson Hauling.
Hudson Horse and Clothing Supply. 753-4545.

Rent-A-Car
515 S. 12th St. 753-2255

CAPS primed for campaign
or business. $2.00/ea
753-9212.

LEARN TO DRIVE
TRACTOR • TRAILERS

Nowcrisa11,7Present

.ot

Lost
And Founif
FOUND one bracelet Call
and describe, 437-4823 after 6pm.
060
Help
Wanted

ALLIANCE
65-

1-800-334-1203

PADUCAH based company looking for RPGIII
programmer, experienced
using IBM, AS/400, or S36,
helpful but not required.
Will tam, good opportunity
to gain experience. Send
resume to P.O. Box 2809,
Paducah, KY 42002.

America's Second Car

Ugly Duckling
CagamEs.
Locations Coast to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Office: 753-6910
1-800-THE-DUCK

112 So. 12th
Murray, KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town!
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

By Way of the
Grapevine
Antiques & Gifts
All occasion herb wreaths & swags. New shipment every
week of afghans, stoneware, punched tin lamps, and
country floor & table lamps. New to Murray area Graniteware(dishwasher & oven safe). Red, green, blue
& black, swirled pattern. Christmas corner all year.

Gift certificates & Bridal Registry
121 So. to Old Salem Rd.
Wed-Sat 10AM-5PM Sun 2-5PM

INCOME TAXES
-Individual
-Partnership
-Corporation

JERRY W. WILSON
Certified Public Accountant

753-4153

Notice
AURORA Pizza Magic. Genuine hand tossed pizza,
fresh salads, sandwiches,
gyros. Open al year at
5prn. Closed Mon and
474-8119,
Tues.
1-800-649-3804.

TAX DEFERRED
ANNUITY
7.25%
INTEREST
Guaranteed 5 years
Monthly income
available!
100% reinsured!,
100% investment
grade assets!

TURNING AGE 65?
PLEASE give us a call for a rate quote on
your Medicare Supplement Policy. These
policies are now written in 10 standard plans
and we write all 10. Also at age 65 to 65'/2,
according to Federal Law, they are all
guaranteed issue regardless of health.
As all plans are EXACTLY ALIKE, your
consideration now should be:
1. Price. 2. Company stability. 3. Service. We
represent 7 "AM. Best A- or A+ rated*
companies to give you the best possible rates
and service. We may be able to save you
several hundred dollars per year. We have
been serving West. Ky. for over 30 years and
would like to be your Agent.

Substantial penalty
Mr early withdrawal

McConnell
Insurance Agency

McConnaii
Insurance
Murray, KY
753-4199

Nopkinsville Fed. Savings Building
7th at Main
Murray, KY 753-4199
Nationwide toll free:
1400-455-4199

RE AL

Mobile Homes For Rent

ESIA1E SALE,

MI III O

270 ....... Mobile Homes For Sale
....„... For Sale Or Lease
............................Horn.
limns
420

285 Mobile Horns Lots For Rent

365

Business Rentals
310 ........................Want To Rant

430

Real Estate

320

Apartments For Rant

435

Lake Property

330

Rooms For Rent

440

Lots For Sale

340

Houses For Rent

450

Farms For Sale

360

For Rent or Lease

460

_Homes For Sale

4rY
The family of
Willa Lofton would
like to thank our
loved ones,friends
and neighbors for
the concern, prayers, cards, food,
flowers and visits
during our time of
loss. For their care
and concern we
want to thank Dr.
Miller and Dr. Gustafson, the staff at
West View and the
Murray Calloway
County
Hospital
staff.
For their concern, prayers, visits
and cards we want
to thank Bro. Glynn
Orr and members of
Westside Church.
May God bless
you all.

Nelp
wersta4

Help
Wantod

Unique Sales
Opportunity
Offering Fast Start
Bonus
Program,
High Commissions
MURRAY, Monthly
Performance Bonuses,
Insurance
Available.
Call
1-800-999-4712
E.O.E.

JOB Announcement Number 93-8(A) Date 1-19-93
Position Park Worker (parttime) Kenlake State Resort
Park, Hardin, Ky. Grade
and salary Grade 4, Salary
4.765 per hour. Minimum
Requirements: Ability to
read and write. Apply by
submitting a state application (which can be obtained
at the local Department of
Employment Services or
any other state government
office) to: Kentucky Department of Personnel Room
384, Capital Annex Frankfort, Ky 40601 Attention:
Job Announcement No.
93-8(A). Job announcement number should also
be placed in the upper righthand corner of the application in the 'Special Announcememt No. blank.
Official documents vertifying education must be submitted with the current application (i.e. original college transcripts, original
high school diploma, or original GED certicicate). Original documents will be
returned if a self-addressed
envelope is included.
Deadline for applying: You
must qualify, Test', and be
placed on the register by
Februay 19, 1993. 'Test
not required. Filling this
position is subject to any
state government hiring restrictions. AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
II/F/D

SALES REP
Motivated person to
call on Commercial.
Industrial, arid Agricultural accounts in
the WESTERN KY,
AND N.W. TN.,
MURRAY area. Ex(*tient
Commissions and Bonuses.
Training provided.

130.
For Sale Or TVs&
140._..Want To Bey
.Articles For Sale
150.
155
Appliances
160.--------Homs Furnishings
.Antiquria
165
Vacuum Cleaners
170.
Sewing Machines
190
196 ------- Heavy Equipment
200
Sports Equipment
210
hrewood
220
Musical
240 .......
........ Miscellaneous
260
T.W & Radio
Pets & Supplies

65.00 Column Inch
Dloplay Ada
4011 Dipleset bid Ilia.
WM Dimas
Pas.
all 3 Ads Minot lea Within 6 Day Pest)
$1.75 per canna inch NMIfw Teats,(Shoppirg Gine).

Reader Ads:
25. per word $5.00 minimum let
day. St per word per day for each
additional consecutive day. $1.75
extra for shopper(Tues. Classifieds
go into Shopping Guide.) $2.00 extra for blind box ads.

Yard Sale $7.50 Prepaid

DO you need a JOB, or do
you need help in making
positive advances for the
future? We have 22 JOB
OPENINGS for people between the ages of 16-22
years, it you are not in
school. Cal 753-9378 five
days a week between
8:00am-3:00pm. We we an
EOE. This project is funded
by the Western Kentucky
Private Industry CouncilJTPA.

Help
Wonted

Job Opening
For Automotive
Technician
Fast growing new car
dealership. Offers
comPaliave Pay, Paid
holidays, paid vacations, paid health
benefits, paid uniforms. NI consider
all applications. Experienced prefixed.
Send resume 13:
P.O. Box 310 AP
Paris, TH. 38242

afixo

•

Help
Wants.

PARK Rangers. Game NANNY wanted: Connectiwardens, security, mainte- cut family with two children
nance, etc. No exp. neces- under 3 seeks lively nanny
sary. For info. call for one year commitment.
219-769-6649 ext 7159. Become a part of our family
and join us on our family
8am-8pm. 7 days.
vacations. Private room/
PEPSI-COLA has job op- bath. Stacie 800-724-4651.
portunities due to continued expansion aid product support. Candidates WENDY'S now looking for
will enter on-the-job train- daytime grill person. Must
ing Program to learn to have fast food experience.
operate tractor/trailer, Must be willing to work hard
sales and merchandising. & available Sunday thur
Training at no cost and you Sat Apply Wendy's, ChestwiN be paid as you learn. nut, Murray. Ask for ValCandidates will be respon- erie, Oscar, or Melissa.
sible for local delivery runs
and safe operation of vehicle. Excellent earning potential and benefits, with
On call
local travel. To apply,come
to Pepsi-Cola, Hwy.641 N,
24 hours / 7 days
Benton, KY, Friday, JanuHawkins Research
ary 29 from San to 3pm or
Monday February 1 from
9arii to 3por.

=XX

x

Fiyery Tuesday Night at 7:00
(Doers ewe at &OM

Knights of Columbus Hall
KY 134 west to Johmy Robinson Road,
south lo Sq. Hale Road, right on Sq. Hen Road 1/4 mile
753-0466

PION-PROFIT ORGAN

P.O. Box 103?

A10t4

Domes*
& Ctddeare
HOUSE & office cleaning.
Honest dependable thorough workers. Free estimates & references. Cal
753-4173 or 436-5371, ask
for Christine or Jennifer.

WANTED barmaids, waitresses, dancers, $500 plus
weekly. Doll House Cafe,
Paris, TN. 642-4297,
6pm-2am.

Murray

RNs
Lourdes Hospital Announces Openings
For The Following Positions:
FULL AND PART-TIME RNS
Medical/Surgical, Critical Care &
Surgery Departments
PRN STAFF POSITIONS
Intensive Care, Coronary Care,
General Med/Surg Depts., & Surgery
PRN Salaries Are Very Competitive
$16.70/hr.: 7 a.m.-3 p.m.
$18.12/hr.: 3 p.m.-11 p.m.
$19.04/hr.: 11 p.m.-7 a.m.
For Consideration Contact:
Amaryllis Chandler, Professional Recruiter
(502)444-2877

tI

LOURDES
HOSPITAL

Your Hospital for Family Centered Care
1530 Lone Oak Road • Paducah, KY 42003
A Member of the Mercy Health System

EOE

Help Wanted: Earn
up to $500 per week
assembling
products at home. No
experience. UMW 1504-646-1700 DEPT.
K V-2021

I 7111111111111411111111

SALES
SERVICE
UPGRADES

Automotive Oak* Manager
Automotive Service Writer
Technicians

APPLICATIONS being accepted for Manager position. Retail experience preferred. Apply in person,
Behrs, Wal Mart Center,
Mayfield, Ky. between
10am-5pin, Akin thru Sat
COUNSELOR. Full-time
counselor position open at
The Laurel Center. Must be
Certified Chemical Dependency Counselor or Certified Substance Abuse
Counselor, or eligible for
CCDC or CSAC. Bachelors degree in Behavorial
Science field desirable. Experience required. Send resumes to Director, The
Laurel Center, 2000 Holiday Lane, Fulton, Ky.
42041. No phone inquiries
please. IA/F. EOE.
FRAME repair man. Have
opening for man on driveon frame rack. 3yrs experience minumin. Apply in
person, Jackson's Body
Shop, 302 W. James St,
Mayfield. 247-4716.
HEALTH Aids. Vending
route. Big profits. Call
American Defender, 24 hrs.
1-800-8593933.

An Automotive Group headquartered in West
Tennessee is seeking an Office Manager for
one of its dealerships. The successful candidate should be familiar with automotive bookkeeping and dealership operational policies
and procedures. Experience in managing
personnel is essential.
The Group is also searching for a Service
Writer who is successful in taking with customers in solving their service needs, and
selling service. A candidate who has proven
success in customer satisfaction will be the
ideal candidate.
Technicians who are certified in various automotive areas are also sought. The Automotive
Group provides a working environment where
excellence in work is recognized. We provide a
competitive pay plan with excellent company
supplied benefits.
Send a resume detailing past employment
history and responsibilities.
Personnel Manager
P.O. Box 696
Paris, TN 38242
The confidentiality of your response will be
maintained.
Our employees know of this ad.

VALENTINE
SURPRISE YOUR
With their picture & message, or a Loveline in the paper!
4
4.1100 or
Happy Valentine's Day
Lynn!
I will love you till the
end of time. Thank
you for your love.
Love, Paul

rvvvvvvr
Just bring in $8.00for a picture,names&lave lines,along with a stamped,
self-addressed envelope for the return of the original photo. Or $5.00 for
Lovelines (no more than 20 words). All ads must be pre-paid.
Deadline for receipt of Photo $ & Lovelines is Noon, Thurs. Feb. 11th.

Murray Ledger ,8c Times

HYDROTEX
1-000490-4712

E.O.E.

Classified Advertising Dept.

x

Ueda Dencers
x
74 East Parla Tare.
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753-7001

The family of
- Willa Lofton

14dp
Wasted

•
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Display Ads

0E0

060
Loaf
And Found

060

204 South Sixth Street
Murray, KY 42071

120

051

5TA

TRACTOR - TRALER TRADING CENTERS
MINTON,T N

ago ...

050
Notice

NOTICE OF
BOND SALE

HEAL ESTATE RENTAL

SKR%It ES

120
230
250
290
530

Classified Ad Rates

Advertisers are requested to check the
first insertion ofOwl:ads for any error.
The Murray Ledger & Ilmes will be
responsible for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately no corrections can be
made.

753-1916

0.1RNIEltS .N1AlttiE I

ANNOUNCEMENIS

Legal Nonce
010
020 ....... ..... ......... Notice
Personals
025
Card of Thanks
030
In Memory
040
050 .........................Lost & Found

ADJUSTMENTS

TO PLACE AN AD CALI.

DEADLINES
Deadlines are 2 days in advance and are as follows:
Friday 3 p.m.
Monday Edition
Saturday 10 a.m.
Tuesday Edition
Monday 3 p.m.
Wednesday Edition
Tuesday 3 p.m.
Thursday Edition
Wednesday 3 p.m.
Friday Edition
Thursday 3 p.m.
Saturday Edition

753-19111
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CIASSIFIEDS
150
Domestic
Childcare

220

Want
To Buy

Articles
For Saki

CARING, educated woman
has immediate openings
for three and four yew old
children Education, child
care, and relationship
building Mon-Fn, flexible
hours, great rates' Call
753-3638 today

WILL buy good dean 1985
and newer model motor
homes and travel trailers
Arrowhead Camper Sales,
Mayfield,
KY
ei
502-247-8187

SPA, 5
person,
6'7-x6'10-x35, 2hp pump
for 5 jets, light, ozone, air,
cover, and redwood steps
2 years old $2950 Call
753-3488

WILL babysit Ni my home
Experienced 759-4493

JUISChs
Ftw Sale

Appliances

WILL keep children in my
home, highway 464 in
Almo 759 4654

BOGARD trudUrig and excavating, Inc We haul top
soil, gravel, fill dirt white
rock, np rap 759-1828

FROST tree retrigerato
$125 Electric stove
washer & dryer Clean, in
good condition 354-8528

CHEVERLOT & Ford
pickup factory mags &
white letter tires 753-0680

USED refrigerators, all
sizes Call 753-7668 days
or 753-2394 nights

I

090

Positbs
Wanted
SEWING pcbs wanted in
eluding formal wear
753-1061

COUNTRY blue plaid Vying
room state 436-2434
FOR SALE Complete fuel
injection system for a 2 8
After
liter Chevy motor
5pm 753-5783

11U0

Business
Opportunity

Midas Is looking for
a new franchisee.
See our ad In today's Mein News
Section.
PIZZA INN seeking quail
tied franchises Carry-ouV
delivery and full service restaurants Easy to open
and operate 110 franchises sold in the last 12
months For into call (800)
880-9955
l21

Computers
SPECIAL- New IBM corn
pabbie 9 and 24 pin color
printer with color ribbon at
black & white printer prices
Try before you buy Call
Hawkins Research now
753-7001
110
Want
To Buy
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections Call 753-9433
after 5pm

FOR SALE Heavy duty
over-the-cab rack for a one
ton truck
After 5pm
753-5783
GUARANTEED AMWAY
PRODUCTS for every
need are just a phone call
away. We deliver Phone
759-1101
LET us make your clothes,
alter and repair Uniforms
and sportswear, rentals,
gowns and tuxedos Ruth's
See and Sew, Country
Square, 1608 N 121, Murray 753-6981
MOVING sale! Solid oak
bdrm. set, queen/fill frame,
nightstand & chest 4 upholstered Chromecraft bar
stools, rose wicker dresser,
12 placesettings of Bybee
pottery, all at the right price.
753-4184

Home
Furnishings
CREAM colored club chai
in good condition $30
753-2157
MOVING' For sale Rowe
Serta Perfect Sleeper
couch $200, wood table
and 4 chairs $40, daybed
casbron & brass with mattress $75, queen size bookcase waterbed with mirror
$150, queen size mattress
one year cad $75, Emerson
microwave $25 Call
759-4096 after 6 pm

NEW'S BARGAIN BIN
1109 Pogue Ave.
754-9940
Ciear used Furniture, Appliances, and Misc hems
Use Our Layaway Plan
Now Renting Nintendo

190
Fans
Equipment

NEW or used suntan beds. 1987 220 SPRA—COUPE
Home or commercial units. 880 hours, $12,000
Financing available. 435-6099
753-9274, 1800-540-9790
NEW Covington tobacco
NINTENDO with 6 games, side dressers Double units
extra joy stick. $100/all or single Vinson tractor
247-8636 after 5pm
753-4892
STEEL BUILDINGS. Factory sale on 30x50, 40x60,
50x90, 70x150. Call now
for spring construction.
(502)759-1503, Sam

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
vAlaclonrog0
Ink"
Goodg7'.3143
USED office desk, chairs, &
Murray.
filing cabinet. Some fire
FAMILY looking for big old proof. See at 4th & Elm St
farmhouse with a couple of or call 753-7668 days or
acres and owner financing 753-2394 nights.
or lease option If you have
anything, call Larry at WHITE wedding gown.
short puffed sleeves, se759-1325
quins all over, train sehay,
horse
TOP quality
quined, bow in the back.
grass, or mixture
Gown is off the shoulder
753-2294.
and is V shaped in front &
WANT to buy or rent 1 to 3 back. 2/yrs old. Also size
TA , turquoise, satin, prom
acres of dark fired tobacr-o
shoes. 436-5373.
436-5430

210
Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD 436-5598
FIREWOOD 436-2222 after 5pm
WOOD for sale, 753-0527
or 753-9745
220
titmice(
FOR sale: old upright piano
and tenor saxophone,
$450/ea. Phone 435-4458,

lassitied Ad
Sale!
- February Only Run a Classified Line Ad
3 days get 1 day

FREE

fe days-2 days free, 9 days-3 days ewe

The sale is open to everyone, as long as
they meet the following requirements:
✓ Ads must run three consecutive
days.
✓ No changes will be made in copy.
V Paid days will run first.
✓ No rebate will be given if cancelled
before expiration.
All standard rates on classified line ads
will remain in effect. If you are a regular
classified customer and your ad is already
scheduled for February, you will automatically receive the benefit from the sale.

Take Advantage
Of This
Sale and

SAIIE,

Call

753-1916
to place your ad.

•

190
Livestock
& Swags

Apartments
For Rent

MusicsI

ino

370

320

2BR duplex with garage, STRAW for sale.
dishwasher, garbage dis- $1 25/bale 759-9060
posal, w/d hook-up
TIMOTHY HAY lst cutting.
SL1NGERLAND drum set $450/mo Day 753-7688
excellent quality 753-0815
with accessories 2 electric Night 759-4703
alter 6pm
drums & stereo cabinet
2BR duplex, central gas
759-4017
heat/air No pets Availble
380
Feb, 1 759-9545
Pets
Supplies
2BR near MSU. Central
heat & air, available now
AKC registered Labs 4
$300/mo, appliances &
KEN-TENN Investigations lawn
maintenance furn- black. 4 yellow Kellog Kenowner J B Wilburn, specie ished
nels bloodline Call
Embassy Apts.
lizing in criminal, civil
759-45131, leave message
753-9898
domestic arid insurance in
vestigations 14 years law 2BR upstairs furnished apt BEAUTIFUL AKC regisenforcement experience for rent Utilities included, tered Toy Poodles,
$100/ea 901-352-2416
502-436-6099 Licensed in deposit required, no pets
Kentucky and Tennessee 753-6874 after 5:30pm
HAPPY JACK TRIVERMI
2BR DUPLEX, central h/a, CIDE Recognized safe &
270
appliances furnished Cole- effective against hook,
round, & tapeworms in
man RE, 753-9898
HOMMI For Sale
dogs & cats Available0-TAPARTMENT in single C at Southern States
12x53 TRAILER in excelfamily dwelling area. 2br,
lent condition inside & out
appliances, quiet area, HAVE an obedient, safe
Underpinning, electric
new unrversity. $325/mo. dog for show or home
pole, porch, & newer
Call 753-8096 or 753-2633. Classes or private lessons
bought stove & refrigerator
Serving Murray for over
Call 753-4783 Or 489-2046 EFFICIENCY apt
12yrs 436-2858
14x70 CLAYTON mobile $150/mo Close to campus
PEG'S Dog Grooming
753-6986
home 2br, 2 bath Selling 753-9393,
753-2915
on 210 square Very Good HOUSING near MSU for up
condition, call 489-2129 af- to 4 students Available for
.110
ter 4pm
Spring Semester Coleman
Real
Estais
14x70 WITH lot off 94 near RE, 753-9898
lake 527-7986
MUR-CAL Apartments now FOR your real estate
1980 SHILOH 24x60, 3br, 2 accepting applications for needs contact Wilson Rebath $15,000 obo Must be 1, 2 and 3br apartments alty at 302 So 12th,
Phone 759-4984 Equal 753-3263.Wayne Wilson,
moved 436-2535
Housing Opportunity
753-5086, broker, Pat Col1988 CLAYTON mobile
eman, 753-0818 associNEW
2br
townhouse,
all
home, 14 x 60, with apappliances furnished, in- ate, Dan Miller, 435-4144,
pliances 437-4702
cluding washer and dryer associate & auctioneer
24x56 DOUBLEWIDE $450/mo plus deposit. 1 KOPPERUD REALTY of$7000, 753-9866
year lease Available im- fers a complete range of
Real Estate services with a
BEST Home Center, toll mediately_ 753-4573.
free: 1-800-282-3781. NEW duplex, all gas, cen- wide selection of quality
NEW
2br $9,999.,
tral air, appliances plus dis- homes, all prices
S142/mo., $517 down pay- hwasher, utility room with 753 1222
ment; New 3br 11,999.,
w/d hook-up, quiet area, MOVING to Kentucky or
$144/mo., $620 down pay- lease and deposit, no pets anywhere nationwide free
ment; New doublewide 759-1087.
area information RE LO
$17,999.,$216/mo., $932
agent Joe Passantino,
down payment. $0 down NEWLY remodeled furn- SIRK & CO , Realtors
with deed, free set-up & ished one bedroom apart- 800-662-5651
or
ment Partial utilities paid,
installabon.
$265/mo, $265 deposit. 502 928 2287
CUMMINGS Meter Poles. Call 753-7953
RE/MAX Properties Ltd
Specializing in mobile
Bob Perrin, Paul Dailey,
NOW
taking
applications
home electric services 200
Jean Bird Bel-Air Center
for
section
8,
low
rent
housamp $375 100 amp $325
aig. Apply in person at 502 -753 -SOLD,
435-4027
Southside Manor apart- 1-800-369-5780
CUSTOM order or buy your ments. No phone calls Two wooded acres eleven
home from stock One of please. 906 Broad St. (Ex- lots, mile from Paterson
the southeast's largest & tended) 8am - 12 noon Landing/Cypress Springs,
oldest dealerships of qual- Mon.-Fri. Equal housing $3500, also homes Grand
ity built, energy efficient opportunity.
Rivers area, starting $40's,
manufactured homes
Salem
Low, $40's 6,500
TAKING
applications
for
Dinkins Mobile Homes,
square foot block building.
Inc , Lake Hwy. 79 E, Paris, section 8 rent subsidized
apartments. 1, 2 & 3 bed- $60's Hair style shop with
TN 1-800-642-4891
rooms, handicap accessi- owner financing Call Joe
OUR pledge When you ble Equal Housing Oppor- Passanbno Broker SIRK
compare quality, insulation, tunity. Apply Hilldale Apts & CO , Realtors
options and set-up, you will Hardin, Ky. or call 5 0 2 - 9 2 8 - 2 2 8 7 ,
800-662-5651
find that we will have the 502-437-4113.
very best value for your
housing dollar. Dinkins Mo- UPSTAIRS, 2 bedroom
11S
bile Homes, Inc., Hwy. 79 apartment, deposit, lease,
no pets. 113 S 13th St Call
East, Paris, TN
1-800-642-4891. One of 753-3488.
the southeast's oldest and VERY Nice 2BR town- NEW ON THE MARKET:
Adorable lake cottage on 2
largest home centers
house duplex in private lots, at Irving Cobb Resort.
area. Lease & deposit reFurnished. Call Betty Lou
280
quired. No pets
Daily, Century 21 Loretta
Noble
1500/month 753-3343.
Jobs Realtors 753-1492. or
Homes For Rat
901-247-3737.
310
2BR water and appliances
Hamm
urnished Coleman RE,
1,10
For Roo
753-9898
LOW
For UM
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 3br, 2BR, CHERRY Corner:
electric or gas. Walking dis- Stove & refrigerator. 20 ACRES on Johnny
tance to college. 753-5209. $300/mo., references and Robertson Rd 1100 feet
deposit required. Call after
north of 94 753-5541
4pm 753-3187.
300
DUPLEX lots for sale or
Business
3BR house, lbath, central trade. Several to choose
Rentals
gas heat, $400/mo, 1/yr from on Diuguid Rd All city
4 CAR clean-up shop, of- lease, 1/mo deposit No utilities available. Starting
fice, paved lot, air. pets 753-2905
$11800 each Call Marty
753-4509
4BR in Hazel Available Futrell 753-7668 days
Feb 19 Appliances includ- SINGLE dwelling building
BUSINESS offices for rent
Part time, full time, small, ing washer/dryer. lots. All utilities including
large Very reasonable 492-8526
city cable Joining city limrent Call Mur-Cal Realty
FOR rent: 4bi, 2'/1 bath its 753-5541.
753-4444
home, $500/rno, $500 de- WOODED building lots in
FOR Rent-Business Retail posit. 1-618-533-2116 Call Lynwood Heights. City waor Office Space in S Side 4-6pm
ter, natural gas, cableviShopping Center.
3/10 miles on 94
LARGE 4br house, soon, 3
753-4509 or 753-6612
$460/mo., great for stu- west from Murray City Limits 6% simple interest fiUP to 3400 sq ft located dents or large family. No
available.
nancing
121 Bypass 753-2225, pets. 762-4483 or
753-5841 or 753-1566.
753-7210.
759-1509 after 6pm
PIANO tuning John
Gottschalk, 753-9600

12

NORTHWOOD Dr -duplex.
2br, 2bath, appliances furnished, w/d hookup, central
h/a, $475/mo, 1/yr lease,
1/mo deposit No pets
753-2905.

.160

Homes
For SW'

Used
Cars

Boats
& Motors

CANTERBURY 3br, 2/4
bath, LR, OR, hardwood, 2
car garage, privacy fence,
landscaped 753-5264

1989 PONTIAC Bonneville
LE, loaded 753-5135 atter
6PlT1

1989 20FT Stratos pontoon
boat 40hp Evinrude with
power trim Used less than
40hrs Depth finder, live
well and more $5950
436-2424 evenings

EXTRA! EXTRA! You can
read all about it, but words
can't express the charm of
this 3br, 3 bath 1 5 story
brick home set back from
the street in a haven of
mature trees, beautiful
landscaping on a large corner lot Another extra is a
new central gas heating
system, carpet, appliances
and the last extra, lust reduced to $112,500 Call
Kopperud Realty at
753-1222 for your showing
today.
FIXED rate, adiustable, VA
and FHA loans at Hum
phnes & Assoc Mortgage
Co in Paducah Call Kenny
Rose at 1-800-326-7634 or
1-442-9929
An equal
housing lender
FOR sale by owner. 2br, 2
bath, approx 1100 sq tt.
home on 121 S 1% miles
from town, central heat/air,
separate garage & out
building on 6 acres.
$39500 Call 753-7668
days or 753-2394 nights

1990 RED Cavalier, extra
dean $5,650 753-0736
1991 CHEVY Corsica LT
Fully loaded, 33xxx miles
$7300 753-2799 after

sprn
1991 FIREBIRD. loaded, A 1
TOWN/country yard
excellent condition low mowing.landscaping
tree
miles 759-1588
trimming tree removal light
hauling Free estimates
Tim Lamb 436-2528
Al TREE Service Stump
removal and spraying Free
estimates 753-0906 after
5pm, 759-9816, 753 0495

Vans

1988 PLYMOUTH Grand
Voyager LE, V6, sun
screen glass, am/fm cas- Al TREE removal & tree
sette Excellent condition, trimming Light hauling &
odd lobs Free estimates
$6930 759-1555
436 2102 ask for Luke
500
ALPHA Builders Careen
Used
try, remodeling, porches
Trucks
roofing, concrete drive
1983 S-10 TAHOE A/C ways, painting, mainte
p/s, p/b, V-6 $1500obo mance, etc Free estimates
489-2303
759-9197
1984 FORD Ranger. good
work truck, $1200
753-0142

1986 CHEVY Silverado
One owner, 79xxx miles,
GET AWAY FROM IT ALL
An open floor plan, new tilt, cruise, $5600
plush carpet, tender 753-7975
touches of wall paper grace 1991 CHEVY Silverado
this neat home on 3 acres Dually, loaded
with every
toward the lake Appliances option. Red, red interior,
and some like new furni- 454 engine, only 24xxx
ture You won't believe the miles. Extra sharp_
price Call Betty Lou Daily, $14,300 759-4762 after
Century 21, Loretta Jobs
Realtors, 753-1492 or 6pm
'86 DODGE 3/4 ton with 91
901-247-3737
Knapheide utility body &
HOUSE 2 4br lbath, on racks Brent Allen,
1&2/10 acre, 1/mile south 759-1515
of Wiswell on 783
92 NISSAN Clubcab ps, pb,
435-6099
a/c, am/fm-cass 5spd
THIS 3-4 bedroom, 2 bath, 13,500 miles will take older
lovely brick home with dou- pickup on trade Asking
wage was made for $8800 759-1070
Located in a
gre
This
510
home has
000
square feet o
Campers
newly painted Nice
n
1976
31FT,
Airstream Exand deck $90's.
MLS
#4342. Contact Kopperud tra nice. New 8x10 storage
building Can be seen at
Realty 753-1222.
Lakeview Resorts or call
WHY PAY RENT? A small 435-4326
investment and low
monthly payment will make
you a home owner 2br
dose to MSU, appliances,
newly decorated. Less than
$20,000. Call Betty Lou
Daily, Century 21, Loretta
Jobs Realtors, 753-1492 or
901-247-3737.

AL'S hauling. yard work,
tree removal mowing Free
estimates 759-1683
ANY remodeling building
painting roofing Refer
ences 759 1110
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30. years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranted
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, drive
ways, hauling, foundations,
etc 759-4664
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair, replacement 759-1515
BOBS Plumbing Repair
Service All work guaran
toed 753-1134
CARPET and vinyl installa
Don and repairs Glen Bob
tier, 759-1247

•
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
C UST OM WOODW00KING

All Types Of:
170

Custom Woodworking
Motortydoe

1986 SUZUKI 230 Quad
Sport, 4 wheeler. Good
condition, $1200.247-8638
after 5pm.
1986 YAMAHA YZ 80. Rebuilt engine, new sidewinder chain & sprocket, new
tires. Looks good, runs
good $450. 753-9321.
MARGAY go-cart, 5hp
Elnggs, new tires, lots of
extra parts Race ready,
best offer Call Chad
753-6348
385
Auto
Parts
301 PONTIAC motor 400
turbo trans. Low mileage.
good shape. $200
492-8481
USED tires 195/70/14
Goodyear Eagle GT, black
wall, mounted and balanced $125 + tax per set.
Key Auto Parts, Hwy 121
South. 753-5500
.190

Usold
Care
1976 DODGE pickup $800,
obo 753-0370
1984 BUICK Regal 64xxx
original miles 492-8604

1985 DELTA 88 Okfsmo1BR house on 2 acres
bile high miles, good car,
Stock barn and several $2,000 436-2535
arrortirts
other buildings $28,000
1 OR 2br apts near down1985 PLYMOUTH Charobo 492-8604
360
town Murray. 753-4109
ger, 2dr. 4sp In good conFor Real
3BR, 2 bath, doublewide, dition $1550 Call
2- 2BR. $250/mo. 2- 3br,
Or Leen
partially furnished, front 489-2609
$275/mo Lease & deposit
porch, th -level deck, pool,
144x42
required. 753-9669, BUILDING
1986 MERCURY Topaz
brick under satellite, outheated & coded insulated
753-8101.
LS.
4dr, 70xxx miles,
concrete floor, 9' ceiling, building on 1 acre, 5 mi- $2800, obo. 489-2628.
nutes from town, nice
2BR, 2bath, duplex, w/ w/office 435-6099
Nearly new 16 wide, par- 759-1513
garage, central gas heat
CREEKVIEW
Self
storage
tially
furnished, large 3 VOLKSWAGONS,
Appliances furnished
Available 1/25/93
Cole- warehouses on Center rooms, island kitchen, de- diesels, to be fixed or for
Drive behind Shoney's luxe baths, plus more on parts. 436-5560
man RE 753-9898
3 5 acres Just minutes
$20 540/mo 759-4081
2BR carpeting, drapes, ref.,
from town Ph 753-1221 or 77 CAMARO 350 engine,
storage
dishwasher, w/d hook-up, NORTHWOOD
dual exhaust Sounds &
753-1121
central h/a, $350/mo. De- presently has units availruns like a dream, good
753-2905 for more 4BR, 2bath, brick ranch interior Mag wheels and
posit required No pets
information
home with approx 4 5 new tires Only asking
753-9240
acres, all fenced in Ideal $1350obo 753-2157
2BR central air & heat.
for horses or cattle. 6 stall
36
dean, w/d hookup South
tool shed. 5 miles NE of CAR Stereo Installation
For ISMo
641. 492-8634
Murray. 759-4947 after 753-0113. Sunset Souls
Or Loan
yard Music, Murrey's Al
28R deluxe apt central
38R. 2 bath condominium scam
pone Car Audio Specialist,
heat & air, deck, appliances
home
NEWLY redecorated
753 3293 after 6pm
Dixieland Center, 1 block
& lawn maintenance furninside and out. 3br, 2A from MSU dorms.
ished Coleman RE
baths, approximately 2000
753-9898
sq , just minutes from FOR Sale 1990 Chevy CaMurray, 1 SCAB lot, 2 Cat valier, 44xxx miles, arm/fm
28R duplex in Northwood.
garage. many extras. stereo, •/c, $5692
$325/mo 759-4406
753-9240
$85.000 489-2454

able

520

Homes
For Sale

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by & see our showroom
499 SUNBURY MURRAY (Behind Bunny
7S3-5940

APPLIANCE REPAIR
Service on all brands window air conditioners refrigerators - freezers - washers - dryers
microwaves - dishwashers - gas & electric ranges

Factory Authorized Repairs For:
Tappan-Keivinator-Emerson-Brown
'All Repairs Are Guaranteed
753-5341 or 753-1270

Steele•Allbritten, Inc.
United We Stand
America, Inc.
To Join Call
1-800-925-4000
or write P.O. Box 6
Dallas, TX 75221
Smith's Construction
Custom Built Garages, Pole Barns
and Portable Storage Buildings

Fres Estimable and WrItten Warranty
Features- 4 reinforced concrete floor, 12' looter
Vested bottom plate studs, 16'0 C , 2x6 ratters, 2'
O.C. 1/2 decking wood, masonift, or vinyl siding
1 1/1 car (12x20)
2 car (18x20)
1.0 2 car (22x22)
2/
1
2 car (24x24)
Lo 2vt car (24x30)

Hardwood
$2.380
$3,150
$3.460
113,850
84,110

Deluxe Vinyl
VAN
83.550
$3,950
$4,050
84,880

Pita Off LIMO Lot
Call for pnoes on storage buildings and barns

Smith's Construction
Mayfield, Ky. (502)247-4449
Omer - Kyle Smith
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530

3r)
Sondem
Offered

Sonless
Oilseed

Services
=wed

CARPORTS for car and
trucks. Special sizes for
motor homes, boats, RV's
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hilt 759-4664.

BACKHOE and Hauling
Service. 753-1221 or
753-1537.

PLUMBING - Free estimates. Affordable rate.
Same day service. Al work
guaranteed. 492-8816.

CH11111 Chlm Chimney
Sweeps has 10% senior
citizen discounts. We sell
chimney caps and screens.
435-4191
COLSON'S Home Repair.
Remodeling, carpentry,
painting and plumbing.
436-2575 after 5pm.
COUNTERTOPS, custorn.
Homes, trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray.
436556O.
CUNNINGHAM'S Heating
and Cooling Service. Complete installation and service. Call Gary at
759-4754.
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings. 753-4761.
FENCE sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs
FORREST Construction.
Remodeling, additions, repair, painting, countertops,
general carpentry and blue
prints '753-9688 14 years
experience.
GENERAL Repair plumbing, roofing, tree work.
436-2642.
GERALD WALTERS.
Roofing, vinyl siding, painting. Free estimates. 18
years experience. Local references. 436-2701.
VCR REPAIR: Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaningservicing $15; most repairs
$35 New location: Route 1,
Almo. Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon.-Fri.; 753-0530.
VINYL siding & trim work,
painting inside & out. Vinyl
siding washing. Free estimates 753-7612.

GUTTERING By Sears:
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed for your specifications. Call Sears 753-2310
for free esbmate.

PLUMBING repairman with
same day service. Call
436-5255.

REFINISHING, stripping,
custom woodworking.
HADAWAY Construction: 753-8056.
Home remodeling, paint- ROCKY COLSON Home
ing, wallpaper, carpentry, Repair. Roofing, siding,
floor covering. No job too painting, plumbing, consmall 436-2052.
crete. Free estimates. Cal
474-2307.
HANDYMAN will do plumbing, electrical, carpentry SEPTIC TANK SYSTEMS,
and general repair. installation, repair, replace753-0596
ment. Backhoe service.
BRENT ALLEN 759-1515.
HOME Improvement Specialist. Vinyl siding, win- SEWING machine repair.
dows. carports, and patio Kenneth Barnhill.
753-2674.
enclosures. 753-0280.
finishing,
SHEETROCK
K.B. ASSOCIATES. General construction, remodel- textured ceilings. Larry
ing, garages, decks, patios, Chrisman. 492-8742.
interior trim. 753-0834.
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
KITCHEN CABINET RE- Removal. Insured with full
COVERY existing doors & line of equipment Free esframes with woodgrain for- timates. Day or night,
mica, all colors. Free esti- 753-5484.
mates Wulff's Recovery IC. Dinh Repair and MainMurray. 436-5560.
tenance. Electrical - CleanLEE'S CARPET CLEAN- ing Sewer. 1210/1212 Main
ING. For all your carpet and Street 753-6111 office,
upholstery caN 753-5827. 753-0606 after 5pen.
estimates. THE Gutter Co. Seamless
Free
Emergency water removal. aluminum gutters, variety
of colors. Licensed, inLICENSED for electric and sured. Estimate available.
gas. 753-7203.
759-4690.
LIMB mulching. Gutter TRAVEL Lube: home oil
cleaning & repair, light changes and lubes. We
hauling. Free estimates. come to your home.
753-7612.
753-4591 or 247-4312.
NATURAL LP & Propane VCR Doctor, home repair
gas installation and ser- service. Minor malfunction
vice, licensed and insured specialist Pay for only rePhillip Carter 753-6194.
pairs. No service charge.
For details,call 437-4159,7
days, anytime.
WALTS Mobile Home Repair. Soundproofing, rub- WINDOW tint: home, busiber coating for roofs, park- ness, auto. Free estimate.
ing lot sealing, flat roofs Reasonable rates.
753-5185 or 762-2821.
repaired. 502-436-2776.

Contract Bridge
The Theory of Gain vs. Loss

West dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
di 752

V .184
• A K Q9
* A 104
W EST
4t94
✓ A 72
• 12
+ K9632

,

017,

•

EAST
+10863
VQ1096
•J 1075

SOUTH
* AKJ
✓ K53
•864
▪ Q J 87
The bidding:
West
North East
South
Pass
1*
Pass
2NT
Pa MS
3 NT
Opening lead - three of clubs.
Lloyds of London specializes in
insuring against risks their clients
are unwilling to run. A suitable premium is paid by the client to guard
against the danger he fears will occur. If it does occur, Lloyds pays for
the loss.
A bridge player often assumes
the same role as Lloyds. In effect, he
becomes an actuary in certain situations, computing the possibility of
gain against the possibility of loss.
He weighs the chances of one possi-

bility against another,and often happily .winds up paying a small premium in order to assure a potentially
large gain.
Consider this deal where South
wins the opening club lead with the
seven, continues with the queen,
which also wins,and then cashes the
A-K-Q of diamonds, hoping fora 3-3
division.
West discards a low heart on the
third diamond and South, with only
eight sure tricks, must now try to
locate a ninth. He can lead a spade to
the jack and,ifit wins,he is home.Or
he can lead a heart to the king and
hope that East has the ace. In the
actual case, both of these methods
fail, if attempted.
But there is a third method of
play that guarantees the contract.
Declarer cashes dummy's ace ofclubs
at trick six, leads a spade to the ace,
and exits with the jack of clubs. This
allows West to cash the K-9 of clubs
as South discards a heart.
By now everyone is down to four
cards and South holds the K-J of
spades and K-5 of hearts. West has
the Q-9 of spades and A-7 of hearts,
and he is forced to lead either a spade
or a heart. Whichever he leads,South
acquires his ninth trick. The third
way is clearly the best way to play
the hand.

Local school speech teams compete in tourney
The Calloway County High
School speech team placed first
on January 23 at the Russellville
High School speech tournament.
The team placed first in sweepstakes with 286 points. Murray
cam'e in second with 269 points,
follo4ed by Logan County with
76 points.
The Laker team had many students to place individually in the
tournament. Those placing in the
top three were Josh Roberts first
in extemporaneous speaking and
third in impromptu speaking;
Michael Haney first in extemporaneous speaking; Caleb Brown
first in humorous interpretation
and third in storytelling; Richard
Wilson second in dramatic interpretation; Jaime Pigg second in
oratory; Paige Patterson second
in poetry; Jared Lassiter second
in storytelling; Bill Shaffer second in declamation; Sarah Walker third in prose; and Erica Hulse
third in declamation.
Those qualifying for the final
round but not placing were
Michael Haney (extemporaneous
speaking); Andy Rose (extemporaneous speaking); Bill Shaffer
(impromptu speaking); Hulse/
Schempp (duo interpretation);
Sarah Walker (dramatic interpretation); Melody Parker (dramatic
interpretation); Rebecca Tidwell
(dramatic interpretation); Misty
Enstberger (humorous interpretation); Tina Murphy (oratory);
Parker (prose); Ginger Hicks
(solo acting); Rebecca Tidwell
(solo acting); and Sarah Stallons
(declamation).
Others assisting in the win
were Audrey Bedwell, Allison
Binford, MacRae Coleman,
Wesley England, Celena Cooper,
Matt Perry, Melanie Slemmer,
Molly Willis, Julie Shull and
Ashley Cleaver.
Murray High students placed in
the following categories: Original

tion - Scott Conklin, 2nd; and
Dramatic Interpretation - Melissa Muscio, 3rd.
Students who did not place, but
competed in the final round
include: David Graves (Solo Acting); Dusty Wilson (Prose);
David Graves and Dusty Wilson
(Duo Interpretation); Brad McClain (Humorous Interpretation);

Wild Turkey
101

Beeteaters
Gin

27.94

115 1
MartelleU
150M.

18.16,

30.86,

TanqueillY
Gin

1.1 18.89

1751.29.99

Scorsby
Scotch

France
Box Wine

16.96,

12.98
Crown Royal
'pinch scowl)
39.99
52.33
5 II

Almaden
Box Wine

* Ceramics * Area Rugs
* Lamps * Prints & Paintings
* Brass and More!

All
Reduced

75%

First Come - First Served

Don't Drink And Drive
Its TURA

to 'Max & lotitc

11.99

9.98

1,16.45
.
All GM sets
Case Price

I

750 I&
S.

5.96

Smimoil
Vodka

16.55

n

Peter Dawso
Crown Royal

Scotch

16.99

Oratory - Janise Greer, 3rd;
Storytelling - Scott Conklin,
1st; Extemperaneous Speaking Peter Johnson, 2nd and Shannon
Farley, 3rd; Impromptu Speaking
- Peter Johnson, 2nd; Prose Valerie Chapman, 1st and Tracey
Pervine, 2nd; Duo Interpretation
- Rob Carpenter and Melissa
Muscio, 1st; Solo Acting Michael Robinson, 1st and Lori
Cook, 2nd; Numerous Interprets-

Becks Light
& Dark

St. Paull
Girl

6.79

6.79

Heinekin
& Dark

Tecate

901-642-7366

Pro-Leaguers
•1119,20z

Hickory Smoked
Ham or
Oven Roasted

Turkey Breast

CRASS FURNITURE
103 So. 3rd. Downtown Murray • 753-3621

A1Ar

6.93

6.99

Pacisico

Kirin

6.49

6.97
Corona

Dos Equis

6.93

6.19 ,
Corona Light

Rolling Rock

6.42

4.39

Kilisn's Rad

Fosters

4.99

6.97

Becks

Bass Ale

6.25

7.99

15.42

West Wood
Warehouse
Party Block

'Walnut Cris
rso hi. 5.99

1983

93.18
J. Roget
Champagne

'
Walnut Crest
Ii L 9.98
Marques
De Cace Res

7t0 1013.05

LT.D.
Jim Beam
.4 Yr. Old

Don Perignon

with Wirt 'Wool Weiss

BEER 6-PACKS

Ravenswood
Zinfandel
•E‘ 9.00

CHAMPAGNE

•
Spinelli
Es: Spumante
v50

6.16

Buret
Asti Spumante
/so vt. 7.19
Andre'
Champagne

L.T.D.

A Room Full
of

CUSTOM
ACCESSORIES

Party Block
PRCES GOOD THROUGH JAN. 30, 1003

Christian Brs.
Brandy

4 L5

Can
n.

Dennis Whittaker (Oratory);
Derek Whittaker (Storytelling);
Mary Friend (Dramatic Interpretalon); Christopher Fuhrmann
(Extemporaneous Speaking); and
Valerie Chapman in Poetry.
On January 30, the team will
be competing at the regional tournament held at Murray State
University.

/Bombay Gin
)
1 75 L

175 L

31.13

CalS Goal

750 101.

2.99

Korbel
Champagne

8.81
Cook's
Champagne
750 lal

Eden Rock
750

ML

4.36

750

w 8.26

Meridian
Chardonnay
10.99
Dos Cu Bois
Blanc
750 it 6.99
Clos Du Bois
Chardonnay
750 IA 9.99
ClOs Du Bois
Merlot
12.99

Hess
Chardonnay
84 Cabernet
750 hi. 10.30
Colombia Ciist
Mend
PA *9.28
Ferran
Comic,
Cabernet
17.45
Girard
Cabernet 1984
32.90

VISA
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1224 W. Wood St.

Paris, TN
901-642-7714
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8:00 a.m.-11:00 P.m.
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Looking Back

Today is Wednesday. Jan. 27. the 27th day of 1993. There are 338
Tea years ago
days left in the year.
Janet Coleman of Calloway
Today's Highlight in History:
County High School was essay
winner and Jason Adams of
Twenty years ago. on Jan. 27, 1973, the Vietnam peace accords
were signed in Paris, bringing to an end the longest foreign war in
North Calloway Elementary
School was poster winner in conU.S. history. The agreement called for a cease-fire to begin the next
tests by Calloway County Conday; the withdrawal of all U.S. troops and military advisers; and the
servation Service.
release of all prisoners held by both sides.
Vincent Alton, senior at CalloOn this date:
way County High School, has
In 1756, composer Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart was born in Salzbeen nominated for admission
burg, Austria.
into United States Military
In 1832, Charles Lutwidge Dodgson, who wrote "Alice's AdvenAcademy at West Point, NJ., by
tures in Wonderland" under the pen name Lewis Carroll, was born in
Congressman Carroll Hubbard.
Cheshire, England.
He is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
In 1981, President Ronald Reagan greeted the 52 former American
Eugene Alton.
hostages released by Iran, telling them during a visit to the White
Joe Bolin, Don Jones and Rick
House: "Welcome home."
Lamkin are new officers of CalIn 1984, singer Michael Jackson suffered second-degree burns to
loway County Bar Association.
his scalp when a smoke-bomb canister exploded during the filming of
Births reported include a boy
a Pepsi-Cola TV commercial at the Shrine Auditorium in Los
to Mr. and Mrs. David Wayne
Angeles.
Lamb, Jan. 9; a boy to Mr. and
In 1985, a secret three-day military-satellite mission of the space
Mrs. Johnny E. Johnson, Jan. 15.
shuttle "Discovery" ended with a smooth landing in Florida.
Mr. and Mrs. J.L. Culpepper
Ten years ago: Egyptian President Hosni Mubarak met with Presiwill be married for 50 years on
dent Reagan at the White House, telling reporters afterward an agreement on the withdrawal of Israeli forces from Lebanon was the "top
priority" for Middle East peace efforts.
Five years ago: The Senate Judiciary Committee unanimously
approved the nomination of Judge Anthony M. Kennedy to the U.S.
DEAR ABBY: My heart broke
Supreme Court.
when I read the letter signed "LosOne year ago: Democratic presidential candidate Bill Clinton and
ing Patience." The poor woman said
if she didn't feel like having sex, her
Arkansas resident Gennifer Flowers accused each other of lying in a
husband threatened to "go up the
renewed dispute over her assertion that they'd had a 12-year affair.
road and find some.Aileen Wuomos, a Florida highway prostitute, was convicted in the
I was married for 21 years to a
slaying of the first of seven men she'd admitted killing, claiming self- man like that. He ruled the housedefense.
hold by coercion and threats. ExamToday's Birthdays: Musical conductor Skitch Henderson is 75.
ples: "If you cut your hair,
leave
Actor Troy Donahue is 57. Ballet star Mikhail Baryshnikov is 45. you"; "If you leave me, I'll kill you";
Thought for Today: "Success and failure are not true opposites and "If you don't have sex with me
whenever I want it. I'll get it somethey're not even in the same class; they're not even a couch and a
where else!"
chair." — Lillian Hellman, American author and playwright
Once he even accused me of hav(1905-1984).
ing sex with my obstetrician

Jan. 31.
Twenty years ago
John Hina who is in seventh
year as assistant football coach at
Murray High School has been
named as head coach of the Tiger
football team. He succeeds Preston Ty Holland who retired after
43 years as coach.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Elkins, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Lynn
Rose and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Paul Dailey Jr., Jan. 19.
Betty McGehee, Kathryn
Hudspeth, Anita Perry and Kittie
Dillard are officers of Cheerful
Homemakers Club.
In high school basketball
games, Calloway County beat
South Marshall 71 to 67 and
Murray High beat Farmington 72
to 70. High team scorers were
Dan Thompson for Calloway,
McGregor for South Marshall,

Ray Lane for Murray and Chambers for Farmington.
Thirty years ago
The home of Mr. and Mrs.
Autry Miller on Ri 1, Lynn
Grove, was destroyed by fire the
morning of Jan. 25.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Hopkins, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Conner,
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Larry
Hopkins.
In high school basketball
games, Hickman County beat
Murray, College High beat Fancy
Farm, and Calloway County beat
Farmington. High team scorers
were Gary Myers, Hickman, Walter Blackburn, Murray, Bill
Koenecke, College High, Tom
Cash, Fancy Farm, Ray Whitlow,
Calloway and Wilson,
Farmington.
Forty years ago

BLONDIE

Serving aboard the anti-aircraft
cruiser, USS Juneau, is Ralph V.
Horton, boilerman third class,
United State Nivy. He is son of
Mr. and Mrs. V:C. Horton.
Mrs. W.D. Shoemaker and
Mrs. Mason Ross will serve as
co-chairmen of 1953 Mothers
March on Polio in Murray.
Clara Eagle discussed "Redecorating the Home" and Harry
and Martha Hampsher presented
special music at a meeting of
Home Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. John Pitt, Jan.
14; a boy to Mr. and Mrs. James
Ralph White, Jan. 16; a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Noel McBee, Jan.
18; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Ogilivie and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Dewey Ramsey, Jan.
19; a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Homer
Crass, Jan. 21.

Dear Abby
because I refused to have sex with
him until our baby was 6 weeks old!
My husband abused me and our
children, both physically and emotionally. Regrettably, those scars
will be with us for a lifetime. I hope
"Losing Patience" gets out now,
before this man ruins her life and
the lives of her children. A life lived
in fear and constant threats is a life
not worth living. Sign me ...
RECOVERING

sound like a broken record.
There are shelters for abused
spouses (men, too, need a safe
refuge).
The National Council on
Child Abuse and Family Violence has a toll-free helpline
that can provide assistance. It is
funded by donations from concerned people across the country, and provides a crucial service to those in need of information and refuge. The telephone
DEAR RECOVERING: I have number is (800) 222-2000.
harped on the futility of living
Unfortunately, domestic viowith an abusive spouse until I lence is still "in the closet" in

Daily Comics
THE FAR SIDE

I KEEP A GOOD
w012KS440P, IF!
00 SAY 50
mySELF!
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By GARY LARSON

I MAY Nor BE PERFECr
OLP THERE ARE
SOME THINGS I
KNOW NOW TO 00

many homes. Sadly, some people take the beatings and humiliation because they sari.
ashamed to let anyone know
what they have to contend with.
DEAR ABBY: In your reply to
the podiatrist's wife who complained that someone commented
that her husband WilS not a "real"
doctor I would have expected ,vou tic
point out that everyone who has a
doctor's degree is a real doctor.
whether the degree is in biology.
chemistry, divinity -- all the ‘- vay to
A ..% please discourage the idea
z(N)hrhy
that the terni "doctor- applies to the
medical profession alone.
And in a similar vein. you might
like to remind people.. including
your journalist colleagues. that the
word "officer- is not appropriate for
every member of a police tierce.(
lieutenants, captains and the. like
are officers.
GORDON PADWICK.
AGOUR..X. CA1.11;

DEAR GORDON PADWICK:
My dictionary states that an
officer is "one charged with
police duties," which I take to
mean every police person in the
police force.
DEAR ABBY: I just have' to
write after reading your letter from
the woman whose husband objects
to her locking the door whenever
she goes down to the mailbox on
their 1 I/2-acre lot.
Last spring, while. my mother
was away and my father was workin in the backyard of their halfacre lot, burglars entered their
home through the unlocked kitchen
door. From the ee4idenee. it seems
very likely that they wererstill in
the house, hiding, when Dad came
hack in, and they sneaked not while
he was upstairs.
We feel very fortunate that all
we lost was the family silver. and
not our father.
J. SWINK,SAN DIE( )

CALVIN and HOBBES
VW- I PUT Ti4E101 DOM
I V.IltsIT TO SIT NIV
I TO\_1:1 (MARK TO SHOVEL
TIAE VALK—

CATHY
BECAUSE
THERE'S STILL
TinIE FOR
YOU, CATHY!

.•10t1 ONLY HAVE 20 YEARS OF
PHOTOS STUFFED IN WEE:ICKES,
NOT b0... YOU ONLY HAVE FIVE
YEARS OF uNF1LED RECEIPTS
AND UNNIENDED CLOTHES, NOT
415...YOU ONLY HAVE THREE
OVERFLOWING 3UNK CRAWERS...

PLEASE! LET tfE LOK THROU6H
YOU! LET ME HELP YOU
ACHIEVE THE CrOAL I COULD
SEE, BUT NEVER QUITE GRASP!

SOME MOTHERS DREAM 1
Of FAA1E AND FORTUNE.
tAiNE CREAMS OF A CUPBOARD THAT uJILL SHUT.

Dr. Gott
DEAR DR. GOTT: After a year of
trying to correct my Graves' disease
with medicine. my GP has referred me
With no one looking, Konor would secretly
to an endocrinologist. I am now to de
sprinkle on a few sprouts.
cide if I would prefer to have surgery
to remove part of my thyroid or ra
dioactive iodine treatment. Fm
married, and have no children yet
Would you discuss these two proce
dures in reference to my situation'
DEAR READER: Graves' disease, is
a form of hyperthyroidism. in which
the thyroid gland enlarges and pro
duces too much thyroid hormone.
ACROSS
Answer
to
Previous
Punle
42 Cul de —
leading to weight loss. nervousness.
44 Rule
1 Prophet
rapid pulse, prominent eyes. and oth
46 Bancroft ID
0131 00 0000E1
5 Misplaced
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48 Meditated
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wpm
R
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50 Christmas
Therapy for this condition includes
12 Toward
MU 000011 GOUU
garments
anti-thyroid medication. radioactive
shelter
53 Red as a —
01510 MOOS OU
13 Ready, willing
iodine and surgery
54 Time gone by
and —
GOU0000 01110
Medication is ordinarily very effec55
Tellurium
14 Ginger —
M01013
0000 DU
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symbol
15 Horse's gait
0
ODo mu up normal. Such drugs. such as Tapazole
57 Builds
17 Old pronoun
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hormone
production
For
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19 Gaelic
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64 Brown with
21 'man, for one
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000M
MUM
white
23 Marchers
GloOG =DOD DO effective in your ease
interspersed
27 Iron symbol
Radioactive iodine. administered as
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0=BUD 00011210
28 Fat
66 Small horse
a "cocktail." is absorbed by the hy
29 The head:
U01100 0
MOO
67 Remain
per-active gland. The radioactivity de
slang
1-27
C)1993 United Feature Syndicate
Roughness;
31
stroys part of the thyroid gland.
DOWN
fault
thereby reducing the overproduction
6 River in
34 French article
I Actors org.
11 Pare
'of hormone. Because radioactive therSiberia
35 Do wrong
2 Guido's
16 Commands
apy is not appropriate for young pa7 Crafty
37 Vessel
high note
20 Sea eagle
tients and pregnant women, it is
8
Abound
39 Sun god
3 Moray
Thee
22
"—
9 Climbing
generally reserved for older patients
40 House
4 Let go
Sing"
device
those who cannot, for one reason
addition
or
5 Fall into
23 Warsaw
10 Medicinal
disuse
or another, take anti-thyroid drugs I
native
plant
do not believe you should consider this
24 Son of Adam
25 Note of scale
therapy because of your age.
26 Soak up
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
a
10 11
9
Surgery to remove part of the thy30 Rim
• roid gland is a reasonable alternative
32 Press upon
12
13
that is permanent and safe, when perattention
1UI 33 Wedding ring
formed by a qualified specialist.
15
ill
17
is
I suspect that the endocrinologist
36 Music variety
will attempt to control your Graves'
38 Seesaws
19
20
21 22
41 Toils
disease with higher doses of medicine;
43 Corn on the
if this isn't successful he will proba23 24 25
27
bly recommend surgery.
45
Negative
WI
DEAR DR. GOTT: I have dark
28
prefix
31 id
idil
brown spots on my back and neck that
47 Exist
WI
il
come and go. It seems they either fall
49 In want
34
35
37
50 Grate
off or are rubbed off. What causes
li
51 S-shaped
40
these lesions and how can I get rid of,
41
42
44
molding
them without a doctor surgically re1111
ill
52 Walk
moving them?
56 The sell
DEAR READER You probably have
Mil
WI
il
56 Army bed
seborrheic keratoses, which are age.
59 Chinese
ilill
ill
ill
related brownish or gray. oily. irregPROW*
SA
SA
WI 00 Veal's
ular patches on the skin They are a
asNed
iiiii
harmless cosmetic nuisance that can
61
• planking
64
easily be removed, by a surgeon or
63
Attic*
111
hil
dermatologist, without an incision.
idi
Set a dermatologist for confirmation
WI
WIUIU
of the diagnosis

Crosswords

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

GARFIELD
GARFIELD, HAvE YOU NOTICED
140W DULL AND REPETITIVE
OUR LIVES ARE?

GARFIELD, HAVE YOU NOTICED
HOW DOLL AND REPETITIVE
OUR LIVES ARE?

HERE'S THE WORLD FAMOUS
HOCKEY PLAYER ON HIS
.
WAY TO THE GAME
---------

UNDER THE NEW RULES
IF YOU START A FI6HT, YOU
ARE AUTOMATICALLY EJECTED
FROM THE GAME...
t-2r

hi

UI

Al

iii

piin

I- 27

_
•
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yrI
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Super Bowl
Weekend Sale

Chestnut St.

10th

It's The Total On The Tam

h

Counts!!!

Field

avoids"'
aturning

ThundaT

73% Lean
3 Lbs. or More

STRAWBEWIES

GROUND
BEEF
Tahoe Pack

$1.48
Boneless
Lb. $2.89
Breast Fillet
Mrs. Paul (Bonus Pack 3/88.34)
Fish Sticksoz.$3.09

Fryer Breast

Lb.

SAUSAGE
GRAPES

PEPSI PRODUCTS
Reelfoot Meaty (Bones Pack 3/82.40)
Lb.
Jumbo Franks
3/85.37)
Bryan (Bonus Pack
Lb.
Smokie Cocktails
22
oz.
Mama Rosa

89
$2.99
2/$4.49

Pizza

12 Pk.

Pepsi Products

8 oz.

2/$5.99

Mushrooms

4125P

VEGETABLES
Great Northern, Chili Hot,

+Pi

1CJI Grads A Large

POritAilli Darin

Pinto, Red Kidney Beans
15 oz. Can

r

59C

1GA Assorted Flaws
2 Liter

.••
4:*

•"

Quick or Regular
18 oz. Box

Quaker
Oats

Sausage

Colas

•

Cu
ii
;
nn
igui
tr

°
79
c
99
2/99c

_--y

c= Fried Cbicken
Sous

i

Prairie Farms Reg. or

Lite

WholeBanqut
1218Cala

Peter Pan le oz.

Peanut
Butter

SOuir

••••••• IA

•'14,..•

urt

Prairie
(Farms

I

"1.0";,,••••'

EGGS

Prairie Farms Whole,
2%, Skim, 1/2 Gal.

SOUR CREAM

$299 gge
To
Ho

Kraft Crape 32 as.

Tombstone 12"

or JAM
JELLY
Buy 1, Get 1

PIZZA

FREE

$299
We reserve the right to
limit quantities and correct
printing errors

Effective Dates:
Jan. 27-Feb. 2
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